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INTRODUCTION
Studying the Bible is the most important study a person can be involved in, because it
contains God’s revelation to man. But it must be done honestly using widely accepted
principles of Bible exposition. Where these principles are ignored, the Word is not only
misinterpreted, but falsehood is accepted and proclaimed as the truth. Many Christians are
being deceived in this way. One of the most important principles of Bible exposition is to
understand the basic difference between the Old and the New Testaments and to know
where the one ends and where the other starts. Keeping this in mind will prevent the Old
Testament being applied in an uncritical way in the New Testament dispensation of the
church. Another very important principle that has to be kept in mind is to remember that
Scripture must always be allowed to explain Scripture. Quoting isolated proof texts out of
context and using them as the basis for doctrines, has been the cause of many serious
heresies creeping into the church. Also, the immediate and wider context of a verse must
always be considered. By way of example, because Scripture has not been interpreted
properly the following doctrines have been proclaimed as the will of God for believers:
because the patriarchs practised polygamy, it may also be done in the church; because
certain plagues where sent by God, we may not use any form of pest control, because that
would be thwarting the purposes of God; because God sanctioned the divine rights of the
kings of Israel, they still have the same rights today; because the Bible makes certain

statements about the suffering of women during childbirth we may not approve any method
of alleviating their pain. Two of the best examples of doctrines in the church that are based
on unacceptable and inconsistent methods of Bible exposition are the teachings on tithing
and the keeping of the Sabbath. Because these two doctrines have such serious spiritual
implications, there is a compelling need for their evaluation in the light of sound principles of
hermeneutics.
Bloemfontein, 2014

PART ONE

TESTING THE TITHING DOCTRINE

1 _________________________________________
TESTING THE TITHING DOCTRINE
EVALUATING THE TRADITIONAL TEXTS
Genesis 14:17-20, Genesis 28
Many religious institutions teach that it is compulsory to tithe. They often accuse those who
do not believe in tithing as being immature Christians who do not believe the Bible. Even in
churches where leaders do not place a heavy emphasis on this subject, you usually find that
little is done in terms of presenting proper Bible study material in order to rectify the
traditional tithing concept that already exists in the minds of many of their members. Perhaps
because many pastors and ministers themselves are not very sure of what the Bible teaches
about this subject, or because some think there is financial gain to be had, they are reluctant
to question it. Tithing churches usually make use of only a few passages of Scripture to
motivate their people to tithe. In examining this traditional doctrine we become aware of

how teachers of this subject blatantly ignore sound principles of Bible exposition and how
inconsistent they are in the way they interpret and apply Scripture.
The following are the scriptures that are usually used as a basis for the tithing doctrine:
Genesis 14:17-20, Genesis 28:20-22, Malachi 3:7-10, Matthew 23:23, Luke 18:9-14 and
Hebrews 7:1-19.
In our discussion of this subject it will become clear what they really mean when they are
studied in their context.
(i). Genesis 14:17-20 – Abraham and Melchisedek
This scripture is commonly used to justify the paying of tithes. Some teachers even go so far
as to say that it was Melchisedek who taught Abraham about tithing. On his part, according
to them, Melchisedek received this teaching directly from YHWH. I wonder where they find
this in the Bible?
Scripture does state that Abraham gave a tithe to Melchisedek, the priest-king of Salem.
Because this incident took place about four hundred years before the Law was given to
Moses, they say that tithing therefore was an eternal principle that did not fall away with the
establishment of the New Testament. The following, though, must be kept in mind: before a
piece of narrative from the Old Testament, like this passage in Genesis 14, can be used to
determine doctrine for the church, it must be decided which principle of interpretation will

be applied. Stories in the Old Testament are usually bound to a specific historical time and
place and the danger exists that if they are used as a basis for a moral or legalistic principle or
law for the church, it could destroy the message of the Bible as a whole. If the historic setting
of Genesis 14 is studied one will see that about 2000 B.C. four kings under Kedorlaomer
attacked Sodom and Gomorrah, defeated them and carried all their possessions away as loot.
They also captured Abraham’s nephew Lot. When Abraham heard this, he pursued and
defeated them, freed Lot and in turn took away all their possessions. On his way back he was
met by Melchisedek and the king of Sodom. As a tribute, Abraham honoured Melchisedek by
giving him a tenth of the loot that he had taken from the defeated kings (Heb.7:4). It is
possible that this was done because of an ancient practice that was commonly found in the
countries of those days in the Middle East. In countries like Egypt, Canaan and Mesopotamia,
war tax had to be paid to the king through whose country a victorious conqueror had to
travel. This practice was later also to become part of the Law that was given to Moses
(Num.31:27-28).
Who was Melchisedek? All that can be gleaned from Genesis 14 is that he was a priest-king of
Salem and that no record could be found of who his mother or father was. Scripture does not
say that he was never born or that he never died. It only says that because he had no
traceable genealogy, nobody knew from where he came or what became of him (Heb.7:1-3).
Some preachers believe that he was Jesus in the flesh who lived on earth as a priest-king. This

point of view is difficult to accept as it would make the later virgin birth of Christ as the Babe
born in Bethlehem unnecessary. They then go on to say that because Abraham paid a tithe to
him as representative of God, in like fashion, tithes should be paid to the church because it is
Christ’s representative on earth today. At this point it is important to distinguish between the
historical Melchisedek of Genesis 14 and the typological Melchisedek mentioned in Psalm
110 and Hebrews 7. In Psalm 110 and Hebrews 7 the example of Melchisedek is used
typologically to explain the eternal priesthood of Jesus; a priesthood far superior to that of
the Levites:
“If perfection could have been attained through the Levitical priesthood…why was there
still need for another priest to come – one in the order of Melchisedek, not in the order of
Aaron?” (Heb.7:11).
Abraham as carrier of the promises of the covenant and from whose seed came the Levites,
honours the lesser Melchisedek. In like fashion, Jesus who is not a descendant of the priestly
tribe of the Levites, is honoured above the descendants of Aaron and Levi, because He is
chosen to become the High Priest of the New Testament, and not any of them.
The comparison between Melchisedek and Jesus cannot be taken too far as Jesus had a
genealogy both from his fleshly father as well as from his mother’s side (Matt.1, Luk.3:23-38).
This could not be said of Melchisedek.

For the following reasons the example of Abraham paying a tithe to Melchisedek cannot be
used to build a doctrine for the church:
1. Nowhere in the context of Genesis 14 do we read that God ever instructed Melchisedek, or
anybody else, to pay a tithe to anybody.
2. Abraham’s paying of a tithe was a once off payment, unique in the sense that in his life
time he never did it again. What will happen if we start using other isolated incidents in the
Old Testament as bases for the formulation of doctrines for the church? Must we, for
example, make anything of God instructing Abraham to go and slaughter his son Isaac as a
sacrifice on a mountain?
3. If Abraham’s payment of a tithe to Melchisedek is used as an example of why tithes should
be paid to the church, to be consistent with the way in which they interpret the Bible, nine
tenths should be given to Satan, because in the context, after having given a tenth to
Melchisedek, Abraham gives the rest of the loot to the king of Sodom! (Gen.14:23-24). Thus,
if those who teach tithing want to be honest in the way that they apply Scripture and
Abraham’s giving of a tithe is used as a principle for the church, they will also have to teach
people to give away everything they have – ten per cent to God and ninety per cent to Satan!

4. Abraham gave a tenth of the loot that he took away from the other kings. According to
what we read in Scripture he gave nothing of his own possessions to Melchisedek (Heb.7:4).
Based on this information, what principle must be applied to the church? Should you take
things away from other people you don’t like and give a tenth of it to your church?
5. Nowhere in Scripture do we read that God’s blessing on the life of Abraham depended on
his having to pay tithes.
6. Most probably the old Eastern custom of paying war loot tax played a role in what
happened in Genesis 14.
7. Nowhere in Scripture is this incident used to motivate Jews or Christians to pay tithes.

(ii). Genesis 28 – Jacob bargains with God
“Then Jacob made a vow, saying, ‘If God will be with me and will watch over me on this
journey I am taking and will give me food to eat and clothes to wear so that I return safely
to my father’s house, then the Lord will be my God…and of all that you give me I will give a
tenth” (Gen. 28:20-22).

This is the only other incident in the Bible where tithing is mentioned before the giving of the
Law to Moses. Jacob, just like in the case of Abraham, does not respond to a command given
to him by God. It is he himself, typical of what his name means, that schemes and negotiates
with God; God must first bless him with food and clothes and a safe journey, then he will give
a tenth of what he receives back to God.
Here the question must be asked, who did he give the tenth of the food and clothing that he
received to? It is not enough just to say “to God.” It is not logical to think that God stooped
down from heaven to collect things that He anyway had no need for! At that stage there was
still no representative priesthood who could receive what he wanted to give. There were just
heathen around him. What we do know is that during that time from Adam until the Law was
given to Moses, all the patriarchs who were heads of families, also acted as priests for their
clan and they built altars and offered sacrifices (Gen.35:1). Did they give the food and
clothing to needy people who came to worship with them? We do not know. All that we do
know is that Jacob’s vow to give a tithe of what he received must have been voluntarily
otherwise he would not have been in a position to bargain with God. You cannot argue with
God when He gives commands! In the light of the the nature of this case, it can also not be
used as an example why compulsory tithes should be paid to the church.

2 ___________________________________

Malachi 3:7-10 – Seen in the Context of Numbers 18
"Will a man rob God? Yet you rob me. "But you ask, 'How do we rob you?' "In tithes and
offerings. You are under a curse – the whole nation of you – because you are robbing me.
Bring the whole tithe into the storehouse, that there may be food in my house. Test me in
this," says the Lord Almighty, "and see if I will not throw open the floodgates of heaven and
pour out so much blessing that you will not have room enough for it.”
In order to properly understand these texts which are so often used to justify the paying of
tithes, one needs to look at Numbers 18, the chapter in which the law governing the tithe is
given. This is the most authoritative piece in Scripture which prescribes exactly how tithes
should be paid. It forms part of the Law that was given to Israel during the time of their
journey from Egypt to the Promised Land. If tithing is as important as some people make it to
be, Numbers 18 should be the logical place where a study of this subject should begin. Before

we look at this section of the Bible, we must make sure that we understand the priesthood
that was closely related to the whole tithing system.
The Origin of the Priestly Orders of Aaron and Levi
Both were instituted by God. After God had inaugurated Aaron and his sons as priests (Lev.8,
Num.3:10), He rewarded Levi and his sons for supporting Moses against the worshippers of
the golden calf by appointing them as assistant priests (Ex.32:26-29, Num.18:2-3). They could
help with the transportation and maintenance of the tabernacle (Num.7), but they were not
permitted to touch the holy things that were used during worship in the holy place. God said
to Aaron:
“Bring your fellow Levites from your ancestral tribe to join you and assist you when you and
your sons minister before
the Tent of the Testimony. They are to be responsible to you and are to perform all the
duties of the Tent, but they must not go near the furnishings of the sanctuary or the altar,
or both they and you will die…But only you and your sons may serve as priests in connection
with everything at the altar and inside the curtain. I am giving you the service of the
priesthood as a gift. Anyone else who comes near the sanctuary must be put to death"
(Num.18:3-7).

It is important to keep this distinction in mind when tithing is discussed.
The Bible tells us that during the reign of King David, apart from the Aaronic priests, there
were about 38,000 Levites in Israel (1 Chron. 23:3).
We learn more about how the priests operated when we read what David, Nehemiah and
Hezekiah did during their time to restore the priestly divisions of duty in Israel (1 Chron.23,
Neh.10:29, 2 Chron.31:2).
“This was their appointed order of ministering when they entered the temple of the Lord,
according to the regulations prescribed for them by their forefather Aaron, as the Lord, the
God of Israel, had commanded him” (1 Chron.24:19).
“Hezekiah assigned the priests and Levites to divisions – each of them according to their
duties as priests or Levites… (2 Chron.31:2).
In 1 Chron.24 we read that the priests were divided into 24 divisions according to their heads
of family and that these divisions, in turn, had to do duty in the temple throughout the year
(Neh.10:34). Hundreds of years later this system was still in place at the time of the
announcement of the pregnancy of Elizabeth, the mother of John the Baptist (Luk.1:5-9).
“In the time of Herod king of Judea there was a priest named Zechariah, who belonged to
the priestly division of Abijah; …Once when Zechariah's division was on duty and he was

serving as priest before God…he was chosen by lot, according to the custom of the
priesthood, to go into the temple of the Lord and burn incense.”
If each of the 24 divisions had to take turns in performing their duty in the temple throughout
the year, it meant that each priest and Levite was physically involved in the temple for only
about two weeks of the year. I wonder if those who so readily quote from Mal.3:10 to justify
the paying of tithes to their churches realize that the Old Testament priestly ministry cannot
be used as an example of “full time” ministry, because no “full time” ministry in the Old
Testament temple was on duty for more than two weeks at a time during the year. During the
time of King David many Levitical priests acted as building supervisors, officials, judges (1
Chron. 23:4) and others did duty as musicians and singers (1 Chron.23:5). Some might even
have done duty as soldiers (1 Chron.27:5).
Where did the Levites stay?
To understand the tithing system of Israel it is also important that we should know where the
Levites lived. They did not stay in Jerusalem. Because they could not own lands or houses the
other tribes had to make towns and homes available for them to live in (Num.18:20-23).

“Command the Israelites to give the Levites towns to live in…And give them pasturelands
around the towns. Then they will have towns to live in and pasturelands for their cattle,
flocks and all their other livestock” (Num. 35:2-3).
“In all you must give the Levites forty-eight towns, together with their pasturelands” (Num.
35:7).
Why also all the pasturelands around the towns? Again, as it will be seen later, the
pasturelands play an important role in understanding Israel’s tithing system.
What did the Assistant Priests, the Levites, have to live from?
“I give to the Levites all the tithes in Israel as their inheritance in return for the work they do
while serving at the Tent of Meeting” (Num.18:21).
How were the High Priest and the other Aaronite Priests supported?
“The Lord said to Moses, ‘Speak to the Levites and say to them: When you receive from the
Israelites the tithe I give you as your inheritance, you must present a tenth of that tithe as

the Lord’s offering…From these tithes you must give the Lord’s portion to Aaron the priest”
(Num.18:26-28, my emphasis).
The Levites had to give a tenth of their tithe which they received from the other eleven tribes
to Aaron and his sons, the priests, to live on. It must come as a shock to those who so often
quote Mal.3:10 as their proof text to learn that the “tithe” mentioned in verse 10 really refers
to the tenth of the tithe that was collected by the Levites! It comes as a surprise to many to
learn that the most important ministries under the Old Covenant did not receive the whole
tithe in the way that many modern “priests” receive it today.
Where were the Tithes received and by Whom?
“And we will bring a tithe of our crops to the Levites, for it is the Levites who collect the
tithes in all the towns where we work” (Neh.10:37, my emphasis).
“And a priest descended from Aaron is to accompany the Levites when they receive the
tithes, and the Levites are to bring a tenth of the tithes up to the house of our God, to the
storerooms of the treasury” (Num.10:38, my emphasis).

This verse once again upsets the theology of the tithing teachers who use Mal.3:10 as a basis
for their teaching. To some people it will come as a shock to find out that the main tithe
never went to the storeroom of the temple as they have so often heard it being taught in
some churches! It was received in the 48 Levitical towns that were set apart for this purpose.
And only a tenth of the main tithe was sent to the storeroom of the temple for the priests
who were on duty to live from.
What did the Tithes consist of?
When we look at all the parts of Scripture that deal with tithes, we notice that money is not
mentioned anywhere (Num.18, Lev.27). Only agricultural products are named. What is
interesting to note is that the “first fruit” of the land was small enough to fit into a basket
(Deut.26:1-4, Lev.23:17). From Scripture we see that the tithe of the people consisted of
grain, new wine, oil, honey and all that could be produced off the land (2 Chron.31:5-6).
Some people argue that the reason why money is not mentioned is because it was not
commonly available in those days. This point of view does not take into consideration that
before we read about tithes in the context of the Law of Moses, the word “money” is already
mentioned more than forty times in the first five books of the Bible. So for instance, slaves
and property could be bought with money (Gen.17:12, Gen.23:9-15) and money could also
be paid in terms of vows that were taken (Lev.27). Money could also be used for the paying

of fines (Ex.21:35) and it had to be used to pay the ransom for lives during the taking of a
census (Ex.30:11-16). Another case where money was involved was when shekels had to be
paid for the redemption of the firstborn of Israel (Num.3:45-48). In Lev.25 detailed
instructions are given in terms of the buying and selling of property. In the same chapter we
read how the Israelites had to deal with debt and interest. Therefore, to reason that money
was not commonly available in Israel is not a valid argument.
Another logical reason why we must believe that tithes consisted of agricultural products is
found in Deut.14:22-29. Concerning the tithe that had to be eaten in Jerusalem Scripture has
the following to say:
“Be sure to set aside a tenth of all that your fields produce each year. Eat the tithe of your
grain, new wine and oil, and the firstborn of your herds and flocks in the presence of the
Lord…But if the place is too distant and you have been blessed by the Lord your God and
you cannot carry you tithe (because the place where the Lord will choose to put his Name is
so far away),…then exchange your tithe for silver, and take the silver with you…Use the
silver to buy whatever you like: cattle, sheep…” (Deut.14:22-29, my emphasis).
If money could be used for the payment of tithes, why was it necessary to exchange it again
for livestock and other agricultural products?
What Percentage was the Tithe?

For those who teach tithing in their churches, there can be only one answer to this question
and that is that it must be ten per cent. One prominent Word of Faith teacher, John Avanzini,
has the following to say in his book God’s Debt Free Guarantee: “It is quite easy to prove from
God’s Word that the tithe is exactly 10 per cent” (pp.56, my emphasis). Is it easy to prove that
it was “exactly” 10 per cent? The Old Testament Scriptures specify a number of different
tithes:
1. A first yearly tithe had to be taken to the towns of the Levites
“I give to the Levites all the tithes in Israel as their inheritance in return for the work they
do…” (Num.18:21).
2. A second yearly tithe had to go for a feast Jerusalem (Deut.12:5-7, Deut.14:23).
“But you are to seek the place the Lord your God will choose…To that place you must go;
there bring your tithes and special gifts…There, in the presence of the Lord your God, you
and your families shall eat and shall rejoice in everything you have put your hand to… ”
(Deut.12:5-7).

Whilst the first tithe had to go to the towns of the Levites for them to live from, this tithe had
to be taken to Jerusalem for a feast to be eaten by the people themselves.
3. A third Year tithe is mentioned (Deut.14:28-29, Deut.26:12-13)
“At the end of every three years, bring all the tithes of that year’s produce and store it in
your towns so that the Levites and the aliens, the fatherless and the widow who live in your
towns may come and eat and be satisfied…” (Deut.14:28-29, my emphasis).
Where the first tithe had to be divided between the towns of the Levites and the temple in
Jerusalem to feed the priests, and the second tithe had to go to Jerusalem for a feast for the
people, the third tithe had to be kept in the towns to feed the needy. If all these tithes are
taken into account, they clearly exceed the 10% so widely applied in contemporary church
circles.
If all these stipulations that govern Old Testament tithing are taken into consideration, one
cannot help but be shocked by the inconsistent way in which modern tithing teachers go
about applying selective verses out of context in order to justify their doctrines. Certain
commonly accepted principles of Bible interpretation are just blatantly ignored! Equally

disconcerting is the indiscriminate way that ordinary believers just accept what is preached
and taught from some of their pulpits!
Malachi 3:10 and Guilty Priests

A thorough reading of the Book of Malachi will reveal that Mal.3:10 is wrongly interpreted by
many in the church. It will show that it is not only the common people that are being rebuked
by the prophet Malachi, but also the priests who were guilty of sacrificing stolen animals!
“…and you bring what has been taken by robbery, and what is lame or sick…” (Mal.1:13,
NAS)
“And now this admonition is for you, O priests” (Mal.2:1).
“It is you, O priests, who despise my Name” (Mal.1:6).
Sound hermeneutics would not allow a passage like Mal.3:8-10 to be applied out of its
context. This passage must be interpreted against the background of all the rules and
regulations that govern the tithing system of which it forms part. Concerning all these
statutes and regulations of Old Testament Law which also regulated the tithing system, God
sternly warned: “See that you do all I command you; do not add to it or take away from it!”
(Deut.12:32).

The context clearly shows that the priests were the guilty ones who were robbing God while
ministering at the altar! This fact is usually totally ignored when preachers use Mal.3:9 to
warn people about the curses that will strike them when they “rob” God.
The Seventh year Sabbath and the Jubilee
According to Scripture it was unlikely that tithes could be paid during the seventh year
Sabbath and during the Jubilee that occurred every fiftieth year, because then the fields had
to be left unploughed and unplanted.

“For six years you are to sow your fields and harvest the crops, but during the seventh year
let the land lie unploughed and unused. Then the poor among your people may get food
from it…” (Ex.23:10-11).
“The fiftieth year shall be a jubilee for you; do not sow and do not reap…” (Lev.25:11).
Is there a modern-day tithing teacher who incorporates something of this principle of rest
into his teachings? The question must once again be asked: which principle of Bible

interpretation do modern tithing teachers use that gives them the right to pick and choose
verses randomly and at will to make up their own version of the tithe? If one submits to the
Old Testament principle of tithing, surely it is then just logical to accept the fact that one
must also submit to all the principles that God instituted to govern it.

3__________________________________________

JESUS, THE RICH YOUNG RULER, ZACHEUS AND THE TITHE
“Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You give a tenth of your
spices – mint, dill and cummin. But you have neglected the more important matters of the
law – justice, mercy and faithfulness. You should have practiced the latter, without
neglecting the former” (Matt. 23:23).

What Jesus says in Matt.23:23 cannot be used to justify the paying of tithes in the New
Testament church, because at the time that He spoke the words that the verse refers to, the
Old Testament was still in force. It only came to an end at the moment of His death on the
cross. This same explanation can be given to those who want to justify Law keeping by
referring to what Jesus said to the Rich Young Ruler who asked what he had to do to inherit
eternal life (Luk.18:18-21).
The fact that some people use scriptures like Matt.23:23 and Luk.18:18-24 to explain why
they must keep the Law, illustrates how important it is to understand the difference between
the two testaments. Uncertainty about where the division between the two takes place
affects the way we interpret things that Jesus said. Although the typographic division
between the Old and New Testaments is between the end of Malachi and the beginning of
the book of Matthew, it is not where the division takes place from God’s point of view.
According to New Testament teaching, it takes place at the moment of Jesus’ death on the
cross:
“…because a will is in force only when somebody has died; it never takes effect while the
one who made it is still living” (Heb.9:17).
Although Jesus started preparing His disciples for the new dispensation that would start after
His death, He still had to fully submit to the laws of the Old Testament. This He had to do in

order to become the Lamb without defect that had to die on the cross to be the sacrifice for
the sins of the world.
Modern tithing teachers often quote Matt.23:23 to “prove” that Jesus commanded tithing in
the church, but they ignore the rest of the context of the Law of Moses to which it refers! The
context of Matthew 22 and 23 is still the old dispensation which was still in force. This is what
Jesus was referring to when He said to the Pharisees and to the teachers of the Law: “You
should to have practiced the latter, without neglecting the former” (Matt.23:23). To insist,
on the basis of what Jesus said, that believers in the church should tithe, but not to include
other aspects of the law that He was alluding to, for instance circumcision, the stoning of
false prophets, chastity tests for young ladies, disciplining unruly boys by stoning, etc. is once
again to be guilty of inconsistent application of Bible passages.
The Rich Young Ruler (Luk.18:18-24) and Zacchaeus (Luk.19:1-8)
“You still lack one thing. Sell everything you have and give it to the poor…” (Luk.18:22).
It should be noted that Jesus did not say to the rich young ruler to sell everything he had and
to give a tenth of the proceeds to the priests in the temple; he had to give it to the poor!
According to what is being preached in some circles today, one would think that Jesus should
rather have said to him to take it to the “house of God.”

In a similar situation when Zacchaeus said to the Lord that he was going to give half of what
he owned to the poor and that he was going to repay those who he had cheated, Jesus did
not say a word about tithes that should go to the temple (Luk.19:8).

4__________________________________________

THE HIGH PRIESTHOOD OF JESUS ABOLISHED TITHING – HEBREWS 7
Hebrews 7 is an important chapter to understand, because it is the only place in the Bible
where tithing is mentioned after the crucifixion of Jesus. Because many of the first Christian
converts were Jews, most found it very difficult to break with some of their Jewish religious
traditions. The letter to the Hebrews was written to address this problem. They had to be
persuaded that Jesus, as High Priest, was much more important and greater than Moses
(Heb.3:1-6). In Christ Jesus they had a better rest (Heb.4), a better “land,” a better “city,” a

better “temple,” a better sacrifice and a better priesthood than what they had under the Old
Covenant (Heb.7-10). Against this background Hebrew 7 is easily understood. With Jesus
Christ as their new Mediator and High Priest, they needed no other system of religion.
It is important to remember that it is the typological Melchisedek that is referred to in
Hebrews 7. Jesus was just like Melchisedek. Abraham who carried the seed of the Levitical
priesthood esteemed Melchisedek greater than himself by paying a tribute to him in the form
of a tenth of the loot that he was carrying. In the same way, Jesus not being a Levite, is
esteemed higher than any Old Testament priest by becoming the High Priest of the New
Testament. The comparison of Jesus with Melchisedek cannot be taken too far, because in
the case of Melchisedek nothing was known about his genealogy, whilst in the case of Jesus,
both from His fleshly father’s side as well as from His mother’s side, His hereditary is well
documented (Matt.1:17, Luk.3:23-38). To summarise, in a representative way, because
Abraham carried the seed from which the Levites would stem, he as the greater one, blessed
the lesser, Melchisedek with a tithe. In the same way, the lesser, the One who is not from the
seed of Levi, is honoured by becoming the High Priest of a complete new priesthood. The
focus and emphasis of Hebrews 7 is not on teaching about tithes, but on the greater
priesthood of the Lord Jesus Christ.
The Change of the Priesthood

“For when there is a change of the priesthood, there must also be a change of the law”
(Heb.7:12).
It is difficult to understand why any discussion concerning tithing, the Sabbath or the keeping
of any Old Testament law, does not start with a study of Heb.7:12.
The Greek word metatithemi which is translated as “change” in the English version of
Heb.7:12, is given a fuller meaning by looking at what the KJV New Testament Greek Lexicon
has to say about it:
met-at-ith'-ay-mee,… Verb, Definition:
to transpose (two things, one of which is put in place of the other); to change; to transfer
one's self or suffer one's self to be transferred to go or pass over; to fall away or desert from
one person or thing to another”
The English word "metamorphosis" derived from the Greek word μεταμόρφωσις has the
same prefix μετα- (meta-), meaning "change" and combined with μορφή (morphe -form) has
the meaning of “to undergo a change of form” or to experience a transformation.
When a larva has turned into a butterfly we say that a complete metamorphosis had taken
place.
With the death of Jesus Christ on the cross a metamorphosis took place, a new priesthood
took the place of the old Levitical system that went hand in hand with the Law of Moses:

“If perfection could have been attained through the Levitical priesthood (for on the basis of
it the law was given to the people), why was there still need for another priest to come- one
in the order of Melchisedek, not in the order of Aaron? (Heb.7:11).
“For when there is a change of the priesthood, there must also be a change of the law”
(Heb.7:12).
The whole discussion in the context of Hebrews chapter 7 makes it very clear that the law
that was changed was the Mosaic Law. Jesus being a descendant of the tribe of Judah, and
not of the tribe of Levi, did not qualify to become a priest under the law of the old Mosaic
system of religion. Therefore, in order for Him to become a High Priest, the law had to be
changed to accommodate Him. At Christ’s death His blood took the place of the blood of the
Passover lamb, and the place of Aaron as high priest was taken by Jesus who then became
the new High Priest of the New Testament. One of the results of the death and resurrection
of Christ Jesus was that the old system of priests was replaced by the New Testament
priesthood of all believers (1 Pet.2:5-9, Rev.1:6, 5:9-10). Because the Old Testament
priesthood came to an end as result of Jesus’ death on the cross, the tithing system which
supported it was also no longer necessary. In its place came the principles of New Testament
stewardship which includes the principle of giving by grace.

The total absence of any mention of tithing in the letters of the New Testament can only be
explained by the fact that no such law was given to the church; just as there was no law
given to the church about circumcision or of having to keep the Sabbath.
Conclusion
Recently, a student contacted me to find out where she could find a Torah group where she
could fellowship. I thought that it was my duty to warn her that if she as a Christian
submitted to only one of the laws of the Torah, that she was obligated to keep all of them.
Her reply to me was: “I am already keeping the Torah!”
I wonder is she knew what she was talking about? Has she ever read through the first five
Books of the Bible to realize what the implications were of what she was saying? “I already
keep the Torah!” Does she put herself in quarantine during her monthly menstrual cycle and
when it is over does she take two pigeons to a priest to sacrifice on her behalf so that she can
be clean? (Lev.15). Do those who are involved in Messianic Christianity submit their young
ladies who want to get married to tests to see whether they are still virgins, and what are
they going to do with those who fail? Stone them, as commanded in the Torah? (Deut.
22:20-21). And what about boys who refuse to be disciplined by their parents and who
become rebellious? Are they stoned as the Torah instructs? (Deut.21:18-21). A list of about

613 commandments can be drawn up from the Torah, one as important as the other!
According to the Torah itself not one may be left out or be changed!
“See that you do all I command you; do not add to it or take away from it” (Deut.12:32).
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THE NEW TESTAMENT PRIESTHOOD OF ALL BELIEVERS
The Levitical priesthood was never part of God’s original plan that He had with the nation of
Israel. Even before the Law was given to Moses He expressed his desire in the following way:

“Now if you obey me fully and keep my covenant, then out of all nations you will be my
treasured possession. Although the whole earth is mine, you will be for me a kingdom of
priests and a holy nation. These are the words you are to speak to the Israelites” (Ex.19:56). “I am going to come to you in a cloud…Then Moses led the people out of the camp to
meet with God…(v.17). When the people saw the thunder and lightning…they trembled
with fear. They stayed at a distance and said to Moses, ‘Speak to us yourself and we will
listen. But do not have God speak to us or we will die.’ Moses said to the people… ‘God has
come to test you…’ The people remained at a distance, while Moses approached the thick
darkness where God was” (Ex.20:18-21, my emphasis).
On this specific occasion the people of Israel failed an important test. According to what we
read in this passage it seems that God wanted a nation of priests so that He could speak to
each individual directly. They failed the test and instead of each one hearing from God, He
had to speak to them through Moses and the prophets. According to His original plan priests
and prophets would not have been necessary as mediators between Himself and His people.
Each individual, as a priest, would have been able to hear from God himself. If there had been
no need for priests, then tithing as a system to support them would also not have been
necessary. Each member of each tribe would have supported himself from the land of their
inheritance.

By instituting the New Testament priesthood of all believers God returns to His original plan
that He initially had with Israel, namely of having “a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a
holy nation, a people belonging to God…” (1 Pet.2:9-10).
This plan of God should form a very important part of New Testament teaching. In the new
dispensation Jesus is the High Priest and every believer is a priest under Him:
“But you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people belonging to God,
that you may declare the praises of him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful
light” (1 Pet.2:9, my emphasis).
The Ministry of the New Testament Priesthood
The writer to the Hebrews confirms the idea that it is God’s will that all New Testament
believers should be involved in ministry by stating that all believers should be teachers of
God’s Word (Heb.5:12). Although much is spoken about the ministry of the priesthood of all
believers in the church, not much can be done to fully implement it according to New
Testament principles because of the unbiblical institutional model of the church.
Priests in the Church

The status that the all-in-one pastor/minister-figure enjoys in most congregations does not
rest on New Testament revelation, but on the role model of the Old Testament priest. The
word “pastor” in the Bible merely means to be a shepherd, someone who cares for the
sheep. It is mentioned in the same line and breath as apostles, prophets, evangelists and
teachers (Ephesians 4:11). On what grounds is the pastoral ministry elevated above the rest,
given special perks and privileges and put in charge of the flock? This situation produces a
priestly class in the church which divides the Body of Christ into two classes: the clergy and
the laity, and this leads to the wrong impression that only the clergy are “full-time” in the
service of the Lord. This concept contributes largely to the neutralising of the ministering
power of the New Testament priesthood of all believers.
In the New Testament we read that in the new dispensation, the Holy Spirit is poured out on
all believers. Thus, in contrast to the old dispensation, all believers now become God’s
anointed ones. The Holy Spirit wants to distribute spiritual gifts and ministries amongst His
Body for the benefit of all. Thus the ministry of the New Testament priesthood is experienced
as every member functions. In the New Testament, in contrast to the old, we read of men
and women, from all ranks of society, under unction of the Holy Spirit, becoming witnesses
and ministers in the service of God (1 Corinthians 12/14).

The Bible teaches that “...He gave gifts to men...some apostles, some to be prophets, some
to be evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers, to prepare God’s people for works
of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up…” (Ephesians 4:11-12).
Experience shows that it is just not possible for these gifted ministries to be developed in the
classroom environment of a Bible school. They need to develop through discipleship in the
school of the Spirit, which is life itself, and then they have to find expression in the fellowship
of believers through open ministry, for the benefit and the building up of the Body. In
congregations you usually find older men and women who have experienced everything that
the Devil, the flesh and the world could throw at them; the death of loved ones,
bankruptcies, disillusionment in various forms, disappointments of all sorts, and they survived
by keeping their faith in God and His Word. Instead of being able to fully release this rich
reservoir of experience and knowledge through open ministry, they have to sit quietly in
meetings and cannot contribute much to the overhaul growth of the body of Christ
Paul’s Philosophy of Ministry
Nowhere in the letters written to New Testament congregations do we read that tithes are to
be used to support ministries. If we want to discuss what the New Testament has to say
about the support of ministries, 1 Cor.9:1-19 would be a good place to start. In this piece Paul

makes use of an Old Testament principle to defend the fact that he as a worker who spreads
the Gospel, has a right to be supported. If tithes were to be used to support gospel workers
this would have been the logical place to mention it. But not a word is said about it. He refers
to the fact that a soldier does not serve at his own expense and to the fact that someone
who has planted a vineyard may eat of it. He also uses the example of an ox that may not be
muzzled while treading out the grain to explain that he as a gospel worker has the right to be
supported (1 Cor.9:9-14). Although he had the right to be supported, he usually, for the sake
of his testimony, did not make use of it (1 Cor.9:12).
“We worked night and day in order not to be a burden to anyone while we preached the
gospel of God to you” (1 Thess.2:9).
According to the New Testament, if a congregation is able, they may support a person who is
doing spiritual work. They should however, not make use of unscriptural teachings to
manipulate people in order to collect money. Paul, at all times, was very careful not to give
the impression that financial gain played any part in his spiritual work:
“Unlike so many, we do not peddle the word of God for profit” (1 Cor.2:17).

It is strange that although Paul’s teachings are so often used as material for sermons and
although he is so often held up as a spiritual model, his example of being a self supporting
tent maker is not very popular:
“For you yourselves know how you ought to follow our example. We were not idle when we
were with you, nor did we eat anyone's food without paying for it. On the contrary, we
worked night and day, labouring and toiling so that we would not be a burden to any of
you” (2 Thess.3:7-10).
Double Salaries for Pastors?
“The elders who direct the affairs of the church well are worthy of double honour, especially
those whose work is preaching and teaching” (1 Tim.5:17-18).
There are some preachers who on the grounds of the meaning of the Greek word timees in
the above mentioned verse, declare that certain pastors must be paid double salaries, or as
some declare in their teachings, at least big salaries. A well-known “Prosperity”
teacher/preacher says in one of his articles that whilst film stars and other celebrities in the
sports and entertainment world are paid exuberant amounts of money, ministers of the
Word have to be satisfied with small salaries. That, he says, is misplaced value. According to
this statement of his, it seems that in many religious circles Hollywood has more influence in

the church than Jerusalem! The article goes on to describe how pastors must work night and
day with people with problems. They must also act as accountants and business managers in
their churches. On top of this, they must also be involved in numerous other tasks and duties
that are related to the running of a church. Then, he goes on and says that because they are
representatives of God, they are continuously being watched by other people
(www.awmi.net>commentary, 1Tim.5:17).
The reason I make mention of this article is to illustrate how the model of the church you are
involved in influences what you think the ministry should be like. The description of the
ministry given in the above mentioned article does not fit in with the model of the church
described in the New Testament.
Here are few reasons why I do not agree with the above mentioned article:
1. Against the background of the New Testament priesthood of all believers (1 Pet.2:9),
ministry is not limited to an elite group in the congregation; the body should be actively
involved. The writer of the letter to the Hebrews expresses it like this:
“In fact, though by this time you ought to be teachers, you need someone to teach you the
elementary truths of God’s word all over again..” (Heb.5:12, my emphasis).

The fact that the body of Christ should all be involved in ministry is further confirmed by what
Paul writes to the Ephesians. He states that God gave a diversity of ministries to equip
believers for ministry:
“It was he who gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets, some to be evangelists, and
some to be pastors
and teachers, to prepare God's people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may
be built up until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God and
become mature,… (Eph.4:11-13, My emphasis).
The Biblical picture of ministry in the New Testament church differs completely from what is
portrayed in the mentioned article. In his description of what a pastor must do, we see
something of the all-in-one-pastor/minister leader figure around which nearly all the
activities of the institutional model of the church revolves. This point of view is also expressed
by Bob Yandian in his book Decently and in order- A Guide to New Testament Government. In
it he says that God speaks to the pastor as the leader of the congregation and he has to
convey to them what God has said (p.31). He also goes on to say that commitment to God can
be measured in terms of the support the people give to the visions of their leaders (p.42).
This type of thinking robs the people of God of their dearly bought freedom in Christ and
neutralises their ministry as New Testament priests. It does not take into account the
symbolic message of the torn veil. What God tore apart they sew up again!

2. In Heb.5:12 all believers are encouraged to become preachers of the Word. Does it make
sense that Paul, or whoever wrote the letter to the Hebrews, would have done so if he knew
that they must all be paid double salaries?
3. Paul instructs Timothy to withdraw from people who think that there is financial gain in
being involved in ministry (1 Tim.6:5, KJV). He explains: “But godliness with contentment is
great gain…But if we have food and clothing, we will be content with that…” (1 Tim.6:6-10).
Also Peter is very clear about what the priorities in the life of a leader in the church should
be:
“Be shepherds of God's flock that is under your care, serving as overseers--not because you
must, but because you are willing, as God wants you to be; not greedy for money, but eager
to serve; not lording it over those entrusted to you, but being examples to the flock” (1
Pet.5:2-3, my emphasis). Is this not in total contrast to those who believe that pastors must
be paid double salaries?
4. Why would Paul recommend that other teachers and preachers should be paid double
salaries while he himself refused remuneration? (1 Cor.9:12).

5. More than twenty translations of the Bible that I consulted translate the Greek word
timees which is used in 1 Tim.5:17 as “honour.” Even more liberal translations convey the
meaning that elders should be respected and well looked after. Clearly, it is honour that is
referred to in the Bible – not monetary remuneration!
6. The references found in 1 Tim.5:17-18 of an ox that treads the grain (Deut.25:4) and to a
labourer that deserves his wages (Luk.10:7), in the context where they appear, do not refer
to big salaries, but to the daily necessities of making a living:
“When you enter a house…stay in that house, eating and drinking whatever they give you,
for the worker deserves his wages” (Luk.10:7).
This is what I believe is also referred to in Gal.6:6:
“Anyone who receives instruction in the word must share all good things with his
instructor.”
Conclusion
If the unscriptural emphasis placed on appeals for funds in some churches were to stop, they
would be compelled to make radical changes; some professional positions would have to
make place for ministries that are based on the principles of the New Testament priesthood

of all believers. Of necessity, more use would also have to be made of the example of Paul’s
tent-making ministry. Because money would not be freely available, expensive building
projects would not be able to be undertaken and alternative ways of getting together would
have to be resorted to. The sharp line of division between “full time” clergy and the laity
would disappear. In a freer New Testament model of the church where members do not
represent financial gain, a more spontaneous form of fellowship would take place between
believers that are now separated and hemmed in by institutional and denominational
borders.
Conclusion
Whilst the emphasis in a church is on paying tithes and not on giving, the needs of the less
priveleged in the body of Christ will be neglected. My own experience can bear out the fact
that most churches that teach tithing, also teach that before you can help anybody who has a
financial need, your tithe must first be paid to the church; of what you have left, can be used
for charity.

The application of Old Testament laws in the church cause believers to be robbed of their
dearly bought freedom in Christ and the thick curtain of division that God tore apart, is again

sewn together. Erroneous emphasis of the Old Testament is dangerous because it dulls
discernment and distracts the focus from the finished work of Jesus Christ on the cross:
“But their minds were made dull, for to this day the same veil remains when the old
covenant is read. It has not been removed, because only in Christ is it taken away” (2
Cor.3:14).
The wrong application of obedience to Old Testament law in the church can result in the
trampling of the blood of Christ and to the Spirit of Grace being insulted (Heb.10:29).
“For He himself is our peace, who has made the two one and has destroyed the barrier, the
dividing wall of hostility, by abolishing in his flesh the law with all its commandments and
regulations. His purpose was to create in himself one new man out of the two, thus making
peace…” (Eph.2:14-16).

PART TWO

MESSIANIC CHRISTIANS, THE TORAH AND THE KEEPING OF THE SABBATH

____________________________________

MESSIANIC CHRISTIANITY
Like the tithing doctrine, the conviction that Christians should keep the Sabbath, is another
example of a doctrine that is based on erroneous, inconsistent and illogical ways of
interpreting the Bible. The movement which propagates that Christian believers are to
submit to the keeping and obeying of certain Jewish rituals and Old Testament laws is widely
known as the “Back-to-the-Hebrew-Roots” movement. Like in the case of tithing their
doctrines must also be evaluated in the light of sound principles of hermeneutics. Just like in
the case of the tithing doctrine, they also make use of selected verses from the Bible to justify
their beliefs. Often the context of the difference between the Old and New Testament is
totally ignored. Some of their teachers go so far as to proclaim that because the Christian
faith has been polluted by heathenism, true worship of God can only be achieved by a return
to obedience to the Torah (Torah – Old Testament Laws comprising the five books of Moses).
This emphasis causes some Christians, in their form of worship, to identify themselves more
with a rabbinic form of worship than with what is taught in the New Testament. They ignore

the fact that a Christian’s focus should be on the teachings of Christ and the New Testament
and not on the cultural background of rabbinic Judaism.
This movement is represented by different groups with different points of view, but in my
study of this subject I have attempted to read as widely as possible to find out what some of
their most important doctrines are. In speaking to their adherents, I have come to the
conclusion that many of them, in ignorance, do not realize what the serious ramifications are
of what they are supporting. They say that they believe in the atoning work of Jesus Christ on
the cross, but then the following is found on one of the websites of the HRTI, (Hebrew Roots
Teaching Institute):
“Messianic Judaism adds to this some observances of Torah (YHWH’s Old Covenant Laws),
which are not generally practiced (and often discouraged) in Christian churches. These
observances include observing Jewish Shabbat, abstaining from pork, shellfish, and other
foods banned by Jewish law, and observing Jewish holidays.”
It goes on to explain:
“What does YHWH's Grand Strategy consist of? YHWH wants the restoration of the Renewed
Messianic Congregation's position and culture of the Good News of the Jewish Messiah within

a Messianic Renewed identity” (Hebraic Roots Teaching Institute : http://www.hrti.co.za, my
emphasis).
Note the subjective use of the phrase “YHWH wants” that I suppose will intimidate many
people, but which transgresses an important New Testament principle in terms of having to
judge and evaluate all utterances. Paul instructs that everything spoken by prophets must be
judged: “Two or three prophets should speak and the others should weigh carefully what is
said” (“pass judgement,” NAS, 1 Cor.14:29)).
The implication of having to judge what is spoken by those who think that they have an
inspired word, is that they may not start every sentence with “God said ” or “YHWH wants.”
How can you judge what God has said? Surely the HRTI prophets should know that the even
the Law that they say they keep, commands that “you shall not misuse the Name of the Lord
your God” (Ex.20:7).
In like manner I could also very authoritatively state that God wanted me to write this book.
Although I won’t say it, I can say that I was motivated by what is written in 2 Tim.2:15:
“Do your best to present yourself to God as one approved, a workman who does not need
to be ashamed and who correctly handles the word of truth.”
Paul’s words written to Timothy in 2 Tim. 4:2 were also very encouraging:
“Preach the Word; be prepared in season and out of season; correct, rebuke and
encourage…”

This “culture” of the Renewed Messianic Congregation that must be restored is according to
them a form of Judaism. I wonder where this can be found in the New Testament? To try and
Judaize the Christian congregation and the Gospel of Jesus Christ is to contradict what is
written in it! A verse like Gal.3:27-28 states it very clearly:
“You are all sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus…There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave
nor free, male nor female, for you all are one in Christ Jesus.”
Nowhere in Scripture is it stated that in order to please God you have to worship Him in the
Hebrew language or from a Jewish perspective. David shows us in Ps.51:17 what the right
attitude should be when he writes that the sacrifices that please God are a broken spirit and a
contrite heart. The most important message of the Bible deals with the fact of mankind’s lost,
sinful condition and how through faith in Jesus Christ as Saviour, his relationship with God the
Father can be restored again. This message knows no cultural boundaries.
It is quite commonly argued that because the Christian faith was influenced in the past by
Hellenism (Greek culture), a return must be made to the Hebrew way of thinking so that it’s
Jewish character can be restored. Much emphasis is therefore placed on the Hebrew way of
doing things. Those who think like this forget how much time and attention Jesus gave to
rebuke the “whitewashed tomb” attitude found amongst so many of the “law keepers” of

that period (Matt.23:27). They were more interested in their external ceremonies and rituals
than in the inner qualities of righteousness, mercy and love!
When Jesus was on earth did He think like a Hebrew or like a Greek? I don’t think He thought
either way. Because He was God, He thought like God! God’s plan of salvation is much older
than the Jewish or Greek culture. The Gospel of Jesus Christ has to do with the restoration of
the relationship between God and sinners; it has nothing to do with the restoration of any
nation’s religious culture, language or way of thinking.
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DOES THE WORD “COMMANDMENTS” IN THE NEW TESTAMENT ALWAYS
REFER TO THE TORAH?

In an e-mail addressed to me, a qualified teacher of the HRTI makes the following statement
in Afrikaans:
“Elke keer wat jy ‘wet’ lees in die NT, is dit maar net Torah (nomos in grieks …as jy commands
of commandments lees, is dit mitzvoth in hebreeus). “…toe Jesus die woorde gesê het: ‘do my
commandments’ (Joh.14:15), wat was die enigste commandments wat die aan geglo het,
waarmee Hy gepraat het? Was dit nie maar net die commandments van Moses nie? Was dit
nie maar net Torah nie? Daar was nog nie ǹ nuwe testament nie. Hy kon nie van enige ander
commandments gepraat het nie.”
(Quote left unchanged as in original. My emphasis).
Translated it means:
“Every time you read ‘law’ in the NT, it is the Torah (nomos in Greek…when you read
‘command’s or ‘commandments’, it is mitzvoth in Hebrew). When Jesus said the words: ‘Do
my commandments (Joh.14:15), what were the only commandments that those who heard
Him, believed in? Weren’t they the commandments of Moses? Was it not the Torah? There
was no New Testament yet. He could not have spoken about any other commandments” (My
emphasis).
Does the New Testament use of the words “law” and “commandments” as in Joh.14:15 and 1
Joh.2:3-4 always refer to the laws of Moses in the Torah? A study of the context in which

these words appear will show that the statement made by the HRTI teacher is completely
wrong. A good place to start would be to consider the context of Jesus’ words: “Therefore
everyone who hears these words of mine and puts them into practice…” They were spoken
by Jesus during the Sermon on the Mount that we find recorded in chapters 5, 6 and 7 of the
book of Matthew. A superficial reading of these chapters will show that He was referring to
his own words and not to what was written in the Torah. We also see that Jesus makes a clear
distinction between the commandments He gives to his disciples that they must obey and the
commandments of his Father that He had to obey:
“If you obey my commands you will remain in my love, just as I have obeyed my Father’s
commands and remain in his love” (Joh.15:10-12).
Jesus, up to his death, had to fully obey all the Old Testament commandments in order to
become the blameless Lamb of God. Jesus had to be sinless in order to fulfil the righteous
requirements of the Law so that He could atone for the sins of the world. In this context we
understand what He meant when He said that He had to keep his Father’s commandments.
Jesus did not say to his disciples that they had to obey the Law of Moses or the Torah; He
commanded them to obey His commands. He also did not tell them to keep His Father’s
commandments like He did - they would never have been be able to so. They had to obey
what He was telling them to do!
Jesus Himself explains what the commandments are in Joh.15:9-17:
“My command (the Son’s) is this : Love each other as I have I have loved you.”

The Strong’s Concordance gives the meaning of the Greek word entolé (commands) used in
verses like Joh.14:15 and 1 Joh.2:3-4 as: “an injunction i.e. an authoritative prescription…
The precepts and teachings of Jesus.” Furthermore, the claim by the HRTI teacher that the
word nomos also always refers to the Torah, has no truth to it, because the words law,
commandments, entolé, nomos and mitzvah can etymologically refer to the laws of God, the
laws of Christ or the laws of man. The meaning of the word is determined by the context in
which it is used. This becomes clear when we look at a verse like Rom.8:2. If the word nomos
always means Torah when used in the New Testament, as the HRTI teacher claims, this verse
just doesn’t make any sense; does it mean the Torah frees people from the Torah? Logic and
the wider teachings of the New Testament make it clear that the meanings of the word
nomos that is used twice in Rom.8:2, comes out in the contextual meaning: “…because
through Christ Jesus the law (nomos) of the Spirit of life set me free from the law (nomos) of
sin and death.”
The contextual meaning shows that it is impossible for nomos (law), as used in Rom.8:2, to
“always mean” Torah. Nomos in this verse refers to two completely different sets of law!
To understand the concept of the different contextual meanings of nomos (law), it is
important to repeat what has already been explained, namely, that in the context of the
teachings of Jesus on the Sermon on the Mount, his words are not good suggestions, but
authoritative commands that have to be obeyed. To further confirm that these commands of

His do not refer to the commandments of the Torah, we also quote Joh.13:34 where Jesus
says:
“A new commandment (entolé) I give you: Love one another.”
Does “commandment” in this verse refer to the Torah? Where is such a law found in the
Torah? – and by the way, if it does refer to a law found in the Torah, how can it be new?
How did the apostles understand the commandments of Jesus? Were they under the
impression that they had to teach people to keep the Law of Moses?
Let them speak for themselves.
“You know what instructions we gave you by the authority of the Lord Jesus” (1 Thess.4:212. instructions – paraggelia – commands, Complete Wordstudy Dictionary – Zodhiates).
We don’t have to wonder what these commands were that Paul received from the Lord Jesus
Christ. He tells us. They are given in the context of 1 Thessalonians 4:
v.3…they must avoid sexual immorality
v.6…no one should wrong his brother
v.9…they must show brotherly love

v.11...they must lead quiet lives, work with their own hands and not be dependent on
anybody.
In another letter he declares:
“If anybody thinks he is a prophet or spiritually gifted, let him acknowledge that what I am
writing to you is the Lord’s command” (1 Cor.14:37).
The whole context of the letter indicates that “Lord” in this verse is the Lord Jesus Christ.
Does Paul instruct believers in his letters to keep the Torah? The opposite is true. To the
Christians in Rome he writes:
“Christ is the end of the law so that there may be righteousness for everyone who believes.”
And to the Colossians he says:
“He forgave us all our sins, having cancelled the written code, with its regulations, that was
against us…He took it away, nailing it to the cross” (Col.2:14).
In another letter he writes:
“Circumcision is nothing and uncircumcision is nothing. Keeping God’s commands (entolé) is
what counts” (1 Cor.7:19).
What does Paul mean? In the context of Mosaic Law circumcision wasn’t nothing! It was a
very important part of the Torah! Paul must have important commands in mind to be able to
declare that in comparison to them, circumcision is not important. Which commands can be
more important than the Torah? “Keeping God’s commands” in 1 Cor.7:19 can only refer to

the authoritative instructions and teachings of Jesus Christ. A study of Paul’s writings,
especially to the Galatians, leaves one with no doubt and uncertainty about the fact that the
Torah as law, should play no role in the life of a Christian believer. (Eph.2:15, Col.2:14,
Rom.10:4, Gal.4:9-10, Rom.13:8).
It is also argued that because the New Testament did not yet exist when Jesus was speaking
about obeying commands, He must have been referring to obeying the Torah. This type of
reasoning is also not correct, because although the New Testament took the place of the Old
only at His death on the cross, His whole ministry consisted of preparing His disciples for the
new dispensation that was to come. So for example, we see how throughout the Sermon on
the Mount, He contrast the laws of Moses with the moral standards of His teachings
(Matt.5,6,7). If you also carefully compare the teachings that we find in the letters of the
apostles to the churches, you will find that they are merely commentaries on what Jesus
taught. The fact that the apostles recorded what they had heard from Jesus is confirmed by
what the writer of the Book of Acts says in his introduction:
“In my former book, Theophilus, I wrote about all that Jesus began to do and teach until the
day He was taken up to to heaven, after giving instructions through the Holy Spirit…” (Acts
1:1-2).
Are Paul’s letters questioned by some teachers in the HRTI?

In an e-mail addressed to me, a teacher of the Hebrew Roots movement tries to refute some
of my arguments which I base on the writings of Paul by saying the following: (I will quote the
e-mail in Afrikaans in its unchanged form and then translate it into English).
“ Petrus waarsku ons dat ons nie Paulus se briewe moet gebruik om lawlessness
(Torahlessness - anomia in grieks) te bevorder nie. Hy waarsku ons voor die tyd, sê Petrus. So,
ek stel voor dat jy ander briewe kry om jou doktrienes te staaf, want Paulus se briewe is
moeilik om te verstaan, en word baie maklik uit konteks uit gevat (soos in jou brief,
byvoorbeeld).” (My emphasis).
“Peter warns that we should not use Paul’s letters to promote lawlessness (Torahlessness –
anomia in Greek). So, I suggest that you find other letters to base your doctrines on, because
Paul’s letters are difficult to understand and are easily taken out of context (like in your
letter)” (My emphasis).
Talking about taking things out of context! Yes, it was Peter who said that some of the things
that Paul wrote were difficult to understand (2 Pet.3:16). However, let us look at the context
to find out what “these matters” were that Paul wrote about that according to Peter were
difficult to understand. The whole context of 2 Peter 3 does not refer to a discussion about
the Torah or to any other commandments; it refers to “the Day of the Lord” when the

elements will burn and to a new heaven and a new earth (2 Pet.10-16). Paul’s reference to a
man, probably himself, that was caught up to the third heaven is also something that he
wrote that we find difficult to understand (2 Cor.12:2). But concerning general principles of
New Testament doctrine that should guide us in our walk of faith, Paul writes:
“We do not write you anything you cannot read or understand” (2 Cor.1:13).
Who must I believe, Paul or the HRTI teacher? In his letters to young Christian congregations,
Paul gives detailed instructions and guidance of what they must believe and how they should
live. He then says to them:
“Do not go beyond what is written” (1 Cor.4:6).
He does this in ordinary words, not to confuse them, but to spiritually guide them. He says to
them that they should follow his example, just as he was following the example of Christ (1
Cor.11:1). Against this background I am now being told by a teacher of the Law of Moses that
I must find other letters than those of Paul to build my doctrines on! The very serious
implication of a statement like this is that a vote of no confidence is expressed in much of
what is written in our New Testaments!
I am of the opinion that most people who believe that they must obey the Torah do so in
sincerity, because they think that that is what God wants, but they do it in ignorance of what
is taught in the New Testament.
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DID THE APOSTLES KEEP THE LAW?
Modern teachers of the law will often quote from Acts 16 and 21 to try and prove that Paul
and the apostles kept the Law of Moses. In Acts 21:20-26 we read of how Paul, together with
four other men, went up to the temple and took part in the purification rites of the Jews. On
another occasion, as prescribed by the Law, Paul had Timothy circumcised (Acts 16:3). Are
these examples proof that Paul taught believers to keep the Law? I don’t think so. To do that
would mean that too many other clear statements in the New Testament will have to be
ignored. Here we must make use of a logical principle of Bible interpretation; we must allow
Scripture to explain Scripture. We must make use of unambiguous statements that are easily
understood, to throw more light on those with an unclear meaning. How, for instance, must
we understand what Paul did when he had Timothy circumcised? It clearly contradicts what
he wrote about circumcision in Gal.5:2:

“Mark my words! I, Paul, tell you that if you let yourselves be circumcised, Christ will be of
no value to you at all.”
Because the integrity of God’s word is at stake, we cannot accept the fact that there are
contradictions in it. There must therefore be a logical explanation for what Paul did to
Timothy. There is! When we allow Scripture to explain Scripture we see that what Paul did
was a demonstration of his words:
“Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself a slave to everyone, to win as many
as possible. To the Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews. To those under the law I
became like one under the law (though I myself am not under the law, so as to win those
under the law. To those not having the law I became like one not having the law (though I
am not free from God's law but am under Christ's law), so as to win those not having the
law. To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have become all things to all men so
that by all possible means I might save some. I do all this for the sake of the gospel…”
(1 Cor.9:19-23).
On another occasion, under different circumstances, he refused to do to Titus what he did to
Timothy (Gal.2:3). At one stage of his ministry he also vehemently resisted and disagreed
with false brethren who came to spy on the freedom they displayed in Christ Jesus (Gal.2:45).

Paul made use of any permissible method in order to preach the Gospel to people. When
amongst the Jews he sometimes adapted to their traditions and religious customs; not
because he was compelled to do so, but only to have an opportunity to tell them about Jesus.
In this context we understand why he sometimes visited synagogues on the Sabbath. In like
manner, when he was amongst heathen, he adapted to their customs as far as possible
without transgressing the Law of Christ. (1 Cor. 9:19-23).
Did Paul obey the laws of the first five books of the Bible? Yes he did, if it could create an
opportunity for him to preach the Gospel. He did not do it because he was under compulsion,
but because some of the laws of the Torah could be kept without transgressing teachings and
instructions of Jesus. What remains clear, however, is that when we study the letters of the
apostles written to Christian congregations, we do not find any instructions telling them that
they had to submit to the laws of the Torah.
Verse 20 of Acts.21 helps us to better understand what Paul did in this chapter:
“Paul greeted them and reported in detail what God had done among the Gentiles through
his ministry. When they heard this, they praised God. Then they said to Paul: "You see,
brother, how many thousands of Jews have believed, and all of them are zealous for the
law. They have been informed that you teach all the Jews who live among the Gentiles to
turn away from Moses, telling them not to circumcise their children or live according to our
customs” (Acts 21:19-21).

The above quoted piece of Scripture is important in the sense that it describes the religious
scene in the days of the early church. The first converts were Jews and they were not
prepared for the culture shock of hearing that in Christ it was not necessary for them to keep
the law anymore. That is what Paul had to teach Christians who formerly had been Gentiles.
This was decided by the apostles, elders and the whole assembly who had gathered in
Jerusalem (Acts 15:20). They decided that the gentile believers only had to abstain from food
polluted by idols, from sexual immorality, from the meat of strangled animals and from the
eating of blood. These things were not put on them because they had anything to do with
Mosaic Law, it was done for the sake of not affronting those Jews who were still under it
(Acts 15:21).
In the light of what Paul writes in his Epistles, it is just not possible that he could have double
standards concerning the keeping of the law. What is applicable to Gentile believers should
be what is applicable to Jewish believers as well. Didn’t he write:
“There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor female, for you are all one in Christ
Jesus” (Gal.3:28).
And furthermore, what was Paul’s whole purpose of writing to the Galatians? Was it not to
reprimand them for falling back into the keeping of the Law:
“You foolish Galatians! Who has bewitched you? Before your very eyes Jesus Christ was
clearly portrayed as crucified. I would like to learn just one thing from you: Did you receive

the Spirit by observing the law, or by believing what you heard? Are you so foolish? After
beginning with the Spirit, are you now trying to attain your goal by human effort?”
(Gal.3:1-3).
Some of the Jews were not happy with what they heard Paul teaching the Gentile believers
concerning the Torah and they reacted violently:
“They stirred up the whole crowd and seized him, shouting, "Men of Israel, help us! This is
the man who teaches all men everywhere against our people and our law and this place”
(Acts 21:27-28).
Would they have reacted in this way if they had heard Paul teaching believers that they had
to submit to the Torah? What Paul taught nearly cost him his life!
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THE AUTHORITY OF JESUS

Today, especially in the area of religion, I suppose like never before, we are being bombarded
with all kinds of doctrines and religious ideas. It comes to us from pulpits and platforms, we
hear it over the radio and see it on television. A wide variety of books, CD’s and DVD’s are
being passed around. We also regularly see articles in our newspapers and magazines in
which spiritual topics are discussed. And what about the internet! How are we to discern
between all these voices.? Like Pilate of old, we can also cry out, “What is truth ?”
What is the Truth?
Jesus is the Truth. This statement is true, but it needs to be expounded. It needs to be
explained because there are far-reaching implications in just simplistically saying you believe
in Jesus. So for instance you find many God-dishonouring cults around the world that also
confess that they believe in Jesus. In fact, the Bible tells us that even the devils believe that
God exists and they shudder (James 2:19). Jesus Himself explains what the implications of
believing in Him are. He qualifies the statement about Him being the Truth by the following
words:
“In fact, for this reason I was born, and for this I came into the world, to testify to the truth.
Everyone on the side of truth listens to me." (Joh.18:37, my emphasis).

It is not enough just to say that Jesus is the truth. The fact that He came to testify to the truth
implies that everything that he said was the truth. So to know what truth is you have to know
what He taught and said. How will we know that?
How do we know what Plato, John Wesley, Winston Churchill or any other historical figure
said? Their words were recorded by people who heard them. Likewise, the words of Jesus
were recorded by eye witnesses who personally heard Him speaking. It was determined by
God that these inspired writings were preserved throughout the ages and today we have
them in the form of what we call our New Testament. This is what makes the four Gospels so
significant; they contain the recorded words of the Son of God. But what the Father had to
say through His Son, is not limited to just the four Gospels. What the apostles learned from
Jesus they wrote down in epistles which they sent to Christian congregations to teach and to
guide them. These letters were also preserved and can still be read today in the form of our
Bibles. Concerning what they experienced with Jesus John wrote the following:
“That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen with our
eyes, which we have looked at and our hands have touched--this we proclaim concerning
the Word of life. The life appeared; we have seen it and testify to it, and we proclaim to you
the eternal life, which was with the Father and has appeared to us. We proclaim to you
what we have seen and heard, so that you also may have fellowship with us. And our
fellowship is with the Father and with His Son” (1 Joh.11-3).

Also Paul, who was not one of Jesus’ original disciples, declares that he had direct revelation
from God (1 Cor.11:23, Gal.1:2). The authenticity of the revelation that he received was
confirmed by the other apostles (Gal.2:1-2).
Therefore, today when we read the inspired writings of our New Testament we “hear” what
God has to say.
Why is what Jesus said the truth?
It is the truth because He was sent by the Father and told by Him what to say. Jesus Himself
confirms this fact when He says:
“For I did not speak of my own accord, but the Father who sent me commanded me what
to say and how to say it” (Joh.12:49).
On another occasion He again confirms:
“…He who sent me is reliable, and what I have heard from him I tell the world." (Joh.8:26).
Thus, if you hear Jesus, you hear what God the Father has to say to the world! That is why the
words of Jesus are so authoritative. To Him was given all authority! He reiterated this when
he declared to His disciples:

“All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me (Matt.28:18, my emphasis).
If you want hear what God has to say, you must listen to Jesus!
“In the past God spoke to our forefathers through the prophets at many times and in
various ways, but in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son…” (Heb.1:1-2)
The authority of Jesus is greater than the most important prophet or person that ever lived
on this planet of ours! In the third chapter of Hebrews we read that it was even greater than
that of the great prophet Moses. Being the most authoritative figure in the universe, He has
the last say pertaining to everything. This fact was prophetically declared as far back as the
Old Testament:
“The Lord your God will raise up for you a prophet like me from among your own brothers.
You must listen to him…” (Deut.18:15).
Everything that happens, whether in the world or the church, can be evaluated in the light of
what Jesus said.
The Condition for knowing Truth

"If you hold to my teaching, you are really my disciples. Then you will know the truth, and
the truth will set you free." (Joh.8:31-32).
It is interesting to note that Jesus did not say that if we hold to the teachings of Moses, or to
that of the Torah, or to the teachings of Calvin, Luther or to the confessions of any church,
that we will know truth; no, He said that the condition to know the truth is to hold to His
teachings. And furthermore, one cannot be selective as far as His teachings are concerned;
they are not good suggestions, they are authoritative expressions making His Father’s will
known to man. Jesus was very clear about the fact that He expected His disciples to obey His
commands:
"Why do you call me, 'Lord, Lord,' and do not do what I say? (Luk.6:46).
Chain of Authority
Some people, in a derogatory way, call Christians who interpret the Bible literally,
“fundamentalists.” According to non-fundamentalists, some parts of the Bible are just
symbolic stories that cannot be taken literally. Christians, who also think like this, if they are
honest with themselves, will have to admit that they are faced with a serious problem.
Although they confess the Lordship of Jesus, they question parts of the Bible from which He
regularly quoted! What they call “stories” Jesus referred to as historic fact. So for example,

when Jesus speaks prophetically about the end times, He says that it is going to be like it was
in the days of Noah. In contrast, in the explanatory notes of the new Renovaré Spiritual
Formation Bible it is stated that the first eleven chapters of Genesis are myths and legends.
The editors of this new Bible are Richard Foster, Dallas Willard and Eugene Peterson. Just to
show you how serious these men take the Word of God, listen to what Eugene Peterson said
in an interview:
“The importance of poetry and novels is that life involves the use of the imagination, after all,
we are dealing with the invisible, making connections...Why do people spend so much time
studying the Bible?...(Christians) should be studying it less, not more...I’m just not at all
pleased with all the emphasis on Bible study...(“A Conversation with Eugene Peterson”, Mars
Hill Review, 1995, Vol. No.3, pp. 73-90).
Richard Foster, one of the other editors of this new Bible, quotes Thomas Merton, a Roman
Catholic monk, more than 9 times in his book Celebration of Discipline. To try and reconcile
the teachings of men like Thomas Merton and Henri Nouwen with the teachings of Jesus
Christ is a total contradiction. These men were heavily influenced by the Eastern philosophies
of the Buddhists priests with whom they were in close contact.
When Dallas Willard, the third editor, was asked about salvation, his answer was:
“It is possible for someone who does not know Jesus to be saved” (“A Conversation with Dallas
Willard”, Cutting Edge, Winter 2001, Vol.5, No.1).

In contrast to the liberal approach these men have in dealing with God’s Word, there is hardly
a book or chapter in the Old Testament that Jesus and the other writers of the New
Testament do not refer to as historic reality. The serious implication for the person who calls
himself a Christian, but who rejects parts of Scripture that Jesus quoted from is that the
integrity of Jesus is being questioned! His testimony about the authenticity of Scripture is
being made suspect! What A.W.Tozer wrote is so applicable to the situation that we find in
the modern church:
“Jesus has today almost no authority at all among the groups that call themselves by His
name. The present position of Christ in gospel churches may be likened to that of a king in a
limited, constitutional monarchy. The king is in such a country no more than a traditional
rallying point, a pleasant symbol of unity and loyalty, much like a flag or a national anthem.
He is lauded, feted and supported, but his real authority is small. Nominally he is head over
all, but in every crisis someone else makes the decisions.”
The Waning Authority of Christ in the Churches - A.W. Tozer.
The Importance of Obeying the Words of Christ
"If you hold to my teaching, you are really my disciples. Then you will know the truth, and
the truth will set you free." (Joh.8:31-32).

A group of Jews were indignant because Jesus had said to them that they had to be set free.
According to them they were descendants of Abraham and had never been anybody’s slaves.
From what did they have to be set free? Jesus had to explain to them:
"I tell you the truth, everyone who sins is a slave to sin” (Joh.8:34).
Why, if the topic of discussion is being true to His teachings, does Jesus now bring up the
subject of sin? Because we usually have a limited concept of sin, we don’t always understand
what Jesus means by it. When we think of sin, we usually think of the more grosser misdeeds
like lying, drunkenness and crimes like stealing, murder, robbery and rape. If however, we
look at the word that Jesus uses for sin in its original Greek form (“hamartano”), we have a
better understanding of what He is saying to the Jews. Zodhiates explains the meaning of
hamartano as follows:
“Aberration from the truth, error, (Joh.8:46) where it stands as the opposite of aletheia,
truth” (The Complete Word Study Dictionary of the New Testament).
The Strong’s Concordance explains it like this:
“...to miss the mark and so not share in the prize.”

Because the whole discussion in John 8 is about obedience to the words of Jesus, we come to
the conclusion that everything that is not in accordance with what He taught, is an
“aberration from the truth” and therefore error.
Because so little emphasis is usually placed on the teachings of Jesus in terms of determining
practice and teaching in the church, serious “aberrations” have crept into many religious
circles. Where His Word is twisted or disobeyed, His will is missed, and to do that is to miss
the mark and to sin!

Conclusion
The teachings of the New Testament aren’t “nice” suggestions, they are authoritative
statements expressing what we must believe, what our attitudes must be and what the
church of Jesus Christ must look like. Most arguments between Christians about their beliefs
are not so much a theological problem as it is an authority problem – Christians esteem the
authority of their religious traditions and the opinions of men as more important than the
Word of God. Believers must accept the fact that the New Testament was written and given
to us to guide us in matters of our faith. If you want to know what the truth is, just ask

yourself this simple question, did Jesus and the apostles teach it? It would serve us well to
take Paul’s words to heart:
“Do not go beyond what is written!” (1 Cor.4:6).
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THE FULFILMENT OF THE LAW
Matt.5:17-18
This is the passage that Messianic Christians use the most to justify the keeping of the Law of
Moses:

“Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I have not come to
abolish them but to fulfil them. I tell you the truth, until heaven and earth disappear, not
the smallest letter, not the least stroke of a pen, will by any means disappear from the Law
until everything is accomplished.”
If this passage of Scripture (Matt.5:17-19) is used in isolation without letting Scripture explain
Scripture, then those who say that the Mosaic laws have to be kept have a valid case. Taken
on its own anyone will tell you that because the heavens and the earth have not yet passed
away, the Law must still be in place and must therefore still be kept. But to come to such a
conclusion means that a lot of other information given in Scripture must be ignored and left
out of the picture. Here we think of the crucifixion, the resurrection, the outpouring of the
Holy Spirit and revelation that was given to the apostles. It is important to take into
consideration everything that Jesus said to His disciples. So for instance he said to them at
one stage before His death:
"I have much more to say to you, more than you can now bear. But when he, the Spirit of
truth, comes, he will guide you into all truth. He will not speak on his own; he will speak
only what he hears, and he will tell you what is yet to come” (Joh.16:12-14, my emphasis).
What were the things that they had to hear that were yet to come, but which at that stage
they would not be able to bear? Jesus was not able to tell them everything they needed to

know about all the radical implications of the new dispensation that would start with His
death on the cross. They had to wait for the coming of the Holy Spirit so that He could tell
them what they still needed to know. In the context of Matt.5:17-18 the words “until
everything is accomplished” play a very important part in understanding what Jesus meant.
What had to be accomplished before the Law could pass away? Well, the important things
that had to be accomplished was that Jesus had to die on the cross to make atonement for
sin, that He had to be resurrected and that the Holy Spirit had to be poured out. The other
things that also had to be fulfilled were the Old Testament prophecies concerning Him as the
Messiah. Many of them were directly fulfilled by His birth, death and resurrection. What
Jesus had to say after His resurrection to the two men who were on their way to Emmaus,
helps us to understand the “everything” that had to be happen:
“And beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, he explained to them what was said in all
the Scriptures concerning himself” (Luk.24:27).
All the shadow types in the Old Testament (also called the Law and the Prophets) concerning
Jesus would stand until they were fulfilled. What was the main theme of the Law and the
Prophets? – Jesus Christ. He was the Reality of the types that pointed to Him. Through His
perfect obedience in meeting His Father’s holy requirements, He qualified to fulfil what all
these types stood for.

In Matt.5:17-18 Jesus does not say that He came to uphold the Law; He said that He came to
fulfil it.
(“Fulfil – to fill out, complete, make perfect, accomplish an end”- The Complete Word Study
Dictionary – Zodhiates).
As sure as there is a heaven and an earth, nothing of the Law would pass away until Jesus had
fulfilled its requirements on the cross. There He cried out: "It is finished" (Joh.19:30).
(“finished”- teleo – to end, to complete, execute, conclude, discharge, accomplish, make an
end, expire, fill up, finish…” The Complete Word Study Dictionary – Zodhiates).
This period of time in which Jesus fulfilled the Old Testament types is called “the fullness of
the time” (ASB, KJV).
“But when the time had fully come, God sent his Son, born of a woman, born under law, to
redeem those under law, that we might receive the full rights of sons” (Gal.4:4).
Another Scripture which alludes to this fulfilment of the Law is found Luk.16:16:
“The Law and the Prophets were proclaimed until John” (Luk.16:16). This means that the Old
Testament system of laws and regulations was still preached by John the Baptist, but after he
was beheaded there is no record in the Bible of any other Old Testament prophet who
continued preaching under the old system of religion. Does the beheading of the last Old

Testament prophet have symbolic significance in the sense that it represents the cutting off
of the Old Testament by the Gospel of Jesus Christ?
The writer to the Hebrews brings the same message, just in other words:
“In the past God spoke to our forefathers through the prophets at many times and in
various ways, but in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son…” Heb.1:1-2).
How did Jesus and His teachings fulfil the Law?
Jesus fulfilled the Law by His teachings, His death, His resurrection and by the outpouring of
the Holy Spirit. By studying His teachings we come to understand what He meant by saying
that He did not come to abolish the Law, but fulfil it. In the Sermon on the Mount (Matt.5, 6
and 7) He repeatedly refers to the Law of Moses, and then contrasts it with what He teaches.
Every time He does this He replaces the moral standard of the old Law with the higher
requirements of what He requires. So for instance He is not satisfied with Moses’ law which
says that you may not commit adultery. He replaces it with His much higher requirement:
"You have heard that it was said, 'Do not commit adultery. 'But I tell you that anyone who
looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adultery with her in his heart”
(Matt.5:27-28).

Jesus not only condemns the deed, but also the attitude even before the deed has taken
place. Under Old Testament Law a man and a woman had to be caught red handed in
adultery and witnesses had to testify against them before they could be punished. Think of
the woman who was caught in adultery, but because there were no witnesses who were
prepared to come forward to testify, she was free to go (Joh.8:7). This type of legalistic
morality is still prevalent today; do what you like, but be careful not to be caught out! The
remorse that some feel after they have been caught out, is sometimes suspect. For how long
would they have gone on with their misdeeds if they had not been caught in the act? Often
the remorse is not as result of a conviction of the conscience, but is as result of having been
caught in the act.
Jesus does the same with the sixth Commandment that was given to Moses:
"You have heard that it was said to the people long ago, 'Do not murder, and anyone who
murders will be subject to judgment' (Ex.20:13). But I tell you that anyone who is angry with
his brother will be subject to judgment. Again, anyone who says to his brother, 'Raca, ' is
answerable to the Sanhedrin. But anyone who says, 'You fool!' will be in danger of the fire
of hell” (Matt.5:21-22).

The Commandment judges the external deed, but once again we see that Jesus judges the
inner attitude of the heart, whether the deed had taken place or not. Most of us have not
physically murdered a person, but I wonder how much harm we have done with our tongues.
Think of how the characters of people get “murdered” by the tongues of slanderers. Jesus
does not abolish or contradict the moral standard of the Law, He adds to it. Because Jesus
requires an inner attitude of holiness, one needs to be spiritually born again so that with the
help of the indwelling Spirit of God one is able to live up to what He requires (Gal.5:16).
Do the words of Jesus as spoken in the Sermon on the Mount refer to the Torah?
"Therefore everyone who hears these words of mine and puts them into practice is like a
wise man who built his house on the rock” (Matt.7:24).
Did Jesus say that if you put the words of the Torah, the words of Moses, or the words of any
other prophet into practice that you would be wise? No, He specifically says that if His words
are put into practice, you are building on a firm foundation. The context clearly shows that
“these words” refer to what He taught His disciples in what is commonly called “The Sermon
on the Mount” (Matt.5, 6 and 7). “These words” were not good suggestions, they were
authoritative statements that in the language of the New Testament are called His
commandments (Joh.13:34, 1 Joh.1:3, Luk.6:46). These commands of His expressed the high

standard He expected of His followers. Some of His words are not meant to be taken literally,
but have to be applied spiritually. So for instance, according to the writer Eusebius, the early
church father, Origen, had himself castrated because he took the words of Jesus recorded in
Matt.7:23 literally: “If your right eye causes you to sin, gouge it out and throw it away. It is
better for you to lose one part of your body than for your whole body to be thrown into hell.
And if your right hand causes you to sin, cut it off and throw it away. It is better for you to
lose one part of your body than for your whole body to go into hell.” We know that
according to the teachings of Jesus, sin comes from the heart (Matt.7:23). Physical deformity
does not prevent sin!
In the His teachings we see that Jesus ignores certain things like circumcision, holy days,
feasts and the paying of tithes, all things pertaining to the Law, whilst on the other hand
things like easy divorce and the taking of oaths, permissible under the Law, He openly
prohibits. Then again He commands certain things that are not even mentioned in the Law,
like having to love your enemies and having to pray for them. If you look at what God
commanded what had to be done to the enemies of Israel in the Old Testament, you can
come to the conclusion that God wanted the Israelites to hate them.
A supporter of the Torah once said to me in a very self-satisfied manner, “You can find all Ten
Commandments in the teachings of Jesus.” I agreed with him, “but,” I said to him, “ you don’t
find all the teachings of Jesus in the Ten Commandments!” He had food for thought.

To illustrate how little authority Jesus has in certain religious circles, I quote from an
advertisement which appears on a website of the HRTI (Hebrew Roots Teaching Institute).
“That is why we at HRTI have set the criteria so high that only the very best of the best will
earn the title Messianic Rabbi! When this title has been conferred to you, you will earn the
respect of Believers and not claim the title such as Pastor, Bishop, Apostle, etc. which the
Christian Believers so easily bestow to themselves.
If you think you have what it takes to be awarded the Messianic Rabbi Ordination, please
proceed to read the "HRTI’s Constitution to Formally Ordain Messianic Rabbi’s" (My
emphasis).
(www.hrti.co.za).
In contrast to what is written in this advertisement, Jesus commands the following:
"Everything they do is done for men to see: They make their phylacteries wide and the
tassels on their garments long; they love the place of honour at banquets and the most
important seats in the synagogues; they love to be greeted in the marketplaces and to have
men call them 'Rabbi.' "But you are not to be called 'Rabbi,' for you have only one Master
and you are all brothers. And do not call anyone on earth 'father, 'for you have one Father,
and he is in heaven. Nor are you to be called 'teacher,' for you have one Teacher, the Christ.

The greatest among you will be your servant. For whoever exalts himself will be humbled,
and whoever humbles himself will be exalted. "Woe to you, teachers of the law and
Pharisees, you hypocrites!” (Matt.23:11, my emphasis).
By looking at what Jesus taught and comparing it with what is written in the Law of Moses we
must come to the conclusion that there are two distinct sets of laws in Scripture. Having said
that, it must be added that it does not mean that they f1contradict each other in terms of
morality. The difference between the Old and the New Testaments can be compared to a
new contract being drawn up between an employer and an employee, because they are not
satisfied with the conditions of the old one. The new contract is built on the principles
contained in the first, but they are expanded and improved. The new contract then replaces
the old one. So it also happened with the old contract of the Law of Moses. Because it was
inadequate God was not satisfied with its conditions and therefore sent His Son to come and
initiate a better one. This is confirmed by what is written in Heb.7:22:
“Because of this oath, Jesus has become the guarantee of a better covenant”.
The fulfilment of the Old Testament system of Law by the teachings of Jesus can be compared
to a flat balloon that has been blown up. The following two columns illustrate how the “flat
balloon” of the law was “fulfilled” by Jesus and the New Testament.

The Old Testament

The New Testament

1. You shall have no other
god (Ex.20:3)

1. “I am the Way…” (Joh.14:6).
“Salvation is found in no one
else…no other name under
heaven by which we must
saved” (Acts 4:12).

2. No idols in any form

2. The glory of the image of God
may not be exchanged for the
image of man or anything in
nature (Rom.1:21-25).

3. May not take God’s
Name in vain (Ex.20:7)

3. Not only judged for taking
God’s Name in vain, but we will
be judged for every careless
word spokenMatt.12:36).

4. The Sabbath – One day
in seven to be kept holy

4. The Sabbath a shadow type
of a holy life of rest in Christ

and to rest on
5. Honouring of parents
(Ex.20:12)

6. You shall not murder
(Ex.20:13).

7. You shall not commit
guilty before the deed is

(Heb.4:10, Joh.6:28-29).
5. Not only must children
honour parents, but
parents are instructed not
exasperate their children
(Eph.6:1-4).

6. Will have to give an
account of every insulting
word and wrong attitude
(Matt.5:22).
7. By looking with lust, we are adultery (Ex.20:14)
committed (Matt5:28).

8. Thou shalt not steal
8. Must not only stop stealing, (Ex.20:15)
must be productive in order to

share (Eph.4:28).
9. Shall not give false
9. Your yes must be yes, and no testimony (Ex.20:16)
must be no (Matt.5:33-37).
10. Shall not covet
(Ex.20:17).

10. Lives must be kept free of
love for money and one must
be contented with what you
have (Heb.13:5, 1 Tim.6:6-10).
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RELEASED FROM THE CURSE OF THE LAW
“Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law by becoming a curse for us, for it is written:
Cursed is everyone who is hung on a tree" (Gal.3:13).
“For this reason Christ is the mediator of a new covenant, that those who are called may
receive the promised eternal inheritance--now that he has died as a ransom to set them
free from the sins committed under the first covenant” (Heb.9:15).
“…we have been released from the law so that we serve in the new way of the Spirit, and
not in the old way of the written code” (Rom.7:6).
Supporters of Old Testament law keeping are of the opinion that although Christ redeemed
us from the curse of he Law, it does not mean that we are released from still obeying it. To

come to such a conclusion means that a great deal of New Testament revelation must be
ignored. So for instance, Paul uses Abraham’s relationship with Sara and Hagar as an example
to explain the two covenants:
“These things may be taken figuratively, for the women represent two covenants. One
covenant is from Mount Sinai and bears children who are to be slaves: This is Hagar.
Now you, brothers, like Isaac, are children of promise. At that time the son born in the
ordinary way persecuted the son born by the power of the Spirit. It is the same now.
But what does the Scripture say? Get rid of the slave woman and her son, for the slave
woman's son will never share in the inheritance with the free woman's son. Therefore,
brothers, we are not children of the slave woman, but of the free woman. It is for freedom
that Christ has set us free. Stand firm, then, and do not let yourselves be burdened again by
a yoke of slavery” (Gal.4:24-31, Gal.5:1).
Law keepers are very subtle in their reasoning. They do not state plainly that you have to
keep the Torah in order to be saved, but they say that when you are saved you have to keep
it. Some even go so far as to say that the keeping of the Law is a sign that you are saved!
A logo, in red, on an e-mail that I received from the HRTI summarises what they really
believe:
“Either you accept Torah and Y’shua (Jesus) or you reject both the Torah and Y’shua, listen
to Y’shua’s own instruction: "For if you believed Moses, you would believe Me, because he

wrote about Me. But if you don't believe his writings (the Torah), how will you believe My
words?" John 5:46-47” (My emphasis).
The abovementioned statement is not only misleading, it is completely out of line with what
is taught in the New Testament and is therefore to be seen as heresy. Where in the Bible is it
written that if you do not accept the Torah, you do not accept Jesus? Their statement is
based on a faulty interpretation of what Jesus meant when He spoke about His
commandments. The full implication of what they are teaching is that they are presenting a
gospel that differs from the one preached by Jesus and the apostles. In the light of the abovementioned statement in their e-mail, the serious question must now be asked, can such a
gospel of works save you? Don’t they say that your salvation depends on your keeping the
Torah? This statement illustrates how the emphasis the Jewish Roots movement places on
the keeping of the Law of Moses has become the focal point of their religious system. The
words of Jesus are wrongly applied to justify their doctrines. Instead of using the Law to
draw people to Christ, they use Christ to draw people to the Law! Can you see how back to
front that is?
Some of their teachers take the heresy a step further by saying that Jesus is the Living Torah!
Their statement which appears on their e-mail, just says it in other words. By saying that
Jesus is the Living Torah they think that they avoid making an idol of it! This type of thinking is
abusing the Law and using it for purposes for which it was never intended.

Things to Consider
1. “The crowds were amazed at His teaching” (Matt.7:28)
If Jesus was teaching the Torah, why were the crowds amazed at His teaching? They would
not have been amazed if Jesus had been teaching the Torah, something they were all very
familiar with, something taught by Rabbi’s in all their synagogues. The Jewish Torah based
system of religion was so widely practised in Israel that I suppose most people, even nonJews, were familiar with it. To cause amazement Jesus must have uttered radical things that
they were not used to.
What Paul preached also stirred the Jews to anger to the point that they accused him of being
“a troublemaker, stirring up riots among the Jews all over the world!” (Acts 24:5).
This would not have happened if Paul had given Jesus and the Torah the same status as
proclaimed by the HRTI logo on their e-mail, “Either you accept Torah and Y’shua (Jesus) or
you reject both the Torah and Y’shua”.
What upset the Jews must have been Paul’s radical point of view concerning the Law which
they esteemed so highly. He referred to it as “those weak and miserable principles”
(Gal.4:9). Some would argue that Paul was not referring to Jewish law, but their argument
carries no weight in the light of the fact that the central theme of his letter to the Galatians

was to rebuke them for returning to their old ways of submitting to Jewish Law: “You foolish
Galatians! Who has bewitched you? Before your very eyes Jesus Christ was clearly
portrayed as crucified. I would like to learn just one thing from you: Did you receive the
Spirit by observing the law, or by believing what you heard?” (Gal.3:1-2).
“Tell me, you who want to be under the law, are you not aware of what the law says?”
(Gal.4:21 ).

2. Did the apostles teach Gentile believers to observe the Law?
Why, when believers belonging to the party of the Pharisees insisted that Gentile converts
must be circumcised and that they must keep the law, did the apostles, who were all Jews,
not agree with them? (Acts 15:5). Instead of enforcing what the Pharisee believers wanted,
they determined that the Gentile believers had to do four things only: abstain from food
polluted by idols, not be involved in sexual immorality, not eat meat from strangled animals
and not eat blood (Acts 15:20). If, for instance, the Sabbath still had to be kept, would it not
have been very irresponsible of the apostles not to make mention of such a serious matter?
Furthermore, in the letters to young Christian congregations, the apostles give guidance
concerning every aspect of Christian living, like for example how husbands and wives must

treat one another (Eph.6), what the attitude of parents and their children should be (Eph.6),
how believers should handle material possessions (1 Cor.8 and 9), what must be done when
someone is sick (James 5:14-16) and how believers should carry each other’s burdens
(Gal.6:2). Many other examples can be mentioned. Isn’t it strange that when such a wide
variety of issues are dealt with, some of seemingly minor importance, that if Sabbath keeping
was such an important matter, that no mention is made of it in the epistles of the apostles.
This same argument can be applied to those who insist that tithes should be paid to the
church.
We also read that the first converts devoted themselves to the teaching of the apostles (Acts
2:42). These teachings were later included in the Epistles. We can still read them today. In
these letters not a word of teaching appears in which believers are instructed to keep the Law
of Moses!
3. What did the Father say through His Son?
Some people reason that Jesus was told by His Father that the Torah had to be kept. Here we
want to emphasize that we do not question the fact that Jesus heard from His Father, what
we do question though, is the interpretation of what some people say what He heard from

His Father. A contextual study of what is written in the New Testament will show that Jesus
received authority from the Father to instruct His disciples to obey what He taught them.
“Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have
commanded you” (Matt.28:19-20, my emphasis).
"Therefore everyone who hears these words of mine and puts them into practice is like a
wise man who built his house on the rock” (Matt.7:24, my emphasis). “These words” in the
context refer to the teachings of the Sermon on the Mount.
4. Do some keep the Torah for the wrong reasons?
Some believers think that because they keep the Torah, God will bless them. For which other
reason will they want to do it? Those who think like this must be careful that they don’t
achieve the opposite, for the Word tells us “All who rely on observing the law are under a
curse, for it is written: "Cursed is everyone who does not continue to do everything written
in the Book of the Law" (Gal.3:10). Under the Law you cannot pick and choose which of the
commandments you want to obey! Why do people keep the Sabbath, but ignore many other
laws that also formed part of the Torah; laws like having to stone a rebellious son
(Deut.21:18-21) and having to apply virginity tests to young women who want to get

married? By the way, young women who failed the test had to be stoned! (Deut. 22:20-21).
Do the women who are involved in the Hebrew Roots movement also follow the monthly
purity laws as set out in Lev.15:19? More than six hundred other Old Testament laws, one as
binding as the other, can be listed. If on the grounds of Matt.5:17-18 it is reasoned that the
Law is still in force and should be kept, everything in it must be obeyed, because through
Moses God sternly warned concerning the Torah:
“See that you do all I command you; do not add to it or take away from it” (Deut.12:32).
Those who want to keep the Torah and its laws are also warned:
“If you do not obey the Lord your God and do not carefully follow all his commands and
decrees I am giving you today, all these curses will come upon you and overtake you…”
(Deut.28:15).
Paul, in the New Testament, understanding the implications of Old Testament law-keeping,
very clearly states that if someone wants to keep part of the Law, he is obligated to keep the
whole of it (Rom.5:3). Against the background of these warnings we find that most Messianic
Christians make themselves guilty of a highly selective form of law keeping.
5. Did Israel understand that only the Ten Commandments were to be kept?

Some people think that because only the Ten Commandments were written on two stone
tablets, they are the only commandments that have to be kept. This is not what is taught in
the Bible. We have already referred to the fact that God commanded the Israelites to follow
all the commands and decrees that were given to them by Moses (Deut.12:32). Also Paul,
realizing the danger of selective Old Testament law keeping, writes to the Galatians to warn
them: "Cursed is everyone who does not continue to do everything written in the Book of
the Law" (Gal.3:10, my emphasis).
The Old Testament, also called the Law and the Prophets, must be seen as a whole and
cannot be divided into separate sections. The Ten Commandments, as part of the whole of
the Law and the Prophets, cannot be isolated and treated differently from everything else
that is written in the Torah.
To say that the Ten Commandments is the only part of the Law that has to be kept by
Christians is a serious misunderstanding of what is involved in the keeping of the Torah. The
Law and the Prophets have to be treated as a unit and nobody has the right to make only
certain parts of it applicable to the New Testament church.
6. Jewish Roots?
In the Jewish Roots Movement it is popularly believed that the only way that you can
understand the New Testament is to return to its Hebrew roots. They don’t seem to consider

the fact that the opposite is true; the only way you can really understand the Old Testament,
is to understand what is revealed in the New Testament.
One of their leaders, Jim Staley, in his commentary on the Book of Romans, explains that the
word “faith,” literally means to keep the Torah. He goes on to say that this revelation is
“foundational” to understanding what he teaches about the Gospel (Jim Staley podcast,
Romans, Part 1).
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WHY DID OLD TESTAMENT LAW HAVE TO BE
REPLACED?

It had to be replaced for the following reasons:
1. It could not completely save
“For what the law was powerless to do in that it was weakened by the sinful nature, God
did by sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful man to be a sin offering” (Rom.8:3).
“The former regulation is set aside because it was weak and useless (for the law made
nothing perfect), and a better hope is introduced, by which we draw near to God”
(Heb.7:18-19).
2. The Law had to change because the priesthood attached to it, came to an end in Christ
“For when there is a change of the priesthood, there must also be a change of the law”
(Heb.7:12).
After His death and resurrection Jesus became the new High Priest of the New Testament.
Because He was not a Levite, but a descendent of the tribe of Judah, the Old Law could not
apply to Him. The same can be said about the New Testament priesthood of all believers.

3. The high priest of the old order was not holy and first had to bring sacrifices for his own
sins.
Jesus could save completely because He could present Himself as an unblemished sacrifice
for the sins of the world (2 Cor.5:21).
4. Because “the written code, with its regulations” was taken away by being nailed with
Jesus to the cross, a new set had to be introduced, otherwise we as Christian believers
would have been lawless (Col.2:14, Eph.2:14-15).
With the change of the priesthood, the teachings and commands of Jesus took the place of
the laws of the Old Testament. His commandments can be summarised in one sentence:
“Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind
and with all your strength and you must love your neighbour as yourself” (Mark 12:30-31).
In the New Testament this law of love is called “the Law of Christ” (1 Cor.9:21).
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THE MINISTRY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT BRINGS REVELATION
One of the most important ministries of the Holy Spirit is to remind believers of what Jesus
taught:
“But the Counsellor, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach you
all things and will remind you of everything I have said to you” (Joh.14:26).
One of the most reliable signs of obedience to the Holy Spirit is a progression in New
Testament truth in the life of the believer:
“But when he, the Spirit of truth, comes, he will guide you into all truth” (Joh.16:13).
Much spiritual harm has been done by the fact that instead of focusing on this main ministry
of the Holy Spirit, many churches have been side tracked by the placing a wrong emphasis on
sensual experiences. Here we can think of things like the unbiblical “Toronto Blessing” that
took many churches by storm and the out of proportion value that some churches place on
the speaking in tongues. What is also absorbing the energy of many leaders and their

followers is the frantic efforts to try and bring about organizational unity between
denominations and organizations. Although their efforts are praiseworthy, we must recognize
the fact that true unity is spiritual, and not organizational; it is the fruit of the Spirit brought
about by the Spirit of God in the lives of believers who esteem Biblical truth. The Word does
not encourage us to organize unity; it instead admonishes us to: “Make every effort to keep
the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace. There is one body and one Spirit—just as
you were called to one hope when you were called--one Lord, one faith, one baptism; one
God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all” (Eph.4:3-6, my emphasis).
Because Jesus Himself is the Truth, we should have a prayerful passion to advance and stand
for Biblical truth.
Old Testament law is much too limited to address everything that is wrong in the church, in
society and in the heart of man. For that we need the Holy Spirit and that is one of the main
reasons why He had to come. He was sent to come and remind us of everything that Jesus
taught and He also came to convict the world of sin, righteousness and judgement.
“But the Counselor, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach you
all things and will remind you of everything I have said to you” (John 14:26).

Before the coming of the Holy Spirit the disciples were unable to fully understand the
revelation of certain important New Testament truths. They had to wait for His outpouring so
that He could lead them into the whole truth:
"I have much more to say to you, more than you can now bear. But when he, the Spirit of
truth, comes, he will guide you into all truth” (John 16:12-14).
The things that were revealed to the apostles have been preserved in the form of the writings
of the New Testament and they glorify Christ and the merit of His finished work on the cross,
nothing and nobody else.
It is tragic to think that there are people today who say they believe in the Messiah, but who
do not take seriously the things that His Spirit (Ruach HaKodesh) reveals through His Word.
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THE LAW OF CHRIST (1 Cor.9:21)

"Teacher, which is the greatest commandment in the Law?" Jesus replied: " 'Love the Lord
your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind.' This is the first
and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: 'Love your neighbour as yourself.' All
the Law and the Prophets hang on these two commandments" (Matt.22:36-40).
These two laws should govern a Christian’s life – love for God and love for his neighbour.
The Law of Love is the fulfilment of all that God requires and it fulfils all the laws of the Old
Testament. Paul expresses it like this:
“The entire law is summed up in a single command: "Love your neighbour as yourself."
(Gal.5:14).
In another place in one of his letters Paul explains:
“Love does no harm to its neighbour. Therefore love is the fulfilment of the law”
(Rom.13:10).
If we respect and love our neighbour we will not want to lie to him, steal from him or want to
do him any harm. The Bible says “Whoever loves his brother lives in the light, and there is
nothing in him to make him stumble” (1 John 2:10).
This law is called the “Royal Law” because it was introduced by the King Himself and because
it fulfils all other laws (James 2:8). Paul also refers to it as the “Law of Christ” (1 Cor.9:21). If I

love God I will not abuse His Name in swearing or use it in an idle way. I will also respect His
Word and I will be careful to be a person “who correctly handles the word of truth” (2
Tim.2:15).
Although New Testament believers are not under the Law of Moses, it does not mean that we
are lawless and that we can indulge in loose, licentious living. We are under a new law which
Paul calls the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus (Rom.8:2). Between the Law of Moses and
the Law of Christ there is a big difference. An alien amongst the Jews could become one of
them and participate in their feasts by having himself and all the other males in his household
circumcised (Ex.12:48-49). To become accepted as a Jew depended on subjecting yourself to
an external rite and on accepting a set of external laws and regulations - to become a Jew you
have to obey a set of laws; in the New Testament it works the other way round – you must
first become a Christian in order to obey the Law of Christ! You don’t become a Christian
because you are living according to Christian principles; you must first be spiritually born
again so that you can become a Christian! In other words, something must first change on
the inside before a transformation on the outside can take place.
Moses could not change the hearts of people by giving them laws. Christ can, because He
paid for our sins on the cross and because He sends His Spirit to come and work in the hearts
of those who are submitted to Him (2 Cor.5:7).

Christians are not lawless, but rather than trying to keep Mosaic laws, Christians are called to
submit to a much higher Law – the Law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus which sets us free
from the law of sin and death.

The fact that Christians are no longer under Old Testament Law does not imply that they can
do as they please. Christians are supposed to obey their Saviour King. His commands are not
“nice” suggestions, but authoritative expressions of God’s will for our lives. Add to this the
ministry of the Holy Spirit whose main purpose is to convict of sin, righteousness and
judgement and you will understand why we say that Christians who live unrepentant lives of
habitual sin are living in total disobedience to the will of God.
It is the Holy Spirit who encourages the believer to have a love for God and His Word and to
also love his neighbour. When a believer appreciates the sacrifice that Jesus made for him on
the cross, his reaction should be a thankful willingness to obey Him.
The Yoke of Christ
“Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you
will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy and my burden is light." (Matt.11:29)

Have we been released from one burdensome system of Old Testament laws just to be
saddled with another more radical set of rules under the Law of Christ? The answer is an
emphatic no. Jesus says that His yoke is light and easy to bear. He is able to say this because
when I am born again, the Spirit of God comes into my heart and then it is He who works in
me “to will and to act according to his good purpose” (Phil.2:13).
Christ does not expect us to obey Him in our own strength.
The Principle of Faith
“The righteous shall live by faith” (Gal.3:11, Heb.10:38).
There is something to the Christian faith that makes it more than a moral code or a set of
rules to live by. What makes it more than a religion is the fact that the One who called me is
also the One who wants to work in me to do His will (Phil.2:13). Every appeal to obey the
commandments of Christ is a call to faith; to believe that the Holy Spirit will work in me to do
what God requires. The Lord Jesus Christ ministers to the believer on two levels; firstly He
saves him by His death to reconcile him with the Father and secondly, He saves him by the
inner working of the Holy Spirit to empower him to live the Christian life (Rom.5:10). Jesus
came back on the day of Pentecost, not to physically be with His disciples, but to be in them
by His Spirit.

By faith we live in the righteousness of Christ, not according to the external standard of the
Law of Moses, but according to the fulfilled, extended Law of the Spirit of the life in Christ.
That means that we have been circumcised, not in the flesh by human hands, but in the heart
by the Spirit of God.
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DOUBTFUL ISSUES – Romans 14
Must Christians keep the Sabbath and only eat “pure” foods? A good place to start to answer
these questions would be to quote what Paul has to say about these issues:
“Therefore do not let anyone judge you by what you eat or drink, or with regard to a
religious festival, a New Moon celebration or a Sabbath day. These are a shadow of the

things that were to come; the reality, however, is found in Christ” (Col.2:16-17), my
emphasis).
If I understand Paul correctly he is saying that believers are not to be judged if they do not
keep these religious festivals and Sabbaths. Now some modern teachers of the Law argue
that these festivals and Sabbaths that Paul is referring to are not those of the Jews, but refer
to the heathen feasts and holy days that the Colossians celebrated in their unconverted days.
As for example, it was explained to me, the same way in which some people celebrate Easter,
Christmas, Lent and birthdays in our day. This cannot be an accurate interpretation of this
passage, because heathen festivals and holy days are not shadow types of Christ, whilst those
mentioned in this passage by Paul are directly linked to Him: “These are a shadow of the
things that were to come; the reality, however, is found in Christ” (Col.2:17).
Only the Jewish feasts and holy days mentioned in the Bible are types that point to “things to
come.”
On one of the “Back to the Hebrew Roots Movement” websites giving commentary on the
Book of Galatians, it is stated that the laws and feasts that the Galatians were not to return to
were, weren’t Jewish feasts, but the heathen laws and feasts that were introduced by
Constantine, the Roman Emperor, in an attempt to unify the Roman Empire:
“These sorts of doctrines came about through the efforts of the Roman Emperor
Constantine who, in an attempt to unify his “Holy Roman Empire”, merged the pagan

culture of the Romans with the ever-growing people group who followed the ways of
Messiah
and
kept
God’s
commandments
contained
in
the
Law”
(www.torahdrivenlife.com).
This introductory paragraph to their commentary is very misleading and has no truth to it.
The letters to Colossian and Roman believers in which Paul addresses the issues concerning
food, feasts and holy days, were written about 60-70 years A.D. and Constantine did not
become Emperor until approximately 306 A.D.!
A superficial contextual reading of Galatians will show that Paul is referring to Jewish and not
to heathen laws.
The comment on the website that we are referring to contains an element of truth, but can
be applied to what happened only about three hundred years later! It was then that
traditional religious “holy” days like Easter and Christmas were introduced. But what
happened then cannot be made applicable to what Paul about to the Colossian, Roman and
Galatian believers hundreds of years earlier.
Romans 14

“Accept him whose faith is weak, without passing judgment on disputable matters. One
man's faith allows him to eat everything, but another man, whose faith is weak, eats only
vegetables. The man who eats everything must not look down on him who does not, and
the man who does not eat everything must not condemn the man who does, for God has
accepted him. Who are you to judge someone else's servant? To his own master he stands
or falls. And he will stand, for the Lord is able to make him stand. One man considers one
day more sacred than another; another man considers every day alike. Each one should be
fully convinced in his own mind” (Rom.14:1-6, my emphasis).
This piece of Scripture cannot be used to justify doctrines concerning the keeping of certain
holy days and the eating of only certain foods. To do that would be to build your doctrine on
the conviction of somebody who is weak in the faith! “One man's faith allows him to eat
everything, but another man, whose faith is weak, eats only vegetables” (Rom.14:2, my
emhasis).
What is addressed in Romans 14 is the attitude that those who are strong in the faith should
have towards those in the fellowship who are still weak in the faith. To make use of this piece
of Scripture as a basis for a doctrine not to eat certain foods and to justify the keeping of the
Sabbath is to use it for what is was never intended. If you want to know more about what to
eat and not to eat you should consider what the New Testament as a whole has to say about

the subject. A good place to start would be to find out what Jesus taught. This is what He had
to say:
"Are you still so dull?" Jesus asked them. "Don't you see that whatever enters the mouth
goes into the stomach and then out of the body? But the things that come out of the mouth
come from the heart, and these make a man 'unclean.' For out of the heart come evil
thoughts, murder, adultery, sexual immorality, theft, false testimony, slander. These are
what make a man 'unclean…' ” (Mtt.15:16-20).
The same must be done if you want to know more about the Sabbath. The freedom the
believer has in Christ can not forever be bound because another brother or sister is satisfied
to stay weak in the faith. The teaching of the New Testament as a whole makes it clear that
believers should grow up to be mature and strong in their faith. The lack of growing up is
what is rebuked in Heb.5:11-14. Certain believers were satisfied, like babies, to stay on milk,
whilst on the account of the time that they have been saved, they should have been teachers
of the Word.
The context of Rom.14 needs to be taken into consideration if one wants to understand it
properly. Paul is writing to a young congregation that is most probably made up of both
Jewish and Gentile converts. The Jews were used to keeping the Law of Moses, which
included not eating certain meat, whilst the Gentile believers knew nothing about this. The
Gentile believers on the other hand had been exposed to the rituals and customs of the

heathen. In his letter to the Corinthians Paul had to address the same problem concerning
meat that had been sacrificed to idols. With the different groups in the congregation had
come their cultural rituals and customs and the problem now was, with which could they go
on as Christians. Together they had to learn how to become a complete new man in Christ.
This explains what Paul had to address in Romans 14. Before he starts discussing their
differences, he first lays the foundation for fellowship:
“Let no debt remain outstanding, except the continuing debt to love one another, for he
who loves his fellowman has fulfilled the law. The commandments, "Do not commit
adultery," "Do not murder," "Do not steal," "Do not covet," and whatever other
commandment there may be, are summed up in this one rule: "Love your neighbour as
yourself. Love does no harm to its neighbour. Therefore love is the fulfilment of the law”
(Rom13:8-10).
Paul teaches that New Testament believers are together one new man in Christ; there is now
no Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor female (Gal.3:28). Common sense will tell you that
the fact that there is no male or female in Christ does not mean that there are no gender
distinctions in Christianity; it merely means that before God male and female enjoy the same
spiritual status. In like manner the ethnical differences between Jews and Greeks are also not
removed, but in Christ, they have the same status.

“For he himself is our peace, who has made the two one and has destroyed the barrier, the
dividing wall of hostility, by abolishing in his flesh the law with its commandments and
regulations. His purpose was to create in himself one new man out of the two, thus making
peace, and in this one body to reconcile both of them to God through the cross, by
which he put to death their hostility” (Eph.2:14-15).
This means that our new identity should be Christ. Even the identity of the Jewish Christian
should not be in his Jewishness, but be in Christ. Who was more a Jew than Paul? And he
declared:
“If anyone else thinks he has reasons to put confidence in the flesh, I have more:
circumcised on the eighth day, of the people of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of
Hebrews; in regard to the law, a Pharisee; as for zeal, persecuting the church; as for
legalistic righteousness, faultless. But whatever was to my profit I now consider loss for the
sake of Christ. What is more, I consider everything a loss compared to the surpassing
greatness of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things. I consider
them rubbish, that I may gain Christ and be found in him, not having a righteousness of my
own that comes from the law, but that which is through faith in Christ…” (Phil.3:5-9).
Usually a religion which is based on a mixture of Mosaic laws and Rabbinic practices causes
the focus to be drawn away from the finished work of Jesus Christ on the cross. Because of

the visible external practices that give the impression of deep commitment to God, some
develop an attitude of superiority over the rest of the body of Christ. Jewish, as well as
Gentile believers must learn that we must all grow up in spiritual maturity until we can all
enjoy our full inheritance in Christ (Eph.4:10-16).
To conclude; Roman 14 which addresses a specific problem in the early church concerning
the qualms of conscience that some with weak faith had concerning the eating of certain
foods and the keeping of certain holy days, cannot be used to make a case for Old Testament
law keeping. Rom.13:14 states that you must clothe yourself with Christ, not with the Law of
Moses. Christians with strong faith should show patience towards those who are still growing
up in their knowledge of New Testament truth.
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REBUILDING THE DIVIDING WALL OF HOSTILITY
Those who make Mosaic laws part of the Gospel are busy working against the message of
Jesus Christ and the apostles. By their selective emphasis of certain parts of the Torah they
are busy rebuilding the “dividing wall of hostility” which is the law with all its
commandments and regulations. This wall was broken down by Christ in order to make Jew
and Gentile one in Him (Eph.2:14). By placing a wrong emphasis on the keeping of certain Old
Testament laws, this religious wall of works and division is built up again which puts people in
spiritual bondage and which draws the attention away from the merit of the finished work of
Christ on the cross. The Old Testament veil of division that God tore apart in the temple, is
now being stitched up again by the efforts of man. This religion of works robs the Christian of
his dearly bought spiritual freedom in Christ Jesus.
How does Paul use the Law of Moses?

When Paul refers to the Law of Moses he does not do it in the way that some teachers of the
law do it today. He follows the example of Christ. He mentions the law, expands it and then
gives a wider meaning to it. An example of this is found in 1 Cor.9:9-10 where Paul refers to
the Law of Moses as found in Deut.25:4; he makes a spiritual deduction and then applies the
principle to himself. He explains:
“For it is written in the Law of Moses: "Do not muzzle an ox while it is treading out the
grain." Is it about oxen that God is concerned? Surely he says this for us, doesn't he? Yes,
this was written for us, because when the plowman plows and the thresher threshes, they
ought to do so in the hope of sharing in the harvest” (1 Cor.9:9-10).
Is it permissible to apply the law in such a figurative way? It seems so if we look at what Jesus
also did:
"Are you so dull?" he asked. "Don't you see that nothing that enters a man from the outside
can make him 'unclean'? For it doesn't go into his heart but into his stomach, and then out
of his body." (In saying this, Jesus declared all foods clean"). He went on: "What comes out
of a man is what makes him 'unclean.' For from within, out of men's hearts, come evil
thoughts, sexual immorality, theft, murder, adultery, greed, malice, deceit, lewdness, envy,
slander, arrogance and folly. All these evils come from inside and make a man 'unclean.'"
(Mark7:18-23, my emphasis).

Do you notice that in His declaration about all food being clean, He goes against the Law of
Moses! What Jesus says here about food is a good summary of what He came to do. He
ignores the literal application of the food laws in the Torah and makes a spiritual application
about the purity of the heart. The food laws that God prescribed to Moses were given for
health reasons. The animals that could be eaten were all herbivores with more than one
stomach so that food could be properly digested. Animals, fish and birds that eat anything are
called omnivores. Because they eat any waste and soiled leftovers of carcasses of other
animals, they have the potential of carrying germs and viruses that are harmful to human
beings. So for instance, it is general knowledge that pigs that are not kept in hygienic
conditions, are liable to become carriers of tape-worms (Trichinelle spiralis) and other
contagious sicknesses. Can you imagine what would happen to such meat in a warm desert
climate like the one the Israelites had to travel through on their way to the Promised Land
without the convenience of deep freezers and fridges! Even today we know that all kinds of
meat have to be cooked well for reasons of health. A butcher’s wife personally told me how
for many years, in spite of all her efforts to gain weight, she kept on losing it. The doctors
eventually found that the problem was that she was seriously infected by tape worms. These
she apparently picked through the habit she had of eating small pieces of raw meat while
helping in the processing and packaging department of their butchery.

Like Jesus did in the above mentioned passage of Scripture, certain Old Testament laws can
be used as types to help explain spiritual truths in the New Testament (Mark 7:18-23).
In the light of what Jesus taught in Mark 7:18-23 about all foods being clean and by what is
written in 1 Tim.4:3, I would be worried if I was someone who was going around proclaiming
in a legalistic way that Christians may not eat pork:
“The Spirit clearly says that in later times some will abandon the faith and follow deceiving
spirits and things taught by demons. Such teachings come through hypocritical liars, whose
consciences have been seared as with a hot iron. They forbid people to marry and order
them to abstain from certain foods, which God created to be received with thanksgiving by
those who believe and who know the truth. For everything God created is good, and
nothing is to be rejected if it is received with thanksgiving, because it is consecrated by the
word of God and prayer” (1 Tim.4:1-5, my emphasis).
The Old Testament was a shadow of things to come; the Reality is found in Christ Jesus
(Col.2:17).
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THE JEWISH FEASTS AND THE LORD’S SUPPER
In the context of the Old Testament, Amos declared that God did nothing unless first
revealing it to His prophets (Amos 3:7). In line with this declaration, the shadow types of the
seven most important Jewish feasts as described in Lev.23, give a prophetic outline of God’s
overall plan of the world’s redemption. In the symbolic meaning of these feasts the Son of
God plays a central role. The way in which Jesus fulfils these feasts forms a very interesting
study. God has ordained it so that each one of these feasts, and in the order in which they
occur, reveals a certain aspect of God’s great plan of salvation for the past, present and the
future. The Hebrew word for feast is moade (moed) and its literal meaning is “a fixed time or
season.” (Hebrew and Chaldee Dictionary, Zodhiates, Unger’s Bible Dictionary.) The seven
feasts named in Lev.23 are the Passover, the Feast of Unleavened Bread, the Feast of the First
Fruits, Pentecost, the Feast of Trumpets, the Day of Atonement and the Feast of Tabernacles.

The Fulfilment of the Feasts
The first four have already been fulfilled by Christ in a wonderful way. The last three
prophetically point to what must still take place. As said before, in them we see the plan that
God has for Israel, the church and the world. In the feasts God symbolically demonstrates His
plan of salvation as it starts with the death of His Son on the cross, His burial, His
resurrection, the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, the evangelical dispensation of the church, the
Second Coming and the eventual establishment of God’s kingdom here on earth.
The prophetic meaning of these feasts can be summarised as follows:
1. The Passover (Lev.23:5)
With Passover the Israelites celebrate their exodus from Egypt when lambs were slaughtered
and the blood was applied to the doorframes of their homes so that the angel of death could
pass them by. This type was fulfilled when Jesus was put to death on the cross as the Lamb of
God and His blood made atonement for sin. When John the Baptist saw Jesus he pointed to
Him and declared: “Look, the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world!” (John
1:29).
2. The Feast of unleavened Bread (Lev.23:6)

This feast pointed to the sinless life of the Son of God as the Messiah. In this context yeast is a
symbol of sin. It was during the first few days of this feast that the body of Jesus, like a kernel
of wheat, was buried and lay in the grave, waiting to sprout forth and bear fruit as the Bread
of life.
3. The Feast of the First Fruits (Lev.23:10)
Prophetically this feast pointed to the resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ who rose from the
dead as the First Fruit of Righteousness.
4. Pentecost (Lev.23:16)
It took place fifty days after the start of the Feast of Unleavened Bread and pointed to the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit which took place during the time of this feast (Acts 2). It is
interesting to note that along with seven male lambs that had to be sacrificed, two loaves of
bread baked with yeast also had to be presented to the Lord as a wave offerings (Lev.23:17).
Because yeast symbolizes sin, these two loaves represent saved sinners that formed the
church that was born on this day when the Holy Spirit was poured out. Although believers
should not sin, they will not be able to live lives of sinless perfection in this world. Whilst the

two loaves baked with yeast represent saved sinners, the seven unblemished lambs point to
Christ’s sinless sacrificial death on the cross.
5. The Feast of Trumpets (Lev.23:24)
The first day of the seventh month had to be declared a holy day and commemorated with
blasts of the trumpet. It was a day of rest and offerings by fire had to be presented to the
Lord. Orthodox Jews commemorate this day by blowing shofars in their synagogues. The
Israelites also celebrated the final in-gathering of the harvest by the blowing of trumpets. This
feast will be fulfilled when the final gathering of the blood washed saints takes place in
heaven (1 Cor.15:51, 1 Thess. 4:13-18).
6. The Day of Atonement (Lev.23:27)
Some scholars believe that this day prophetically points to the Second Coming of Christ. For
the Jews this will be the great day when the remnant of Israel will recognize their Messiah,
turn to Him and be saved.
7. The Feast of Tabernacles (Lev.23:33-36)

This feast had to last for seven days and during it they celebrated the goodness of God and
the final in gathering of the harvest. It has prophetic significance as it is associated with the
physical establishment of the kingdom of God on earth.
Must Christians celebrate these feasts?
In Col.2:16-17 we read: “Therefore do not let anyone judge you by what you eat or drink, or
with regard to a religious festival, a New Moon celebration or a Sabbath day. These are a
shadow of the things that were to come; the reality, however, is found in Christ.”
Christians are not compelled to keep these feasts, but are enriched by studying them and
seeing the inspiration of the Scriptures in their prophetic significance and fulfilment. The
feasts must not be used as a means of making Messianic Christians out of believers. Nowhere
in the New Testament do we read that Christians are instructed to celebrate these feasts.
Under the Old Covenant these feasts were called the feasts of the Lord (Lev.23:4). In the New
Testament they are called the feasts of the Jews (Joh.5:1, Joh.6:4).
THE LORD’S SUPPER

Jesus introduced His supper (communion) so that every time Christians partook of it, they
could be reminded of His death (Matt.26:26-28). Although He did this during the time of the
Jewish Passover, He did it in a way that fulfilled what the Passover symbolically represented.
He was the Bread of Life that was broken on the cross for the forgiveness of our sins. Paul, in
giving guidance to the Corinthians for the way in which they should assemble, keeps the right
perspective by metaphorically referring to the Passover in the following way:
“Get rid of the old yeast that you may be a new batch without yeast--as you really are. For
Christ, our Passover Lamb, has been sacrificed. Therefore let us keep the Festival, not with
the old yeast, the yeast of malice and wickedness, but with bread without yeast, the bread
of sincerity and truth” (1 Cor.5:4-8).
Celebrating the Lord’s Supper has nothing to do with the Jewish Passover in which Jews
remember the exodus of their forefathers out of Egypt. The Jewish Passover was a symbolic
shadow type of Christ’s sacrifice and the shedding of His blood for the remission of the sins of
the world. Communion has to do with commemorating His death.
Christians should be careful that they do not put more emphasis on Jewish rituals and
traditions than on what was introduced by Christ for the strengthening of our faith.
Will we one day after the Second Coming drink from the Passover cup?

Some want to make a case for keeping the Passover by saying that Jesus said that one day
after His Second Coming, believers will together with Him, again drink from the Passover cup.
By this they imply that the Passover was instituted as a permanent ritual. They then refer to
what Jesus said in Matt.26:29, Mark 14:25 and Luk.22:18. Here we again see an example of
not exegesis, but of eisegesis. Instead of taking the meaning from the text, they read meaning
into it. In not one of the Scripture references given to prove that the Passover will be kept
after the Second Coming, is reference made to the Passover cup. In every single one of the
three verses given, reference is made to the “fruit of the vine,” which Jesus Himself said was
“the blood of the covenant, which is poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins”
(Matt.26:28):
“For I tell you I will not drink again of the fruit of the vine until the kingdom of God comes"
(Luke 22:18, my emphasis).
"I tell you the truth, I will not drink again of the fruit of the vine until that day when I drink
it anew in the kingdom of God." (Mark 14:25, my emphasis).
“This is my blood of the covenant, which is poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins. I
tell you, I will not drink of this fruit of the vine from now on until that day when
I drink it anew with you in my Father's kingdom" (Matt.26:28-29, my emphasis).

Those Christian believers who still want to celebrate the Jewish Passover, do not understand
that it was not the Passover that Jesus instituted as a Christian celebration, but His supper
which was intended to commemorate His death. Referring to what is commonly called
“communion” Jesus instructed: “Do this in remembrance of me” (1 Cor.11:24).
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THE SABBATH AND ISRAEL
“The Israelites are to observe the Sabbath, celebrating it for the generations to come as a
lasting covenant. It will be a sign between me and the Israelites forever…” (Ex.31:16-17).
In Genesis we read how God established an everlasting covenant between Him and Abraham
and his descendants (Gen.15, 17:7). This covenant was carried over to Abraham’s son Isaac
and after Isaac’s death, to his son Jacob. This covenant carried the promise of the Messiah

that would be born out of Abraham’s bloodline. After Jacob wrestled with the Angel of God
his name was changed to Israel (Gen.32:27-28). Jacob (Israel) had twelve sons and they later
formed the twelve tribes of Israel. That is why when the Bible speaks about the children of
Israel the reference is to the physical descendants of Jacob and his sons. The Law was given
to Israel exclusively. The Sabbath was not given to the gentiles. It was given to Israel to keep
as a “sign” of the Mosaic Covenant (Ex.31:14-18). This covenant involved the Children of
Israel only; it had nothing to do with any of the surrounding nations. Nowhere in the Bible do
we find God finding fault with any nation or people, except Israel, for not observing the
Sabbath. Those who make the covenants God made exclusively with Israel applicable to other
nations, are in error. They were meant for the Jews, and for the Jews only. It is only in Christ
that the promise that was made to Abraham that through him all the nations of the world
would be blessed, becomes applicable to all other nations.
For the Jew the Sabbath and the Law only get their true meaning when he turns to Christ. A
Jewish Christian can celebrate his Hebrew culture if he wants to, but he must be careful that
he does not think that there is any special merit of righteousness attached to it. For a
Christian to think that there is any merit before God apart from the finished work of Christ on
the cross, is to trample on the blood of the New Testament and to insult the Spirit of Grace
(Heb.10:29).

“But now, by dying to what once bound us, we have been released from the law so that we
serve in the new way of the Spirit, and not in the old way of the written code” (Rom.7:6).
What about the seventh day mentioned in Gen.2:2-3?
In Gen.2:2-3 we find no command given to Adam and Eve to make a religious Sabbath out of
the seventh day that God was referring to. Seeing that Adam was only created on the sixth
day and anyway had no work to do in Eden until the fall, the rest that is mentioned in this
piece couldn’t be applicable to him. The Seventh day Sabbath rest was only incorporated into
the Jewish system of religion when the Law was given to Moses at Mount Sinai (Ex.16:23-29).
Because, according to Ex.12:2 the Jewish religious calendar was only inaugurated on the day
they moved out of Egypt, a seven day weekly Sabbath could not have been observed before
that.
“The Lord said to Moses and Aaron in Egypt, "This month is to be for you the first month,
the first month of your year. ”
Did Constantine change the Sabbath to a Sunday?
Constantine changed nothing. Long before Constantine’s time (306 – 337A.D.) Christians
already got together on the first day of the week (Acts 20:7, 1 Cor.16:1-2). What he did do as

emperor of the Roman Empire was to issue a decree in which he declared Sunday, the first
day of the week, a public day of rest.
(Constantine’s decree: "On the venerable Day of the Sun let the magistrates and people
residing in cities rest, and let all workshops be closed" (Constantine, March 7, 321, History of
the Christian Church, Vol. 3, p. 380, note 1).
Many traditional Christians wrongly refer to Sunday, the first day of the week, as the Christian
Sabbath. Nowhere in the New Testament is mention made of such a Sabbath. Neither do we
find any information in the Bible about the fact that the Jewish Sabbath, the seventh day of
the week, was changed to a Sunday. Because Christians are called to a life of rest in Christ,
one day of the week is not esteemed as holier than any other day. Although we read that the
early Christians came together “every day” of the week (Acts 2:46-47), we read that it was
also their custom to gather on the first day of the week (1 Cor.16:2).
Conclusion
The Sabbath is part of the Old Covenant. For Christians the Old Covenant gets replaced by the
New Testament (Heb.8:13). The Sabbath being part of the Old Covenant is therefore not
applicable to New Testament believers (Col.2:16).
Why do many Christians, in spite of so much clear teaching from the New Testament, keep on
submitting themselves to the ordinances and traditions of Judaism? Is it because of a wrong
perception that you are more spiritual when you associate yourself with the traditions and

laws of the Old Testament? Whether they acknowledge it or not, most think that God is more
impressed with this form of religion. Because the New Testament is not studied properly, it is
not understood and this leads to Old Testament scriptures being used and applied totally out
of context. The danger of the emphasis that Judaism places on ordinances, traditions and
rituals, is that it becomes part of the modern trend to associate sensual experiences (falling
over, icons, labyrinths, prayer stations, prayer and victory marches, high places, blowing of
shofars, visualisation, flights of imagination, etc.) with spirituality:
“Such regulations indeed have an appearance of wisdom, with their selfimposed worship,
their false humility and their harsh treatment of the body, but they lack any value in
restraining sensual indulgence” (Col2:23, my emphasis).
It would serve us well if we keep reminding each other that it is written:
“We live by faith, not by sight” (2 Cor.5:7).
The danger of focusing on the Law of Moses and making it part of your system of religion, is
that your spiritual discernment is affected. We are warned that if we apply the Old Testament
in a wrong way, our spiritual senses will become insensitive and our understanding of New
Testament truths will be hindered. This veil will only come off in Christ (2 Cor.3:12-16).
Spiritual problems will develop when the Law of Moses and Rabbinic practices take the
place of the Law of Christ in our lives.

Christians who have come under the influence of teachings that have brought them under
the bondage of Mosaic law keeping, have been deceived by leaders who sound very
persuasive with their arguments about having rediscovered forgotten “truth” that has been
hidden from a church which has lost its way.
Some Christians say that although they do no go along with everything that is practised or
taught in these circles, they like going to their meetings. To you I would just like to say, if you
don’t make any effort to correct those who believe that the Law must still be kept, you
endorse what they are doing!
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THE ROOT?
By listening to those involved in the Messianic Christian movement you get the idea that
compared to the Torah, the teachings of the New Testament occupy an inferior position. It
also sounds as if a return to Torah living is the “root” that must be returned to. If we look at

Scripture we see that the Root referred to is not the Torah or any other aspect of the Jewish
culture, but Jesus Christ. We must not confuse the branches of the olive tree that were
broken off (The Jews), with the Root of the tree (Rom.11:16-21). The Root of the tree into
which we as Christian were grafted, is not physical Israel, but the spiritual tree of which the
Root is not Judaism, but Jesus Christ. The Root can be nothing else than Jesus, for Scripture
declares that the Root is holy:
“See, the Lion of the tribe Judah, the Root of David” (Rev.5:5).
“I, Jesus, have sent my angel to give you this testimony for the churches. I am the Root and
the Offspring of David, and the bright Morning Star" (Rev.22:16). (My emphasis).
Although the studying of the shadow types in the Old Testament play an important part in
helping us to understand the spiritual realities of the New Testament, it does not imply that
we have to return to an Old Testament form of religion.
A Renewed Old Covenant?
I hear some of the Messianic Jews talking about a Renewed Covenant. I wonder where they
get that from? The New Testament is very clear about the fact that for the Christian, the Law

was fulfilled, and that the Old Covenant had come to an end. The New Testament speaks
about a new life in Christ, not about a renewed old covenant! The Old Covenant required
obedience to a set of external laws; the New Testament requires faith in the Lord Jesus Christ,
obedience to His teachings and following the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
The Place of the Old Testament
Paul who was a Jew, considered his Hebrew background as “rubbish” in comparison to
knowing Jesus Christ as his Lord (Phil.3:7-8). Yet, he explains the important role that the Old
Testament should play in the life of a Christian believer. In his first letter to the Corinthians he
refers to the history of Israel and their experiences on their journey through the wilderness
on their way to the Promised Land and explains:
“These things happened to them as examples and were written down as warnings for us, on
whom the fulfilment of the ages has come” (1 Cor.10:11).
According to Paul’s warning many spiritual lessons can be learnt by looking at what happened
to Israel in the wilderness. The Old Testament contains the shadow types of New Testament
realities and when we study them we gain valuable knowledge and insight to help us with our
spiritual growth.

Which Name?
Which is the right Name that we must use? Is it Jesus, Yeshua, Yehshua, Yehshuah, Y’shua,
Yehoshua, Jahoshua or Yahoshua? The list of variations goes on! In my study of this subject I
came to the conclusion that not even the people involved in The Sacred Name Movement are
sure of which is the correct name and its spelling. There is even uncertainty concerning the
correct use of the Tetragrammaton (The four letters YHWH). If it is so important to use the
correct Hebrew Name, why all the variations?
I believe what is important is to know who Jesus is and what He came to do on earth. In this
regard He is unique.
Why does the Name “Jesus” get abused as a swear word by millions and millions around the
world every day? Why do we not hear the name of any other god being used in this way? Is it
because there is no other name given in heaven or on earth by which sinful man can be
saved? (Acts 4:12).
Transcription
Hebrew – Yeshua, Greek – Iésŏus, Eng. and Afr. – Jesus

It is interesting to note that in all the original copies of the New Testament the Name of Jesus
is written in Greek. We must be careful, dogmatic emphasis of only using Hebrew Names can
contribute to giving the impression that the Gospel of Jesus Christ has something to do with
upholding the Jewish culture and being submitted to the Torah.
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ARE THE TEN TRIBES OF ISRAEL REALLY LOST?
According to Jim Staley, one of the well known teachers of the Messianic Christian
Movement, the ten tribes of Israel who were captured and carried away by the Assyrians
(722-733 B.C.), were scattered over the world where they lost their identity and were never
heard of again – until now! Now after more than 2700 years they have uncovered the
mystery that some of the Christians in the Western world are part of those ten lost tribes!
And because they are truly Jews, they must keep the Torah! According to these teachers of

the Torah, the fact that you responded to the message of a Jewish Rabbi called Yeshua, is
proof enough that you are part of those ten lost tribes. History shows that this is just a theory
that can not be proven. Enough evidence can be provided from both Scripture and secular
History to prove that there have always been recognizable representatives of these tribes in
Israel and all over the world. The idea that they were lost is a myth.
What does Scripture tell us about them?
After their capture and abduction to a foreign land, some of them must have returned to
Israel because during His time of ministry on earth, Jesus still referred to them in this way:
“Jesus said to them, "I tell you the truth, at the renewal of all things, when the Son of Man
sits on his glorious throne, you who have followed me will also sit on twelve thrones,
judging the twelve tribes of Israel” (Matt.19:28).
Paul also did not seem to know that ten of the tribes of Israel were supposed to be lost,
because he refers to them in Acts 26:7:
“This is the promise our twelve tribes are hoping to see fulfilled as they earnestly serve God
day and night. O king, it is because of this hope that the Jews are accusing me.”
James writes to the “lost” tribes and addresses them in this way:
“James, a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ, ‘To the twelve tribes scattered among
the nations: Greetings’ ” (James 1:1).

They were scattered over the world, but at the time of James writing his letter, they were
definitely not lost.
In Luke 2:36 we read that in the time of Jesus’ birth there was a prophetess named Anna,
from the tribe of Asher, who was active in the temple. Asher was supposed to be one of the
tribes that were lost. Was she the only one left of this “lost” tribe?
It is true that ten of the tribes of Israel were carried off into captivity, but some of them did
return and others were never captured and taken away in the first place. It is also true that
Jews from all twelve tribes of Israel have at one stage or another, been scattered all over the
world, but the miracle concerning them is that wherever they ended up, they always kept
their identity as Jews. There is no such thing as a gentile Jew; you are either a gentile or you
are a Jew with an identity. Hitler had no problem recognizing them!
Also Historically it is inaccurate to speak of ten tribes of Israel as being lost. After the
Northern ten tribes of Israel were taken into Assyrian captivity, Babylon conquered the
Assyrians and took away all their captives. Ezekiel was sent to these Jews who were in exile
(571-549 B.C.) and the Bible repeatedly refers to them as the “house of Israel” (Ez.3:4, 7, 17).
Long after the exile we read in the Book of Chronicles how Jews from every tribe of Israel
went up to Jerusalem to sacrifice (2 Chron.11:16). It is also recorded that in the time of
Hezekiah (716-637 B.C.) Jews representing all the tribes of the whole of Israel went up to
Jerusalem to celebrate the Passover (2 Chron. 30:1). According to what some teachers teach,

this could not have happened, because at that stage the ten tribes were supposed to be long
forgotten.
If there were only two tribes left in Israel after the exile, why was Jesus sent by the Father to
the lost sheep of the House of Israel? (Matt.15:24, Matt.10:6, KJV). “Lost” in this context
refers to their spiritual state of being lost in sin. It does not refer to them losing their national
identity. It is also interesting to note that in the New Testament there is not one reference to
the fact that there is a distinction between Jews and Israelites. A study of this subject will
show that the words Jews, Hebrews and Israelites are used interchangeably in the Bible.
If the Levites, as part of the ten tribes, were also lost, how was it possible that Jesus had so
many confrontations with Levitical priests during His time of ministry? And furthermore, who
ministered in the temple until it was destroyed in 70 A.D.?
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WHAT IS A TRUE JEW?
“ I know the slander of those who say they are Jews and are not, but are a synagogue of
Satan” (Rev.2:9).
“I will make those who are of the synagogue of Satan, who claim to be Jews though they
are not, but are liars—I will make them come and fall down at your feet and acknowledge
that I have loved you” (Rev.3:9).
The Christians in Smyrna were persecuted by “religious” people who said that they were
Jews, but who were not, but were of the synagogue of Satan. Who were these people?
Unfortunately, there does not seem to be a clear answer to this question in the quoted texts.
It appears that they must have been Jews, because only Jews come together in synagogues.
Historically, we are told that there was a large community of them in Smyrna. In order to find
out more about who they were we will have to allow Scripture to explain Scripture.
Does the Bible speak about true and false Jews in other places? It does. It addresses this
subject in various places and in different ways.
In both Matthew 3:9 and Luke 3:8 John the Baptist rebukes ethnic Jews with the statement,
“Produce fruit in keeping with repentance. And do not think you can say to yourselves, 'We

have Abraham as our father.' I tell you that out of these stones God can raise up children for
Abraham.”
From what John the Baptist says one must come to the conclusion that there is more to being
a child of Abraham, hence, a Jew, than just physical genealogy. Paul thought the same
because he says in Romans 2:28-29: “A man is not a Jew if he is only one outwardly, nor is
circumcision merely outward and physical. No, a man is a Jew if he is one inwardly; and
circumcision is circumcision of the heart, by the Spirit, not by the written code.”
Paul is seeking to answer the very question we are asking, “What is a true Jew?” A true Jew is
not only a physical descendant of Abraham, but must also be a spiritual child of God. It is not
the physical circumcision made by man that counts, it is the circumcision of the heart made
by the Spirit that matters.
In Romans 4:11 Paul again states that physical circumcision is meaningless and that only
those Jews who have the faith that Abraham had can claim him as their “father.” He
reaffirms it by what he wrote to the Galatians:
“Understand, then, that those who believe are children of Abraham” (Gal.3:7-8).
“If you belong to Christ, then you are Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the promise”
(Gal.3:26, 29)

Philippians 3:3 reaffirms the fact that physical descent is meaningless: “For it is we who are
the circumcision, we who worship by the Spirit of God, who glory in Christ Jesus, and who
put no confidence in the flesh…”
Writing to the church, Paul says they are “the circumcision” because they belong to Christ.
This tells us that a true Jew is one who trusts and believes in the Lord Jesus Christ (Philippians
3:3). Those who do not trust and believe in Christ may be Jews ethnically, and God will still
deal with them according to His promises, but they are not Jews spiritually before Him.
So who are “those who say they are Jews and are not?” They are physical Jews who do not
acknowledge Christ and still depend on keeping of the Law – “For not all who are descended
from Israel are Israel (Rom.9:6).
That these were natural ethnical Jews can be seen by the description of their assembly place
as a synagogue and by scriptures like Rom. 9:6 and Phil. 3:2-3 that alludes to them. These
were the unbelieving Jews of Smyrna, who had physical circumcision, but who rejected Jesus
Christ as being their Messiah. They undoubtedly were Jews in the national sense as physical
descendants of Abraham.
The Jews of the synagogues in Smyrna and Philadelphia opposed and persecuted the
Christian assemblies (Rev. 3:9). The early church faced its most intense opposition from the
unbelieving Jews (Acts 13:50; Acts 14:2, Acts 14:5, Acts 14:19; Acts 17:5). The intensity of the

hatred of the Smyrnaean Jews for Christians was illustrated in the burning of one of their
leaders, Polycarp, in 156 A.D.
From historical writings we learn that after Polycarp had been captured, the Roman ProConsul announced that Polycarp had confessed to being a Christian. “When this had been said
by the herald, all the multitude of heathen and Jews living in Smyrna cried out with
uncontrollable wrath and a loud shout: ‘This is the teacher of Asia, the father of the Christians,
the destroyer of our Gods, who teaches many neither to offer sacrifice nor to worship’" (from:
Apostolic Fathers, Kirsopp Lake, 1912 (Loeb Classical Library).
Persecution by the Synagogue was something that Jesus had promised: "You must be on your
guard. You will be handed over to the local councils and flogged in the synagogues on
account of Me” (Mark13:9, Matt. 23:34; Luke 21:12). Paul had the same experience at the
hands of unbelieving Jews (Acts Acts 9:20-23; Acts 13:45-50; Acts 14:2; Acts 17:5-10; Acts
18:6, Acts 18:28; Acts 19:9; Acts 22:22). Persecution by the non-Christian Jews was
heightened by their belief that they alone had the true understanding of God. To Jews who
claimed to have Abraham as their father Jesus said:
"Abraham is our father”, they answered. "If you were Abraham's children," said Jesus,
"then you would do the things Abraham did. As it is, you are determined to kill me, a man
who has told you the truth that I heard from God” (John 8:39-41, my emphasis).

The best example of Jewish persecution of Christians is what Paul did to the church before his
conversion. He tried to destroy it by going from house to house dragging Christian men and
women off to prison (Acts 8:2-3).
There are many Messianic Christians who, although they would deny that they would ever kill
Jesus in the same sense as the Jews tried to do, who “kill” His words by denying His authority.
Today Jesus cannot be killed or touched as He is sitting at the right hand of the Father. But
the Amplified Bible gives a good explanation of what cab be done to His written Word: “And
every spirit which does not acknowledge and confess that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh,
but would annul, destroy, sever, disunite Him is not of God” (1 John 4:3 My emphasis). Jesus,
sitting at the right hand of the Father cannot be touched or harmed. But His written Word
can be tampered with! It can be annulled, destroyed, severed and twisted! Where does it
leave those that although they acknowledge that Jesus is the Messiah who came in the flesh,
annul and “kill” His words by attributing more authority to the Torah than to His teachings?
Where does it leave a teacher of the HRTI who has a logo in red on his e-mail: “You either
accept Yeshua and the Torah or you reject Yeshua and the Torah?” This statement has
serious spiritual implications. It eats at the heart of the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ and
the teachings of the New Testament. It means that it “annuls” what is written in Matt.28:18
and what is revealed in Heb.1:1-2:

“All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me,” and “In the past God spoke to
our forefathers through the prophets…but in these last days he has spoken to us by his
Son.”
It actually contradicts the fact that the Bible says that all authority in heaven and on earth
belongs to Jesus! It also implies that Heb.1:1-2 is wrong in what it says; God is not speaking to
us through His Son only, but is also still doing through Moses!
Although it must be understood that Rev.2:9 and Rev.3:9 are describing unbelieving Jews
(true physical descendants of Abraham), it must be noted that there is a common trend
among certain cults like the Jehovah’s Witnesses, British Israel ( the Lost Ten Tribes Theory)
and certain elements in the Hebrew Roots movement, of claiming to be “Jews.” Their
emphasis of the authority of the Torah in the place of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, brings them
dangerously close to those who call themselves Jews, but who are not.
In the light of what we have written, have another close look at what is posted on one of
their websites: “Messianic Judaism adds to this some observances of Torah (YHWH’s Old
Covenant Laws), which are not generally practiced (and often discouraged) in Christian
churches. These observances include observing Jewish Shabbat, abstaining from pork,
shellfish, and other foods banned by Jewish law, and observing Jewish holidays.” “What does
YHWH's Grand Strategy consist of? YHWH wants the restoration of the Renewed Messianic
Congregation's position and culture of the Good News of the Jewish Messiah within a

Messianic Renewed identity” (Hebraic Roots Teaching Institute : http://www.hrti.co.za, my
emphasis).
“Dear friends, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are from
God, because many false prophets have gone out into the world” (1 John 4:1).
Those who say they are Jews and are not are still with us: worshipping on Saturday and
denying the freedom that the finished work of the Lord on the cross bought for them.
Denying the spiritual freedom that His teachings bring. It is astounding to think that there are
Christian believers who willingly place themselves under Old Testament Law and live in
spiritual bondage like the Jews who have rejected their Messiah.
If the Jews in Smyrna had recognized their Messiah, what is described in Rev.2:9 and Rev.3:9
as a synagogue of Satan, could have been called the “church of the living God!”
Replacement Theology
Where do those Christian groups fit in who believe in Replacement Theology?
Replacement theology?

Replacement theology (also known as supersessionism) teaches that the church has replaced
Israel in God’s overall plan and that the Jews are no longer God’s chosen people. It teaches
that the many promises made to Israel in the Bible are fulfilled in the church and that He does
not have any further specific prophetic plans for them. The appropriation of the promises
made to Israel by supporters of Replacement Theology says that in the new dispensation of
the New Testament they have become the new Jews.
WHY REPLACEMENT THEOLOGY IS A FALSE DOCTRINE!
1. God’s covenant with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (Israel) is an everlasting covenant that He
will never cancel.
“And I will establish my covenant between me and thee and thy seed after thee in their
generations for an everlasting covenant, to be a God unto thee, and to thy seed after thee
(Gen.17:7-8).
2. God foresaw that Israel would disobey Him, but He promised that He would still remember
the covenant for the sake of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob:
“And yet for all that (Israel’s disobedience), when they be in the land of their enemies, I will
not cast them away, neither will I abhor them, to destroy them utterly, and to break my

covenant

with

them:

for

I

am

the

LORD

their

God”

(Lev.

26:44-45).

3. God promised that the Jews will be His people after they have been re-established in their
land. In the Vision of the Valley of Dry Bones which is widely recognized as a prophecy about
the restoration of Israel at the end-of-the-age, God said:
“Then he said to me: "Son of man, these bones are the whole house of Israel. They say, 'Our
bones are dried up and our hope is gone; we are cut off.' Therefore prophesy and say to
them: 'This is what the Sovereign LORD says: O my people, I am going to open your graves
and bring you up from them; I will bring you back to the land of Israel” (Ezek.37:11-14).
Conclusion
From the above Scriptures and many more like them, we therefore understand that God is
not through with Israel, and the teaching that the Church has permanently replaced Israel as
God’s people is a false doctrine.
“Watch out for… those mutilators of the flesh. For it is we who are the circumcision, we who
worship by the Spirit of God, who glory in Christ Jesus, and who put no confidence in the
flesh…If anyone else thinks he has reasons to put confidence in the flesh, I have more:
circumcised on the eighth day, of the people of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of

Hebrews; in regard to the law, a Pharisee; as for zeal, persecuting the church; as for
legalistic righteousness, faultless. But whatever was to my profit I now consider loss for the
sake of Christ” (Phil.3:2-9).
Praise God for the circumcision not made with hands!
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THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT
In some Christian circles believers combine their faith with certain Old Testament laws and
rituals. This they do because they say that the Christian faith has been polluted by heathen
influence and that the only way we can return to a pure form of religion is by going back to
obeying the Torah. This emphasis has caused them to associate more with a rabbinic form of
worship than with the New Testament church. They have forgotten that the focus of a

Christian should be on New Testament teaching and not on the cultural background of
Rabbinic Judaism.
Some of the teachers of the Messianic movement make the mistake of thinking that Greek,
the language in which the New Testament was written, and the Greek culture are the same
thing. They fail to differentiate between Greek as a language and the Greek culture. They do
not understand that the Greek language that was used in New Testament times was
commonly used across cultural boundaries. It was a medium of communication that was
widely used in the commerce, politics and in the social life of various nations of that time. We
can therefore understand why it was chosen by God to communicate the message of
salvation to the world. They even go so far as to proclaim that because the Greek New
Testament has been polluted by Hellenism, it cannot be used as a reliable source of reference
– it must first be sifted through the Hebrew language and through their way of thinking.
The search for an original manuscript of the New Testament in Hebrew.
Today there still exist more than five thousand original copies of the New Testament in
Greek. In Hebrew only copies of the Greek copies can be found. In the John Ryland Library in
Manchester, England, there is a section of the eighteenth chapter of the Gospel of John in
Greek, and although it is not in John’s own handwriting, it is a copy of the original. It is

generally accepted as the earliest record of a canonical New Testament text
(wikipedia.org/wiki/Ryland’s Library, Papyrus P52).
It is interesting to note that the Name of Jesus in Greek appears in it. Another significant fact
is that the letter to the Hebrews was originally also written in Greek.
Because the teachings of the Greek New Testament do not fit in with what is taught in the
Hebrew Roots and the Sacred Name Movements, they question its authenticity. Some who
know that Paul wrote in Greek, go so far as to question the fact whether he was inspired. In
an e-mail that one of the leaders of HRTI sent to me, he does not directly question Paul’s
inspiration, but he writes to me in Afrikaans:
“ Petrus waarsku ons dat ons nie Paulus se briewe moet gebruik om lawlessness
(Torahlessness - anomia in grieks) te bevorder nie. Hy waarsku ons voor die tyd, sê Petrus. So,
ek stel voor dat jy ander briewe kry om jou doktrienes te staaf, want Paulus se briewe is
moeilik om te verstaan, en word baie maklik uit konteks uit gevat (soos in jou brief,
byvoorbeeld.” (My emphasis. I present the quotation from the e-mail in its unchanged original
form as I received it).
Translated in English it says:
“Peter warns us that we must not use Paul’s letters to promote lawlessness (Torahlessness –
anomia in Greek). I suggest that you find other letters to build your doctrines on, because
Paul’s letters are difficult to understand and are easily taken out of context, like you did in
your letter...” (My emphasis).

Those who question the authenticity of the Greek New Testament, question the only original
source in which we can find the teachings our Lord Jesus Christ. Herein lies the unbridgeable
gap that exists between New Testament Christians and those who question Paul and the New
Testament in Greek. Whatever their arguments, due to their focus on the Old Testament and
due to the fact that they insist on using only Hebrew names and customs, they have to
respond in a disparaging way towards the Greek New Testament. This is inherent to their
teachings. What must we use to build our faith on when it is questioned and disparaged? It is
the only book that contains the teachings of Jesus Christ. To reject the only documents that
contain His teachings, is to reject His Words! It is perplexing to think that someone who calls
himself a Christian, by whatever name, questions the book from which he initially heard
about Jesus and His message! Messianic Christians must realize that their doctrines bring
them in direct conflict with other Christians who build their faith on that which they make
suspect.
It is illogical to think that God who Himself confused the languages of the earth (Gen.11))
now expects the nations to first learn the Hebrew language and culture before they can
understand His great plan of redemption! Nowhere in Scripture is this even hinted at. The
fact that the Bible has been translated into so many languages, ties in with Jesus’ command
to go and make disciples of all nations and teaching them everything He taught (Matt.28:18-

19). With this command the Gospel stopped being Jewish. But that does not imply that it
then became Greek. The Gospel of Jesus Christ has an identity of its own, which is Christian.
If the world did not have copies of the Greek New Testament, we would have known nothing
of what Jesus said.
Although there are differences found in the old Greek manuscripts, by comparing them with
one another, it can be established that the differences are so minor that the central message
of salvation is not affected at all. Bible scholars are of the opinion that the differences are less
that 1%.
Empiric evidence shows without a shadow of doubt that our New Testament was originally
written in Greek.

PART THREE
STEWARDSHIP

THE NEW TESTAMENT ALTERNATIVE TO TITHING
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CHRISTIAN STEWARDSHIP
“Jesus told his disciples: ‘There was a rich man whose manager was accused of wasting his
possessions’. So he called him in and asked him, 'What is this I hear about you? Give an
account of your management…’ ” (Luke 16:1).

(Oikonómos – steward, Luk.16:1 - An administrator, a person who manages the domestic
affairs of a family, business, or minor, a treasurer, a chamberlain of a city, a house manager,
overseer, steward (The Complete Word Study Dictionary – Spiros Zodhiates.
Because God is a God of order, we, as Christians have to order every aspect of our lives, as far
as possible, according to His will. As steward managers under God we will also, like the
manager mentioned by Jesus in Luke 16:1, have to give an account one day of everything we
did here on earth. We are obligated to order our lives in such a way that we will be
testimonies of our heavenly Father’s wisdom:
“His intent was that now, through the church, the manifold wisdom of God should be made
known to the rulers and authorities in the heavenly realms, according to his eternal purpose
which he accomplished in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Eph.3:10, my emphasis).
Before you can wholeheartedly change over to practising New Testament principles of
stewardship, you must first have a strong conviction that tithing or any other form of self
effort, cannot earn you the favour of God. You cannot on the one hand believe that you can
“buy” the blessings of God and on the other hand, try and live by faith in the finished work of
Christ on the cross. That is why in this book, which also deals with the handling of money and
material possessions, so much time is devoted in the first two sections to critically appraise

the traditional teaching of tithing and the keeping of the Sabbath. The emphasis that some
churches place on the merit of the giving of a tenth of your income, and the importance that
some place on the keeping of the Sabbath, draws the focus away from the importance of our
own responsibility to continue to work out our own salvation with fear and trembling
(Phil.2:12).
The Principle of Stewardship
The principle of stewardship rests on the fact that the Bible declares that the earth and
everything in it belongs to God (Ps.24:1). That includes all the animals in the veld, all the
cattle on a thousand hills and all the gold and silver (Ps.50:9-10, Haggai 2:8). According to
what we read in Scripture it does not sound as if God is in any financial trouble like some
would like us to believe!
Stewardship involves two very important principles. The first is that one must believe the
Word of God which says that He will supply in all the needs of His children. The second very
important principle is based on the fact that the Bible teaches that we have certain
responsibilities in terms of what we must do to get our lives in order. These two parts are
summarised by one verse in the Bible:

“But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to you
as well” (Matt.6:33).
The Amplified Bible makes the meaning of this verse clearer by stating it like this:
“But seek for, aim at and strive after first of all His Kingdom, and His righteousness, His way
of doing and being right, and then all these things taken together will be given you
besides.”
(i) The part that God promises to play
Because God is sovereign and does things in ways that we cannot always understand or
predict, there is not much that can be said about His part. What we can dogmatically say
though, is that He promises to supply the needs of His children and that He will make all
things work out for our spiritual benefit (Rom.8:28). This fact is confirmed by what Paul
writes to the Philippians:
“And my God will meet all your needs according to his glorious riches in Christ Jesus”
(Phil.4:19).
Many Scriptures can be quoted that emphatically declare that God will supply our needs, but
not one can be found that says that He will supply our greeds and wants! We must therefore
make sure that we discern between our needs, greeds and wants.
Although salvation is free, answer to prayer and experiencing God’s provision are conditional:

“Dear friends, if our hearts do not condemn us, we have confidence before God and receive
from him anything we ask, because we obey his commands and do what pleases him” (1
John 3:21-22).
I find it strange that we who so easily say that we trust God for eternal (invisible) things, so
easily falter when it comes to trusting God for our material needs. If we cannot trust God for
the visible things around us, how do we know that our faith in Him for spiritual things is
genuine?
Here I am reminded of the story of the two turtle-doves that were sitting in their nest,
looking down on people who were frantically scuttling about in their efforts to make a living.
One nudged the other and said, “I suppose they haven’t got a Heavenly Father that looks
after them like we have.”
This story illustrates in a light-hearted way what Jesus said to His disciples:
"Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or drink; or about your
body, what you will wear. Is not life more important than food, and the body more
important than clothes? Look at the birds of the air; they do not sow or reap or store away
in barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not much more valuable than
they? Who of you by worrying can add a single hour to his life?” (Matt.6:25-34).

The element of having faith in God as the One who will supply our needs must be present in
our lives.
(ii). The Part that we must do – Living out the Principles of Stewardship
Stewardship means that you will responsibly manage and look after what has been entrusted
to you. This was the first command that was given to Adam after creation. As a steward under
God he had to rule “over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over
all the earth, and over all the creatures that move along the ground" (Ge.1:26). As I
understand it, this mandate to rule has never been withdrawn by God. Its fulfilment can still
be seen today in the way that rivers are tamed by building dams across them and using the
water for irrigation or for generating hydro-electricity. This ability of man to rule can
furthermore be seen all over the world in the industrial, technological and agricultural
achievements of the human race.
This mandate to rule is presently being erroneously interpreted by a large section of the
modern church. A theology known as Kingdom-Now, or Dominionism, is preached which
proclaims that the church has the mandate to create a physical Utopia here on earth by
binding the power of Satan. Kingdom-Now proponents believe that God lost control over the
world to Satan when Adam and Eve sinned and that now through a special type of believer,
called by various names, "covenant people," "overcomers," or "Joel's army," wants to bring

social, economical and political institutions under His authority. In order to do this many
Christians are involved in a type of spiritual warfare whereby through intercession, the
strongholds of “territorial spirits” over certain areas are identified, named, bound by speaking
a word of authority in the Name of Jesus. The victory obtained in this way over these spirits is
then supposed to enable believers to “take towns and cities for Jesus.” Those who are
involved also believe that greater power can be exerted by getting all the denominations of a
particular area to participate in unity.
The dedication and sincerity of most of those involved cannot be questioned. Their
enthusiasm and zeal is an example to all of us. But is what they are doing Biblical? Is it
effective and does it have any real spiritual power? And why did Paul and the early apostles
know nothing of this type of warfare to transform the societies of their day?
As we try and find a Biblical base for “the pulling down of strongholds,” “spiritual mapping”
and the “binding” of demons, we discover that it is based on flawed hermeneutics.
The only place in the New Testament where the term “strongholds” is used, refers to lies in
the minds of people (2 Cor.10:4). Scripture is its best own interpreter. “Strongholds” cannot
refer to demons because nowhere in the entire second epistle to the Corinthians are they
mentioned. Paul defines “strongholds” as “arguments”, “theories”, “reasonings” and
“thoughts” that are not in line with Godly Truth (2 Cor.10:4-5) and the only way you can bring
these “strongholds” down is by using the Word of God, the Sword of the Spirit, in preaching
and teaching the truth. Paul was continually involved in this and that is why he also instructed

Timothy to “Preach the Word; be prepared in season and out of season; correct, rebuke and
encourage--with great patience and careful instruction. For the time will come when men
will not put up with sound doctrine” (2 Tim.4:2).
When people believe lies and wrong doctrines, they are allowing a “stronghold” of deceit to
be formed in their heads.
Binding and loosing
A common practice amongst many Christians is the binding of Satan and demons. I myself did
it for many years, but I started doubting whether it had any effect, because I realised that if
there was any power in it Satan and his evil forces would have been rendered ineffective long
ago. Today, however, I realise that only God can bind Satan and that he is being allowed to be
god of this world until the appointed time when he will be bound and thrown into the lake of
burning sulphur (1 John 5:19, Revelation 20).
But doesn’t the Bible say that we can bind and loose on earth? Again we see how a
traditionally wrong interpretation of a scripture has misguided believers for a long time. The
Amplified Bible helps us to understand Matthew 18:18 correctly; “Truly, I tell you, whatever
you forbid and declare to be improper and unlawful on earth must be what is already
forbidden in heaven, and whatever you permit and declare proper and lawful on earth must

be already permitted in heaven.” It is clear from the context that this verse refers to the
decisions of the church when conflicts and disputes between members of the body have to
be settled. The church has the responsibility to resolve conflicts amongst believers by
discerning what is right and wrong by applying the principles of God’s Word. The context of
the verse shows that it has nothing to do with the binding of demons.
What about the binding of the strong man in Matt.12:22-29?
In this piece we read that the Pharisees are accusing Jesus of making use of the power of
Beelzubeb to drive out demons. Again the answer is found in the context. In the parable Jesus
explains that because He is stronger than “the strong man” He is able to enter his house and
free those who are being held captive. This section of Scripture contains no teaching on how
believers ought to bind Satan or demons. It is all about Jesus and the power that He has.
Identificational repentance
Some Christians think that they can repent and apologise on behalf of others, who in the
past, have sinned and wronged other people. They believe that by doing this, strongholds are
broken and that opposing groups can be united. What they do not realize is that it is an unbiblical act which has no spiritual effect. Many are involved in the Reconciliation Movement

because it seems like the right thing to do and moreover, it makes them “feel good”. The
Bible, however, states very clearly that sinners must repent for their own sins: Deuteronomy
24:16: “ The fathers shall not be put to death for the children, neither shall the children be put
to death for the fathers: every man shall be put to death for his own sin."
Ezekiel 18:20: “The soul who sins is the one who will die. The son will not share the guilt of the
father, nor will the father share the guilt of the son”.
Forgiveness and restitution is always a personal action (Matt.6:14, Luke 6:37, 2 Cor.2:7). In
the New Testament it must always take place between individual people; it can not be
applied to cities or nations.
Conclusion
Does Scripture teach that it is the church who has to reform society and the world to prepare
it for the second coming of our Lord? Two scriptures come to mind which refutes
Dominiunism/Kingdom-Now Theology: Daniel 7:21-22 says the following:
“As I watched, this horn was waging war against the saints and defeating them, until the
Ancient of Days came and pronounced judgment in favor of the saints of the Most High, and
the time came when they possessed the kingdom” (My emphasis).
Paul confirms what Daniel prophesied by what he wrote to the Philippians:

“But our citizenship is in heaven. And we eagerly await a Saviour from there, the Lord Jesus
Christ, who, by the power that enables him to bring everything under his control, will
transform our lowly bodies so that they will be like his glorious body” (Phil.3:20-21, my
emphasis).
The proponents of the Kingdom-Now vision are now trying to do organizationally what Jesus
will come at His second coming.

One of the dangers of "strategic-level spiritual warfare" is that it distracts the attention of
Christians who otherwise, could have been involved in building the body of Christ through
sound Biblical preaching and teaching. The false experience of subjective excitement can
cause Christians to lose genuine spiritual discernment, and disillusionment may eventually set
in as result of the unfulfilment of unbiblical expectations concerning the transformation of
society.
This modern teaching on spiritual warfare places more emphasis on the powers of satanic
forces than on the victory that Jesus achieved over them on the cross. Instead of the
emphasis being on the issue of individual sin as being the root cause of all the problems
experienced in communities, the blame has now shifted to principalities and powers. By the

emphasis placed on organization and planning, it is almost as if the use of the right methods
has now become the agent of salvation. The impression is given that the right techniques and
strategies need to be followed in order to get the desired results. The fact, according to
Scripture, that the sinful nature of man is Satan’s biggest ally in causing problems in life, plays
a secondary role in this modern campaign against evil. The Biblical answer lies in the fact that
society must hear through Biblical preaching and teaching that the individual sinner has to
repent, taking full responsibilty for his own sins.
In spite of the erroneous application of man’s authority on earth by Dominion teachers, a
believer as a steward under God does have the responsibility to manage his own affairs well
whilst he is here on earth.
Our responsibility as stewards under God is summarised in the parable of the three servants
who were each given talents by their master to work with (Matt.25:14-30). Some of the
harshest words recorded in the Bible are spoken to the servant who did not use the talent
that he had received:
“And throw that worthless servant outside, into the darkness, where there will be weeping
and gnashing of teeth” (Matt.25:30).
The two who had doubled their talents were each complimented with:
“Well done, good and faithful servant” (Matt.25:23).

The story of the old farmer who built up a badly neglected farm illustrates the principle of
stewardship well. After taking over the run down farm he worked hard at restoring the
irrigation ditches, fixing the fences, ploughing the fields and rebuilding walls. When after
work he and his neighbour got together over the fence, he would tell of the work that he had
done that day. Regularly he would be warned by his neighbour that he should not take any
credit for himself, as it was not he, but God who had done it. This “holier than thou” attitude
of his neighbour of not giving him any credit for all the hard work that he was doing,
eventually led him to to burst out: “Neighbour, you should have seen this farm when our Lord
farmed here alone!”
We can thank God for our health, for opportunities, for the weather, and many other things,
but certain responsibilities have to be carried out by ourselves.
(iii). Stewardship – Doing the will of God
“But seek (aim at and strive after) first of all His kingdom and His righteousness ( His way of
doing and being right), and then all these things taken together will be given you besides”
(Matt.6:33, Ampl.).

As believers we must realize that we may not manage our lives as we please; it must be done
according to the will of God.
How do we know what God’s will is for us? This is where the Bible must be used as a practical
guide for daily living. In it we find truths that can guide us through any situation that we may
find ourselves in during our stay here on earth. In it we find principles that determine what
our attitudes, our values, our priorities and what our ambitions in life should be.
According to God’s Word His will for us is that we should experience righteousness, peace
and joy in the Holy Spirit (Rom.14:17). Therefore, as Christians, our goal should not be to get
rich, but to experience peace and contentment – the fruit of ordering your life according to
the will of God.
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NEW TESTAMENT PRINCIPLES CONCERNING THE HANDLING OF MONEY AND MATERIAL
POSSESSIONS

In the first part of this book we evaluated the traditional tithing doctrine. In this part we
present the Biblical alternative. It is based on the understanding that we must be good
stewards over ten tenths of everything that we earn and possess. Fortunately we have not
been left in the dark in terms of what we must do to manage what has been entrusted to us.
All the principles and instructions are found in God’s Word. If these prescriptions are
faithfully followed, we find that we develop into responsible stewards whose lives become
testimonies of God’s love, wisdom, provision and grace. This is what I suppose Paul had in
mind when he wrote the following to the Thessalonians:
“Make it your ambition to lead a quiet life, to mind your own business and to work with
your hands, just as we told you, so that your daily life may win the respect of outsiders and
so that you will not be dependent on anybody” (1 Thess.4:11, my emphasis).
The Bible has as much to say about the handling of money and material possessions as it has
to say about prayer and faith. Is it because God knew about the problems that it would
cause in life? It is a subject that must be taken very seriously, because according to Jesus it
seems that the way in which we handle material things play an important role in the way that
we develop spiritually:
“So if you have not been trustworthy in handling worldly wealth, who will trust you with
true riches?” (Luke 16:11).

According to this verse our attitude towards earthly things seems to determine how much
spiritual wealth can be entrusted to us. Clearly, the amount of money we spend on certain
things tells us something about our priorities, our values and our interests we have in life and
will therefore be a reflection of our spiritual maturity. A direct result of being faithful in
applying Biblical principles to the way we live, is that we become more reliable and
trustworthy; qualities that are especially appreciated in the corporate world of business.
1. GIVING – The New Testament alternative to tithing
(A). The Underlying Principles
(i). It is more blessed to give than to receive (Luke 6:38).
(ii) You must give according to your ability (2 Corinthians 8:12, Leviticus 27:8, Acts 11:29,
Ezra 2:69).
(iii). You must not give sparingly (Mark 12:43, 2 Corinthians 8:3, 9:6).
(iv). You must not to give because you are under compulsion (2 Corinthians 9:7).
(v). Each one must decide for himself how much to give (2 Corinthians 9:7).
(vi). You must plan and give regularly (1 Corinthians 16:2).

Nowhere does Paul or any other New Testament writer specify a certain percentage as an
underlying principle in giving. Paul’s teaching that giving should not be under compulsion and
that each one should give what he decides in his own heart is in stark contrast with the
tithing rule imposed in so many churches. Paul teaches general principles. The rich must be
rich in good deeds, generous and willing to share.
Those who have an abundance must be released from the law of giving only a tenth, while
those who are poor and in need, must be released to give according to their ability (1
Timothy 6:17-18, 2 Corinthians 8:2-14).
(B). Biblical Priorities in Giving
(i). You must first give yourself to the Lord.
“For I testify that they gave as much as they were able, and even beyond their ability.
Entirely on their own, they urgently pleaded with us for the privilege of sharing in this
service to the saints. And they did not do as we expected,
but they gave themselves first to the Lord and then to us in keeping with God's will” (2
Cor.8:4-5, my emphasis).

The easiest thing to give, is money. The giving of youself and your time to minister to the
spiritual needs of others who are perhaps laden with guilt, who are lonely and depressed or
doctrinally confused, requires a different type of commitment than just the opening of your
purse.
It was Tayler Caldwell who said: “Man will not die if he does not get better housing or more
vitamins. His basic needs are few, and it takes little to acquire them, in spite of what the
advertisers say. He can survive on a small amount of bread and in the meanest shelter. His
real need, his most terible need, is for someone to listen to him, not as a patient, but as a
human soul…” (Foreword to The Man who Listens)
We as Christians need to respond to this need. We need to listen and hear the heart cry of
the people that come across our way.
“Jesus went through all the towns and villages… When he saw the crowds, he had
compassion on them, because they were harassed and helpless, like sheep without a
shepherd. Then he said to his disciples, "The harvest is plentiful but the workers are few.
Ask the Lord of the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field"
(Matt.9:35-38).
(ii). One must care for one’s family first (1Timothy 5:4-16)

This principle does not apply to only looking after the material needs of one’s family, it also
applies to the giving of yourself and your time in order to meet their need for attention. A
very busy business man told me of how he was shocked back to the reality of his family
situation when he opened his diary one day to look at his appointments for the day, to find
that his son had written his name in at a certain time, asking for an appointment.
Even in the ministry many cases can be cited of marriages that have landed in trouble
because the family had been neglected as result of either the husband or the wife having
been too busy “doing the Lord’s work.” The need for attention created by this type of neglect
makes the minister and his wife vulnerable to sexual temptation in the form of attractive
persons of the opposite sex that come for “counselling”.
Those with families who believe that they have been called to the mission field, must be
especially sensitive to the personal needs of their wives and children. Many families have
been psychologically and materially deprived because of unwise commitments to ministry.
(iii). The needs of the Body of Christ must be looked after
When it comes to material things there should be a balance in the Body. This principle is
found in what Paul teaches in 2 Corinthians 8:14: “…your plenty will supply what they need,
so that in turn their plenty will supply what you need. Then there will be equality.”

To illustrate the imbalance that sometimes exists in certain congregations I like telling of what
I experienced while ministering in a church in a certain town. While I was there I was hosted
by the well-to-do family of one of the elders. His pastor confided in me of how much they
appreciated him for all he did for their congregation. He could contribute a large tithe as
result of his flourishing business. During my stay there I was really blessed by his family’s
hospitality
An elderly couple from the same congregation made an appointment to come and see me to
ask for financial advice. We met in the luxurious lounge of my host’s house. After listening to
their story I realized that they really had a problem. They were finding it difficult to make
ends meet. Apart from their monthly rent they also had the responsibility of supporting a son
who was still at university. I went through their budget with them, but could not find a place
where any further cuts could be made on their expenditures. Being faithful tithers, their
monthly contribution was listed right at the top of their expenditure list. Sitting there in a
lounge surrounded by luxury, I became aware of the discrepancy caused by teaching Old
Testament law in the church. Here were two families belonging to the same church, having
the same doctrine, but whilst one was living in super abundance, the other was suffering in
their need. The words of Paul came to my mind:

“At the present time your plenty will supply what they need, so that in turn their plenty will
supply what you need. Then there will be equality, as it is written: "He who gathered much
did not have too much, and he who gathered little did not have too little" (2 Cor.2:18).
Where the emphasis in a church is on bringinging the tithe to the “storehouse, members tend
to neglect the needs of the less privileged.
Although Paul made mention of the right that he had to being supported, he chose not to
make use of it for the sake of his testimony and to demonstrate the principle of selfsufficiency
(1 Corinthians 9:12-15). Paul stated that if a man did not work, he should not eat (2
Thessalonians 3:10). It should be noted that when elders are mentioned as overseers in the
body of Christ, preaching and teaching was part of their “work”. It is interesting to look up the
reference “The worker deserves his wages” in 1 Timothy 5:18. Paul quotes from what is
written in Luke 10:7. The context describes how Jesus sends out seventy two disciples as
workers into the harvest field, without purse, bag or sandals. The “wages” that Jesus refers to
is being welcomed into homes and being given something to eat and to drink – “Stay in that
house, eating and drinking whatever they give you, for the worker deserves his wages
(Luk10:7).

The massive financial empires of many modern day preachers “harvesting”, contradicts the
spirit of the teachings of the New Testament. When one considers the general attitude of
non-materialism as found expressed in a scripture like “but if we have food and clothing, we
will be content with that. People who want to get rich fall into temptation and a trap and
into many foolish and harmful desires that plunge men into ruin and destruction. For the
love of money is a root of all kinds of evil” (1 Timothy 6:8-10), we just cannot go along with
the way in which 1 Timothy 5:17 is interpreted by some as to mean “double pay”.
Double Salaries for Pastors?
“The elders who direct the affairs of the church well are worthy of double honour, especially
those whose work is preaching and teaching” (1 Tim.5:17-18).
There are some preachers who on the grounds of the meaning of the Greek word timees in
the above mentioned verse, declare that certain pastors must be paid double salaries, or as
some declare in their teachings, at least big salaries. A well-known “Prosperity”
teacher/preacher says in one of his articles that whilst film stars and other celebrities in the
sports and entertainment world are paid exuberant amounts of money, ministers of the
Word have to be satisfied with small salaries. That, he says, is misplaced value. According to
this statement of his, it seems that in many religious circles Hollywood has more influence in

the church than Jerusalem! The article goes on to describe how pastors must work night and
day with people with problems. They must also act as accountants and business managers in
their churches. On top of this, they must also be involved in numerous other tasks and duties
that are related to the running of a church. Then, he goes on and says that because they are
representatives of God, they are continuously being watched by other people
(www.awmi.net>commentary, 1Tim.5:17).
The reason I make mention of this article is to illustrate how the model of the church you are
involved in influences what you think the ministry should be like. The description of the
ministry given in the above mentioned article does not fit in with the model of the church
described in the New Testament.
Here are few reasons why I do not agree with the above mentioned article:
1. Against the background of the New Testament priesthood of all believers (1 Pet.2:9),
ministry is not limited to an elite group in the congregation; the body should be actively
involved. The writer of the letter to the Hebrews expresses it like this:
“In fact, though by this time you ought to be teachers, you need someone to teach you the
elementary truths of God’s word all over again..” (Heb.5:12, my emphasis).

The fact that the body of Christ should all be involved in ministry is further confirmed by what
Paul writes to the Ephesians. He states that God gave a diversity of ministries to equip
believers for ministry:
“It was he who gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets, some to be evangelists, and
some to be pastors
and teachers, to prepare God's people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may
be built up until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God and
become mature,… (Eph.4:11-13, My emphasis).
The Biblical picture of ministry in the New Testament church differs completely from what is
portrayed in the mentioned article. In his description of what a pastor must do, we see
something of the all-in-one-pastor/minister leader figure around which nearly all the
activities of the institutional model of the church revolves. This point of view is also expressed
by Bob Yandian in his book Decently and in order- A Guide to New Testament Government. In
it he says that God speaks to the pastor as the leader of the congregation and he has to
convey to them what God has said (p.31). He also goes on to say that commitment to God can
be measured in terms of the support the people give to the visions of their leaders (p.42).
This type of thinking robs the people of God of their dearly bought freedom in Christ and
neutralises their ministry as New Testament priests. It does not take into account the
symbolic message of the torn veil. What God tore apart they sew up again!

2. In Heb.5:12 all believers are encouraged to become preachers of the Word. Does it make
sense that Paul, or whoever wrote the letter to the Hebrews, would have done so if he knew
that they must all be paid double salaries?
3. Paul instructs Timothy to withdraw from people who think that there is financial gain in
being involved in ministry (1 Tim.6:5, KJV). He explains: “But godliness with contentment is
great gain…But if we have food and clothing, we will be content with that…” (1 Tim.6:6-10).
Also Peter is very clear about what the priorities in the life of a leader in the church should
be:
“Be shepherds of God's flock that is under your care, serving as overseers--not because you
must, but because you are willing, as God wants you to be; not greedy for money, but eager
to serve; not lording it over those entrusted to you, but being examples to the flock” (1
Pet.5:2-3, my emphasis). Is this not in total contrast to those who believe that pastors must
be paid double salaries?
4. Why would Paul recommend that other teachers and preachers should be paid double
salaries while he himself refused remuneration? (1 Cor.9:12).

5. More than twenty translations of the Bible that I consulted translate the Greek word
timees which is used in 1 Tim.5:17 as “honour.” Even more liberal translations convey the
meaning that elders should be respected and well looked after. Clearly, it is honour that is
referred to in the Bible – not monetary remuneration!
6. The references found in 1 Tim.5:17-18 of an ox that treads the grain (Deut.25:4) and to a
labourer that deserves his wages (Luk.10:7), in the context where they appear, do not refer
to big salaries, but to the daily necessities of making a living:
“When you enter a house…stay in that house, eating and drinking whatever they give you,
for the worker deserves his wages” (Luk.10:7).
This is what I believe is also referred to in Gal.6:6:
“Anyone who receives instruction in the word must share all good things with his
instructor.”
Some ministries need to be supported, not because they are in “full-time ministry” (to that all
believers are called), but because of special needs that might arise by what they are doing to
build the Kingdom of God. As part of the body of Christ they also have to have their needs
met.

(iv). The needs of the poor, the widows and the orphans are high on the Biblical list of
priorities (Galatians 6:6, James 1:26-27). However, not every woman who has lost a husband,
automatically qualifies for help. In 1 Timothy 5:3-16 we find specific instructions for the
church in this matter.
(v). Good deeds and sharing (Hebrews 13:16, Galatians 6:10)
Selfishness is not compatible with what Jesus sets as a prerequisite for discipleship; rather we
are called to die to self (Luke 9:23).
(C). Stewardship’s High Standards
As in other cases, the moral and spiritual standard set by the stewardship principles of the
New Testament is much higher than the Old Testament standard of tithing. Some, who give a
tenth of their income, live out the remaining nine-tenths like any other unbeliever out there
in the world. To be a good steward of ten-tenths, requires that money spent on
entertainment, interest paid on overdrafts and other debts, and possible excesses in
luxurious living, have to be taken into consideration. Some believers pay more per month on
a caravan standing in the backyard (used for only two weeks a year!) than they give to fulfil
the principles of stewardship as set out in the Word of God.

(D). Stewardship’s Attitude
From God’s point of view, the attitude of the giver is more important than the amount given.
The ability and motivation to give is the fruit of the Holy Spirit in the life of a believer who is
dedicated to doing the will of the Father. This type of giving will be characterised by joy and
willingness (2 Corinthians 8:2-12).
Giving is a spiritual exercise that even the poor can participate in because the value of a gift is
not calculated by the amount or its worth, but by the attitude of the giver. The opportunity to
give something to somebody in need must be seen as a privilege and not as an obligation.
(E). The Spiritual Results of Giving
The results and fruit of giving include the spiritual enrichment of the giver and thanksgiving to
God on the part of the recipient (2 Corinthians 9). Thus giving builds character in believers.
Conclusion
Giving is not God’s way of building funds, but of building character

The church is not a club where membership fees have to be paid, and neither is it an
institution that can prescribe taxes. The church is a body of believers under the headship of
the Lord Jesus Christ, and through the ministry of the Holy Spirit, a believer is prompted to
love, not only with words, but with actions (1 John 3:17-18). Money and material things
should become available for meeting the needs of the Body as each believer gives according
to what he decides in his own heart.
The role that money plays in a congregation depends entirely on the model of the church that
is being followed. In the Old Testament the people had to tithe so that there could be food in
the storehouse (Malachi 3:10). In the New Testament, the temple of God (the storehouse)
has now become the members of the body of Christ. From the Old Testament type we can
deduct that it is God’s will for His people to have their needs met. If what is meant by
“storehouse” is not consistent with what is taught in the New Testament, money will
inevitably be wasted on things that have absolutely nothing to do with the fulfilling of the
needs of God’s people.
2. DEBT – A Biblical Perspective
“Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the
renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God's will is--his
good, pleasing and perfect will” (Roman 12:2).

“…For a man is a slave to whatever has mastered him” (2 Peter 2:19).
I fortunately learned my lesson concerning debt at a relatively young age. It happened like
this. In 1975 I bought a house in Rietondale, Pretoria for R24,000. After paying a deposit of
R3,000, I was left with a bond of R21,000. In those years the interest rates were very high.
After getting married in 1982, my wife and I decided to take stock of our financial affairs. The
only debt that we had was on our house. Because the monthly instalments were paid by stop
order and because I did not really pay attention to statements I had received by mail, I was
shocked when I saw what the outstanding amount was that I still owed. After having paid
R220 per month for seven years, I still owed the Building Society approximately R20,700! In
spite of having paid in more than R18,000 in terms of monthly instalments, my debt had
come down with only R300! There for the first time in my life I felt the full impact of a thing
called compound interest. Nearly everything of my hard earned money that I had paid into
my bond account, had been eaten up by interest. It was then that I started wondering what
the Word of God had to say about debt. I found the Hebrew system of finance as described in
Leviticus 25 very interesting. After every seven years outstanding debt had to be cancelled in
Israel. And the responsibility to do so was put on the lender. These seven year cycles had to
be taken into consideration when money was borrowed or lent out. The implication was that
less money would be lent out the closer it came to the end of a cycle. Debt was therefore

always under control. Today bonds can be paid back over periods of twenty or more years.
You can imagine what the effect of compound interest is over such a long time. A House with
a bond of R100,000 that can be paid back over a period of 20 years at an interest rate of 10%
will eventually cost more than R300,000! More than three times the amount that it initially
cost!
In the case of overdraft facilities where interest rates are usually very high, the period of pay
back is indefinite; the borrower must just stay within the limit that was agreed on.
My wife and I saw the wisdom of the Hebrew system and we decided to discipline ourselves
to try and pay back our house loan in a much shorter time. By applying many of the principles
discussed in this book, and with the help of our Heavenly Father, we managed to pay off the
loan on our house in a very short time. By doing that we saved thousands that would have
gone into the pockets of the financial institution.
The problem with debt is not so much the fact that so many people want to borrow, it is
because credit facilities are so readily available. Financial institutions have been exploiting the
principles of compound interest to their advantage for a long time. It is for this reason that
credit cards are so widely advertised and why hire purchase deals can so easily be negotiated
on all types of commodities. I regularly find envelopes in my post box containing brochures
from all kinds of financial institutions offering me easy loans that can be arranged by merely

picking up my telephone. I have fortunately passed the stage, a long time ago, of thinking
that they want to do me a favour!
Responsible and Irresponsible Debt
Although the Word of God warns us about the dangers of being in debt, it does not prohibit
it. To incur debt is not a sin, not to pay it back, is: “The wicked borrow and do not repay…”
(Ps.37:21). According to Paul, the ideal is to have no debt: “Let no debt remain outstanding,
except the continuing debt to love one another…” (Rom.13:8). Although this is the ideal, we
cannot say that lending is wrong. Jesus, for example warned His disciples not to turn away
from somebody who wanted to borrow from them (Matt.5:42). In one of His parables Jesus
also makes mention of somebody who wanted to borrow from his friend (Luk.11:5). Most
people would for instance not be able to buy and have their own homes if they were not able
to make use of home loans.
Although the Bible does not directly prohibit the making of debt, we should keep in mind that
there is a difference between responsible and irresponsible debt. You have responsible debt
when you can comfortably meet your monthly instalments and have enough security to cover
the outstanding amount that you owe. When the value of something you buy exceeds the
amount you owe on it, you also have responsible debt. On the other hand, it would be

irresponsible to buy coal for your stove on credit, because when it is burnt up, you will still be
burdened with what you still owe on it. The same principle applies to the buying of food.
I would consider the taking out of a loan in order to buy a house as responsible debt, for
apart from the fact that its value usually increases over the years, what it is worth is usually
enough to cover what you still owe on it. Money borrowed to buy any piece of equipment
that can produce something of value that can be sold at a profit, could also be regarded as a
good investment. But again, it must be paid off as quickly as possible in order to avoid too
much of your money flowing out in terms of the payment of interest on the loan. What must
be kept in mind though, is that there will always be risks attached to the making of any form
of debt.
Sometimes overspending and the making of irresponsible debt are just signs of a much
deeper problem; perhaps a problem with the lack of self discipline to control impulsive habits
or trying to boost a poor self-esteem by the buying of expensive things.

Why must we think twice before making debt?
“…the borrower is servant to the lender. (Prov.22:7).

When you are in debt, you are not just working for yourself, indirectly you are also working
for your creditors. It is very depressing to see how little impact your monthly payments have
on outstanding debt. You can thank, or rather curse, compound interest for that.
One of the most serious consequences of being in bondage to debt is the negative effect it
can have on the marriage relationship. Continuous stress and pressure caused by worrying
about how books are going to be balanced can also affect a person’s physical and
psychological health in a very negative way. Is this perhaps why we hear of so many people
suffering from ulcers and depression in these times?
3. KEEPING YOUR EYE ON THINGS
“Be sure you know the condition of your flocks, give careful attention to your herds; …the
lambs will provide you with clothing, and the goats with the price of a field. You will have
plenty of goats' milk to feed you and your family and to nourish your servant girls”
(Prov.27:23-27).
When a successful diary farmer was asked what the secret to his success was, his answer was,
“A match box.” He had to explain to his puzzled listeners. “You see,” he said, “You take a
match box and carefully push out the inside part containing the matches. Put it carefully
aside. You then take the outside part and squeeze it on the sides until it is diamond shaped.

Then, while looking through it, you point it at every cow.” Naturally he was asked how that
could help in any way. “I don’t know,” was his answer, “but at least you have your eye on
each cow!”
In any business situation there has to be a responsible person to keep an eye on things! This
is necessary for good planning and also, when things go wrong, that immediate steps can
taken. The only way to keep track of your overhaul state of financial affairs is to have a
carefully drawn up balance sheet. A balance sheet is a summary of all your assets and
liabilities. It should regularly be adapted to reflect your current financial position.
“Everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way” (1 Cor.14:40).
4. PLAN AND BUDGET
“Suppose one of you wants to build a tower. Will he not first sit down and estimate the cost
to see if he has enough money to complete it? (Luk.14:28).
“The plans of the diligent lead to profit as surely as haste leads to poverty” (Prov.21:5).

If you aim at nothing, guess what you are going to hit? We so often hear, “I don’t know where
my money is going to!” You are not supposed to ask where your money is going to, you are
supposed to tell it where to go to! That is the whole idea of planning and budgeting!
There are really only two ways of getting out of debt and getting into a healthy financial
situation; you either have to decrease your expenditures or you have to increase your income
(or you have to do both at the same time). Unfortunately most people work for set salaries
and therefore they will have to rely on doing the first. Having more money will not necessarily
always solve your financial problems, because one tends to live according to one’s income. A
well-planned long term financial strategy is needed and the will must be there to stick to it!
Unnecessary expenses must be curbed by drawing up a strict budget in which necessities are
listed in order of priority. So for instance rent for housing or the payment of a bond on a
house, will be high on your list. Provision must also be made for things like water and
electricity, food and clothing, maintenance of vehicles, school fees, and so forth. It is also
important that an amount is set aside for the paying off of debts.
It is not good enough to guess what your monthly expenses are; they must be recorded
accurately so that you can know where your money is going to. In order to do this and to
check whether you are keeping to your budget, it is important to have a simple book keeping
system. The old nail through a piece of wood through which cash slips can be pegged, still
remains a very effective way of not losing them. How can you keep track of expenses paid
out in cash if you don’t keep a record of them?

For many years the mother-in-law of one of my friends did the books of his relatively small
business. On a big old slanted table lay the two or three hard covered books she used. At any
time he could open them and with the slide of a finger down a column he could establish the
state of his financial affairs. and He then allowed himself to be influenced to modernise his
book keeping system. Today “modernising” just means to computerise! After all the expenses
of buying a computer and setting it up with all the needed programmes, he and his motherin-law found the thing too complicated to operate. He had to pay a competent person to
come in on a regularly basis to come and do his “books.” Suddenly he found that as far as his
business was concerned, he had lost that personal “hands-on” feeling, because he was now
dependent on somebody else for a print-out.
I know that I am over-simplifying the case, but the moral of the story is that even in a modern
computerised business those in charge must have easy access to information that will enable
them to plan and to keep abreast of things.
The first step to get out of debt is to make a list of everybody that you owe money to and
then to work out a repayment schedule. If you have allowed things to get so serious that you
cannot meet your obligations, it is best to make appointments with your creditors so that you
can inform them of your intention and plans to pay back everything you owe them. Usually
when this is done, creditors appreciate hearing from you, become lenient and are prepared
to compromise and negotiate new terms of repayment.

During the “good old days” the old folk made use of the cookie jar method to budget. They
allocated money for the paying of their usual monthly expenses by putting it in a marked jar.
So for example they had a jar marked and for groceries, another for water and electricity, one
for maintenance, one for transport, and so forth. They had to make ends meet with what was
allotted to a specific jar. Today with our convenient way of buying with plastic cards, it is so
much more important to be disciplined in order to stick to your planned budget.
A person earning a small to average salary must not under-estimate the value of small
amounts that are saved here and there. In budgeting we often do not take into consideration
of how much is spent per day on small items like a newspaper, a cool drink or a snack. Yet, it
is surprising to find out what these seemingly insignificant costs add up to when calculated
over a year. When the average salary earning person saves R10 a day on some of these
unnecessary items, and uses it to pay off debt, it could bring the total down with more than
R3000 per year. Remember, your debt does not only decrease by the amount that you pay in,
it also decreases by compound interest getting less. Some people might snigger at these
seemingly insignificant measures, but over the long run, they eventually make a big
difference. Books and magazines can be taken out free of charge by joining the library. Being
satisfied watching the news on TV makes it unnecessary to buy a newspaper every day. I
remember when we had to apply radical measures in order to get out of debt that we were

happy to flavour water with syrup when we felt like having a cool drink. Remember,
disciplining and pinching yourself now, means that you will have a much more comfortable
future. The salesmen and the advertisements will try and convince you of the opposite with
their sales talk – buy now and pay later, enjoy now and pay later, travel now and pay later…!
Rather suffer a bit now and enjoy your future later!
If you are in debt, stick to your plans and your budget and remember that the best way to
save is by investing your money in your own debt. Reducing your debt means that you are
saving interest on interest and that after a while has a snowball effect.
Getting serious with taking control of your debt situation has a very positive psychological
effect on your life. You suddenly feel more positive about other things in life as well.
On our way to a conference that would last over a period of a few days, we visited my
parents who were living in a small town. My father, who was close to his nineties, asked me
what I was going to speak about. I answered him that it was going to be about getting out of
debt. His puzzled reaction was, “Why take a week to speak about debt, why don’t you just tell
the people to stop buying!”
5. RADICAL ADVICE FOR SERIOUS DEBT – The “What-have-you-in-your-House-principle”

Some of the principles in this section of the book are not applicable to those who are
fortunate enough to be debt free. Therefore, when it comes to giving advice, one must be
careful, because what might be applicable to one person might not be what is necessarily
applicable to another. Each case must carefully be considered on its own merit.
Having said this, a man, let us call him Walter, came to see me one day to ask whether we
could pray for his ulcers. Of course we can pray for ulcers, but I am usually more interested in
their cause. After a few questions I found out that he owned three businesses and that
managing them was putting him under huge pressure. I could deduct that they were doing
very well, because he could afford the high interest on a big overdraft and large instalments
on various vehicles. Furthermore, in spite of other big expenditures on overheads, he
managed to keep his head well above the water. But, the stress of keeping his businesses on
a high level of productivity, was taking its toll. His situation could be compared to riding a
tiger; he had to stay on top otherwise the tiger would chew him up. I asked him what his
situation would be like if he did not have all the instalments on his vehicles and the high
monthly interest on his overdraft to pay? That would lift all the pressure he said, but the
problem was how to get into a situation where that could happen. I thought that the Word of
God could provide him with the answer. I showed him 2 Kings 4:1-7.

In this piece of Scripture we read about the prophet who gave his two sons as security for his
debt. In those days of slavery people had financial value as they could be sold as slaves.
Unfortunately he died and his widow was left with his debt. Because she had no money, the
creditors came to take her two sons in payment for the outstanding debt. Out of desperation
she went to the prophet Elisha to ask for help. He asked her what she had in her house. Her
reply was that she had nothing but a little bit of oil in a flask. Elisha instructed her to go
around to all her neighbours and borrow empty jars from them and then to fill them from her
flask of oil. She did so and as long as there were empty jars available, the miracle of oil
flowing from her flask continued. When there were no more empty jars available, the miracle
stopped. Elisha then told her to go and sell the oil and to pay her debt with the proceeds.
Why do you think the prophet asked her what she had in her house in the first place? I
suppose the logical answer would be because he wanted to know what she had in her house!
She had nothing, but a flask of oil. What do you think he would have said to her if she could
list valuable furniture and other items? I think he would have told her to go and sell them and
use the money to pay her debt, because that is what he told her to do with the oil. I asked
Walter what he had in his house? He then asked me whether I had time to go with him as he
wanted to show me where he lived. Going with him and after seeing his house and what he
owned, I thought that it would be quite simple to solve his problem by following Elisha’s
advice. Apart from his own very expensive car, his wife’s car stood parked next to a fancy 4x4.
Also parked in the huge garage was a motorboat. Inside the big house expensive paintings by

well-known artists were displayed against the walls. When we had tea, it was served in very
expensive gold lined cups. On the grounds of what was written in 2 Kings 4:1-7, he and his
wife were persuaded to sell some of their more expensive possessions. I was surprised by
their determination to do what they thought was the answer. They advertised what they
wanted to sell in the local newspapers and had a sale. They thought it wise to hold onto their
house as that remained a good investment, but many of their other expensive possessions,
including their vehicles, were put up for sale. With the proceeds of the sale they paid off
much of their overdraft and furthermore, with no more instalments on expensive vehicles,
they could breathe much easier. He still had his house and all his businesses which were still
doing well. Having sold his expensive car, he decided to use one of the business vans as a
means of transport. His wife was quite happy to buy a good second hand Japanese car to
drive around in. Having acted on a Biblical principle, although still being actively involved in
their businesses, they were now enjoying a much more relaxed lifestyle. Unfortunately many
people are so attached to their possessions that they just can’t make the switch to a simpler,
more relaxed way of life
6. AVOID SNAP DECISIONS
“The plans of the diligent lead to profit as surely as haste leads to poverty” (Prov.21:5).

The driving force behind impulsive buying and the taking of snap decisions is usually not
practical, well-thought through decision-making, but “the cravings of sinful man, the lust of
his eyes and the boasting of what he has and does…” (1 John 2:16).
It is upon this hedonistic culture that much of the advertising industry preys. The more
people watch television and read magazines, the higher is the lifestyle that they desire. Big
malls have the same effect on people.
It is told that when copper mines were opened up in the mountains of South America, they
had to make use of workers from the local tribes. After having been paid at the end of their
first month many of the workers did not turn up for work again. When managers of the mines
inquired why they had not come back to work they were informed that for the time being
they had enough money to live on, but as soon as it was finished they would be back at work.
This attitude amongst many of the workers caused huge labour problems for the mine
management. How could they ensure that the workers with their simplistic lifestyle would
regularly turn up for work? They followed the advice of experts who understood the
principles of marketing; they started distributing mail order catalogues of well-known stores
in the towns where the workers lived. It was the end of their problem. In order to buy all the
desirable items in the catalogues, the workers needed money and the only way they could
get hold of it, was to work for it. After seeing all the items advertised in the catalogues, they
were no longer satisfied with their simplistic life style.

7. SEEK THE ADVICE OF WISE COUNSELLORS
“Plans fail for lack of counsel, but with many advisers they succeed” (Prov.15:22).
“Make plans by seeking advice; if you wage war, obtain guidance” (Prov.20:18).
“Listen to advice and accept instruction, and in the end you will be wise” (Prov.19:20).
It is important to ask for advice in what you want to do, especially when you are still young.
You can learn so much from other people’s experience. Someone once said that a wise man
learns from the mistakes others make, that an unwise man learns from his own mistakes and
that a foolish man never learns. Although it is important to listen to advice, one must be very
careful about whose advice you accept. All advice must be evaluated in the light of the
principles of God’s Word.
8. GET RID OF A “GET-QUICK-RICH” MENTALITY
“…he who gathers money little by little makes it grow” (Prov.13:11).

The desire to get rich quickly is not compatible with what we read in the Bible. According to
God’s Word this attitude is wrong and can be the cause of great disappointment and
heartache.
“People who want to get rich fall into temptation and a trap and into many foolish and
harmful desires that plunge men into ruin and destruction. For the love of money is a root
of all kinds of evil” (1 Tim.6:9-10).
“A faithful man will be richly blessed, but one eager to get rich will not go unpunished”
(Prov.28:20).
If you look closely at what Paul is saying you will see that he is not condemning money as
something evil; it is a covetous attitude towards it that is evil. Many, driven by an unhealthy
obsession to get rich quickly have lost large sums of money for believing exuberant promises
that have been made by “Get-Rich-Quick” schemes. If the offers that are made by some
investment schemes sound too good to be true, they probably are. The fact that so many
people all over the country visit casino’s, is evidence that shows how many hope to get rich
quickly. The rocketing sales of Lotto tickets is another sign.
When an ordinary person earning a salary hears of the millions that are won by certain ticket
holders, he becomes disgruntled with his work that pays such an ordinary salary, and he

easily succumbs to the temptation to use his hard earned savings to take his chance at
gambling. Unfortunately reality shows that “the house always wins.”
9. WORK HARD AND BE PRODUCTIVE
“All hard work brings a profit, but mere talk leads only to poverty” (Prov.14:23).
“One who is slack in his work is brother to one who destroys” (Prov.18:9).
“Go to the ant, you sluggard; consider its ways and be wise!” (Prov.6:6).
Jesus stated it very clearly that you are supposed to develop the talents and abilities that you
have received. He made this clear by means of a story that he told. Three servants were given
talents by their master before he went away on a long journey. The one who received five,
doubled what was given to him, so also did the one who had received two talents. The
servant who had received only one talent, went and buried it. When the master came back
he complimented the two who had doubled theirs, but directed harsh words at the servant
who had gone and buried his: “You wicked, lazy servant…” (Matt.25:26). The master
commanded that he should be taken and thrown into the darkness where there would be a
weeping and a gnashing of teeth (Matt.25:30).

While living in Pretoria we had the privilege of knowing the granny who started the wellknown product that we all know as Ouma Beskuit. Granny Greyvenstein personally told me
her story. As a young woman during the difficult years of the depression, she one Sunday
attended a church service where the minister preached from Matt.25. He encouraged the
congregation to develop the talents that were given to them by God. At the end of the
meeting he went and stood at the door and as each member of the congregation came out,
he placed a shilling in his or her hand, with the words, “Just so you can’t say that you never
received a talent.” Ouma Greyvenstein used hers to buy ingredients with which she baked
rusks that she sold to her neighbours. With the profit she again baked another batch which
she also sold. Her rusks became became popular in the small town that she lived in. Her
reputation as a baker of tasty rusks spread to the neighbouring towns. The end of the story is
that what started off as a batch of rusks being baked in her humble kitchen in Molteno,
ended up as a product that today still can be found on the shelves of nearly all the
supermarkets in our country. This is the result of developing the talent that was given to her.
One year during October while I was traveling through the streets of Pretoria, I was awed by
the beautiful blooming Jacaranda trees lining the streets. Also the beautiful gardens I passed
by impressed me. Then the thought struck me; how foolish we can be! If fruit trees and other
productive plants had been planted along the streets and in the gardens, what a difference it

would have made! Imagine picking up fruit from the pavement! And what use would the
beautiful gardens be in a time of real famine?
In a meeting where I humorously referred to this idea, a man came to me after the meeting
and said how impressed he was with the idea. He offered to sponsor me to make an
experiment on my property in Rietondale. I agreed and I removed many unproductive trees
and shrubs from my garden and substituted them with fruit trees. Amongst others I also
planted about forty avocado trees. The only reason why I concentrated on avocado trees was
because of the fact that I had one big old avocado tree in my backyard that was a prolific fruit
bearer; if one did so well, I reasoned, why should others planted in the same vicinity not do
the same? When my trees started bearing fruit I had plenty to sell and to give away. I did not
get rich out of this project, but I know of at least one person who was inspired by what I did
and who transformed his plot in Pretoria North with all its beautiful gardens that were there
just to be admired, into a productive piece of ground that produced fruit and vegetables. The
income from selling his products helped him to pay off his debts.
Something which has almost disappeared from our modern age is seeing the experience of
satisfaction after having done a job well, as a reward in itself. I am reminded of what Jack
Schaefer writes about old Cal Brennan, one of his characters in his book Monte Walsh: “…he
was an old fashioned hangover living on into an era of increasing big-time operations with
money and the manipulation of it becoming more important than the mere sweat of
working.”

Paul understood the principle of working hard very well, because he writes:
“For you yourselves know how you ought to follow our example. We were not idle when
we were with you, nor did we eat anyone's food without paying for it. On the contrary, we
worked night and day, laboring and toiling so that we would not be a burden to any of
you. We did this, not because we do not have the right to such help, but in order to make
ourselves a model for you to follow” (2 Thess.3:7-10).
If you are in a position to do so, taking on an extra part time job, or making something at
home which you can sell, could make a noticeable contribution to your monthly income. But
once again it must be remembered that it is not how much you get per month that is so
important, it is what you do with what you get that counts. Put in another way: it’s not the
high cost of living where the problem lies, it’s in the cost of high living!
A friend of ours supplements her meagre pension by making and selling between twenty to
thirty dozen koeksisters per day!
Solomon, the wisest man who ever lived, had the following to say:
“One who is slack in his work is brother to one who destroys” (Prov.18:9).
10. DON’T OVERWORK!

“Do not wear yourself out to get rich; have the wisdom to show restraint” (Prov.23:4).
In the Bible we often find that there is a tension between two opposite truths. To live, you
have to die to self, to become great in the kingdom of God you have to become small, to
become rich, you have to become poor in the spirit, etc. As far as work is concerned, we find
the same principle at work. You must work hard and yet you must not overwork! This is said
for a reason, because your family will be the first to suffer the consequences of over-working.
A person who always comes home tired and irritated from work usually does not feel like
paying much attention to the rest of his or her family. Consequently, chronic tiredness as
result of being over-worked can place much strain on the relationship between a husband
and wife and the rest of the family.
Children can develop strange patterns of behaviour to attract the attention of parents who,
as result of their work, are away from home too much.
It is a well-known medical fact that tiredness and stress caused by too much work can have a
very negative effect on someone’s health.
What is the answer to tiredness? Is it to do more Bible reading, to pray more or to go to
church more regularly? Not that these activities in themselves are not commendable, but the
answer to tiredness is to rest and to take a holiday! And of course your schedule of work will

have to be adapted. If at all possible get in help to lighten the load of your responsibilities.
Moses was given the same advice: “What
you are doing is not good. You and these people who come to you will only wear yourselves
out. The work is too heavy for you; you cannot handle it alone… But select capable men
from all the people-men who fear God, trustworthy men who hate dishonest gain-and
appoint them as officials…That will make your load lighter, because they will share it with
you. If you do this and God so commands, you will be able to stand the strain, and all these
people will go home satisfied" (Ex.18:17-21).
In the case of married women who have little children and out of necessity have to work, it is
worthwhile cutting expenses on unnecessary luxuries like eating out and entertainment in
order to afford a reliable nanny to help with caring for the children. When our three children
were small (our eldest daughter was three when our youngest son was born) I learnt the
value of a good nanny!
11. LOOK AFTER YOUR FAMILY
“If anyone does not provide for his relatives, and especially for his immediate family, he
has denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever” (1 Tim.5:8).

The Word is very clear about the fact that one should provide for one’s own family. A family
does not have material needs only, they also need love and attention. Not to overwork and to
care for your family go hand in hand. As result of over-commitment to the fulfilment of
career ambitions and the emphasis placed on the accumulation of wealth, many families have
suffered as result of neglect. One must be careful, because the same can happen in one’s
earnestness to get out of debt. It is true that radical steps have to be taken to get out of debt,
but it cannot be done at the cost of neglecting your family in terms of looking after their
needs. A wise balance should be kept between saving in order to pay off debt and providing
for what is necessary for looking after the material the needs of your family.
The best investment you will ever make is to love and care for your family; and the best gift
you can give to your children is to be good to their mother.
12. FIRSTLY DEVELOP YOUR BUSINESS AND THE SOURCE OF YOUR INCOME
“Finish your outdoor work and get your fields ready; after that build your house”
(Prov.24:27).
The principle that can be deduced from this passage of Scripture speaks for itself. The income
in ancient Israel mainly depended on agricultural activities. Before building a house their
flocks of sheep, herds of cattle and their fields had to be attended to so that through their

productivity they had a sustainable income. I suppose they had to live in temporary shelters
until such time as they could afford to build permanent homes. So often we see this principle
turned upside down in modern society. Soon after having started his business enterprise, we
so often see the owner spending money on unnecessary things that have nothing to do with
the practical productivity and development of his business. Usually the use of vehicles is a
necessary part in the running of most businesses, but is it, especially after having just started,
really necessary that for personal use, you have to drive around in an expensive luxury model
with Executive in chrome somewhere on the back?
What about the argument that instead of paying the tax man, I rather spend it on myself by
buying an expensive car and then deducting its cost from my income tax? I have no problem
with somebody driving a comfortable car, but it is not necessary to go for the most expensive
one as the same luxuries can be enjoyed in one costing much less. Can’t money saved in this
way be invested in certain improvements that will increase the effectiveness of your business
and which at the same time can also be deducted from tax? What about an increase in the
salaries of your workers?
13. BUSINESS COMES BEFORE PLEASURE
“He who loves pleasure will become poor; whoever loves wine and oil will never be rich”
(Prov.21:17).

In our modern time it is alarming to see how much time, energy and money the average
person spends on sport and entertainment. It has become an industry on its own. I will be the
first one to concede that there is therapeutic value in taking a holiday when and where
needed, but the sad truth is that the recreation habit has taken hold of people to such an
extent that it is being felt in their pockets! If it is a need to escape from the stress of the rat
race that drives people to places of entertainment, why pay so much for recreation of which
the cost contributes to the problem that drove you there in the first place?
It is interesting to note that the Word of God warns us that one of the signs of the end times
will be an over emphasis of sport and entertainment:
“But mark this: There will be terrible times in the last days. People will be lovers of
themselves, lovers of money, boastful, proud…lovers of pleasures rather than lovers of God”
(2 Tim.3:1-4, my emphasis).
I like the way the Amplified Bible puts it:
“People...will be lovers of sensual pleasures and vain amusements more than and rather
than lovers of God.”
What is addressed in these passages of Scripture is not so much recreation and sport being
condemned, but having wrong priorities; having an unhealthy pursuit of pleasure and

entertainment. It is important for a hardworking person to get proper rest and recreation,
but I am sure with a bit of planning cheaper ways can be found than what is so popularly
advertised.

14. DO NOT SIGN SECURITY FOR SOMEONE ELSE’S DEBT
“He who puts up security for another will surely suffer, but whoever refuses to strike hands
in pledge is safe” (Prov.11:15).

“Do not be a man who strikes hands in pledge or puts up security for debts; if you lack the
means to pay, your very bed will be snatched from under you” (Prov.22:26-27).
Statistics have shown that nearly 50% of those that sign security for other people’s debt, end
up having to pay it. Except if you can afford it and are prepared to lose money or to give it
away as a gift, it is not wise to stand in for somebody else’s debt.
15. SAVE AND DO NOT WASTE

“In the house of the wise are stores of choice food and oil, but a foolish man devours all he
has” (Prov.21:20).
“When they all had enough to eat, he said to his disciples, ‘Gather the pieces that are left
over. Let nothing be wasted.’ So they gathered them and filled twelve baskets with the
pieces of the five barley loaves left over by those who had eaten” (John 6:12-13).
Most of us have read the story in the Bible of how Joseph saved a country from famine by
storing up grain in the good years (Gen.41:34). Also, in the case of Jesus we see in the
passage above how He ordered all left-over pieces of bread to be gathered so that nothing
would be wasted. Twelve baskets full were gathered. A basket full for each of His disciples.
Isn’t it astounding that someone who can miraculously turn stone into bread, insists that
leftovers be picked up from the ground! Surely by doing this, Jesus wanted to get an
important message across.
When things are going well one should save for a rainy day. In fact, saving and investing in a
wise way is absolutely necessary in order to make provision for your old age. If you have debt
the best way to save is to “invest” in paying it off. It is only when you are debt free that
compound interest can start working on your behalf.
Surveys have shown that people who buy with plastic cards, spend on average 34% more per
month than people who buy with cash. Those who for security reasons prefer to use credit

and debit cards must therefore be very disciplined in their buying. The convenience of using
them largely contributes to the trend of impulsive buying.
Older generations had a culture of not wasting and saving everything they could. Being a child
in the era just after the Second World War, I grew up being used to the fact that there was a
shortage of most commodities. Things like white bread and butter was a scarce luxury! We
were taught to even collect the small pieces of left over soap in the bathroom so that they
would not disappear down the drain. Today I still find myself doing the same, pressing them
together into one piece and with the help of my old shaving brush, using it for shaving lather.
This attitude was expressed in the old sayings of “Waste not, want not” and “Save a match
and buy a farm.”
Paul warns that Christians should not conform to the pattern of this world, because the
wisdom of this world is foolishness to God (Romans 12:2, 1 Cor.3:19). Although this warning
is applicable to all areas of our lives, it is important that it is especially applied to the way we
think about money and material possessions.
Even the rich should save and think of ways in which they can wisely use money accumulated
in this way for Godly purposes.
One day during a seaside holiday while we were buying ice cream on the beach, someone
dropped a R2 coin in the sand. My three children dropped on their knees and started
searching for it. Finding a coin dropped in sand is very difficult, because the more you dig, the
deeper it sinks in! One of the adult onlookers impatiently remarked what a waste of time it

was looking for it. To my surprise one of my children responded with: “We must find it,
because we are not only losing two rand, we are losing the interest we could have earned on it
for the rest of our lives.”
16. LEARN THE SECRET OF CONTENTMENT
“ But if we have food and clothing, we will be content with that. People who want to get
rich fall into temptation and a trap and into many foolish and harmful desires that plunge
men into ruin and destruction. For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil. Some
people, eager for money, have wandered from the faith and pierced themselves with many
griefs” (1 Tim.6:8-10).
In spite of what the advertisements tell us, we can be happy with a much simpler and
cheaper way of living. But in order to do so we will have to stop trying to keep up with the
Jones’s. One will also have to learn to discern between one’s needs, greeds and wants. We
need things like clothes for example, but that does not mean that I have to buy an expensive
brand just for the sake of being fahionable. The same can be said about many other things
that we need.
I still remember when I bought my first car in 1969, a Ford Cortina 1500 GT. After having
washed and polished it I would drive through town, crooked elbow out of the window,

thinking that everybody was admiring it. I would also drive past one of the big shops in town
in order to admire myself and my car in the reflection in the big display windows. I was
happy and proud of my car, until something happened that changed my whole attitude
towards it – five and a half inch rims came onto the scene. Suddenly the “widies” made my
car with its standard rims looked very ordinary. What had changed? One moment I was still
so proud of it, and then, suddenly I was dissatisfied with it. Looking back I realize that what I
had felt about my car was a perception that existed in my own head only. Nobody else was
really impressed with it, with or without wide rims. Today, when occasionally an old model
Cortina passes by, I cannot help shaking my head when I see how awkward it looks compared
to the streamlined cars of today.
Our characters are not determined by what we own or by what we do not own, it is
determined by what our attitude is towards what we have or do not have. Greed and
covetousness does not only occur amongst the rich. It is sometimes more tragic to see it in
the lives of the poor. One of the signs of spiritual maturity, whether rich or poor, is to be
content with what you have.
“I know what it is to be in need, and I know what it is to have plenty. I have learned the
secret of being content in any and every situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether
living in plenty or in want” (Phil. 4:11-12).

“But if we have food and clothing, we will be content with that” (1 Tim.6:8).
Whilst Scripture is clear about the fact that we should not have a covetous attitude towards
material things, it does not prescribe how much or how little we are supposed to posses. The
fact that riches alone do not bring happiness and contentment is borne out by the fact that
even amongst the rich and famous you find many miserable people. So even they have to
learn the secret of being contented with what they have.
17. FAITHFULNESS
“Whoever can be trusted with very little can also be trusted with much, and whoever is
dishonest with very little will also be dishonest with much. So if you have not been
trustworthy in handling worldly wealth, who will trust you with true riches?” (Luk.16:10-12)
Is there a correlation between the way I handle money and material things and the level of
my spirituality? According to Luke 16 there is. In this section of Scripture worldly wealth is
contrasted with true riches. If “true riches” is not the same as “worldly wealth” what else can
it be but spiritual riches? It therefore says that if somebody is not be faithful in the way that
he handles money, he will not be faithful in the handling of spiritual truths. Therefore, what I
do with my money and what my attitude is towards it, is a reflection of my spiritual maturity.

A good steward will be faithful and responsible in the way that he handles money, whether it
is much or little. He will also be responsible in the way that he handles the property of other
people. An important principle which speaks for itself and needs no explanation, is found in
what Jesus says in Luke 16:12:
“If you have not been trustworthy with someone else’s property, who will give you property
of your own?”
Experience has shown that a person must be spiritually very mature in order to maintain a
right attitude as far as money is concerned. Especially those who are rich must be very careful
not to be negatively influenced by it by becoming arrogant, proud and snobbish. In the world,
wealth is associated with power and influence because it can be used to manipulate and
intimidate people. It can also buy prestige.
But not only the rich have to be careful not to be negatively influenced by money. Also the
poor must watch out. Sometimes it is as tragic to see greed and covetousness in a poor
person as it is to see it in a wealthy person.
Handling money and other material things responsibly contributes much to experiencing
contentment and fulfilment in life.
18. THE EXTRA MILE PRINCIPLE

“ If someone forces you to go one mile, go with him two miles” (Matt5:40-42).
What would you do if you are a business man and a person comes to you and asks you
whether he could wash your car for the price of something to eat. You agree and after a while
he is back and says that he is finished with your car, but he says, he sees that there are other
cars that also need to be washed. Can he wash them as well? No need for further payment
either, he will do it as a favour for having been paid already. Wouldn’t you be impressed with
someone with such an attitude? Especially if you see your car shining like never before! You
would perhaps ask him to come in on a regular basis to wash your cars.
Or what would your attitude be towards the new assistant worker you hired to help with the
packing of shelves, when he comes and asks whether he can help with the shelves in
somebody else’s section, because he has finished with his own. Or he asks whether he can
help with the unloading of the cement because he sees the workers in the receiving section
are a bit short handed. I am sure you would not like to lose a worker with such an attitude.
You would even consider giving him a raise. In contrast, don’t we often experience the
opposite when we go shopping? How frustrating it is to experience the reluctance and lack of
enthusiasm of some shop assistants whose job it is to serve you!
In a certain city we met a lady who had a hair salon. She complained about the fact that her
business was not doing well. What could she do? As she had already cut her overhead costs

radically, there was not much she could further do to curb her expenditures. What else could
she try? I suggested that she should try and do what Jesus taught about going the extra mile.
Why not apply it in her business? I suggested that she should lower her prices slightly and
when a lady comes for, let’s say a perm, she should not only give her the best perm she’s ever
had, but she should also offer to manicure her nails, free of charge. She should also consider
offering her a free cup of tea and a cookie to go with it. But most importantly, she should
genuinely be interested in her customers by asking a few appropriate random questions. I
know what my wife is like, like most mothers, give her half a chance and she will soon be
telling you everything about her children and grandchildren.
Our hair dresser friend decided to give it a try. After about three months she contacted us
again and excitedly reported that she had new customers and that is was going much better
with her business. My wife and I discussed what we thought the reason was for the turn
about. My wife came up with the answer. She said that she would be very impressed with a
hair dresser that gave her the best perm she’s ever had, who treated her in a friendly manner
and who also served her with a cup of tea. I suppose you know what the three fastest ways
of communication were a few years ago They were a telegram, a telephone and a tell-awoman! In modern electronic times I suppose we will have to adapt it to e-mail, fast mail and
female! All my wife’s friends will soon know about the place!
19. THE “CUT-OFF-YOUR-HAND” PRINCIPLE

“If your hand or your foot causes you to sin, cut it off and throw it away. It is better for you
to enter life maimed or crippled than to have two hands or two feet and be thrown into
eternal fire. And if your eye causes you to sin, gouge it out and throw it away. It is better for
you to enter life with one eye than to have two eyes and be thrown into the fire of hell”
(Matt.18:8-9).
Common sense tells us that Jesus was speaking figuratively. What he meant was that if
something in your life was causing you to stumble, you should be prepared to take drastic
steps in order to change things. This principle can also be applied to the world of business and
finance. If things start going wrong it does not help to sit around hoping for the best. One
should be prepared to act quickly and sometimes even be prepared to take radical steps in
order to rectify the situation.
The manager of a large store had to work long hours to try and live up to the goals that were
set for him. The pressure of having to give so much attention to his work situation started
affecting the relationship with his wife. Their relationship deteriorated to the point where she
considered leaving him. As result of all the stress of the situation he was in, he also developed
ulcers. He realized he had to do something drastically to change things. He took the words of
Jesus seriously and decided to “cut off his hand.” He resigned and went to work at a place
where he did not receive the same big salary, but where he could be more relaxed and have

more time to spend with his family. Because he had more time at home he decided to
improve his qualifications by long distance learning. The qualifications achieved in this way
enabled him to pursue a career in the teaching profession, something he always wanted to
do. Today he is the principal of a high school.
20. USE YOUR STAFF WHICH IS IN YOUR HAND
When Moses had to go and lead the Israelites out of Egyptian captivity, God said to him that
if Pharaoh asked for a miracle Aaron had to take what was in his hand and throw it down.
When he threw down his ordinary staff it became a snake and devoured all the Egyptian
snakes.
So often, especially young men, get intimidated by the success stories of other people in
business. They then become dissatisfied with their mediocre jobs and they then get involved
in unrealistic plans and projects for which they neither have the funds, the talents or the
abilities to really make a success of things. Many then end up in disillusionment and with debt
that will keep them in financial bondage for years to come.
During my life I have tried my hand at various projects of which I think the most successful
was a factory making flavoured icicles. But in spite of its success my wife and I weren’t happy
with the situation we were in. We took stock of things and realized that as qualified teachers
we were running a flavoured sugar water factory. We sold it and like Aaron, I decided to use

the “staff” that I had in my hand, my teaching qualifications, and to get involved in teaching. I
started off in an old house that was made available to me with a group of children of different
ages. We used plastic crates for seats and desks; a single one to sit on and one on top of
another one as a desks! What started off in a very simplistic, primitive way with sixteen under
privileged children has developed into a private school that today has a few hundred learners
enrolled in it. My wife with her qualifications in Maths, was of great help. When we used
what we had in our hands the whole time, with the help of our heavenly Father, we found
ourselves involved in something meaningful.
Coming from a small town I grew up in front of certain men who for as long as I have known
them, have worked for the same businesses and have never risen above low to middle
management. Because being such loyal, upright citizens in our community, they have always
been respected by everybody in our town. Some of them are retired now, living in their own
houses and managing to live on pensions and investments they had made through the long
years of working for somebody else. Some of their children I know, are no different from
anybody else’s. Some have gone on to study, some have started their own businesses, and
some are holding down good jobs. These men represent a large group of people who must be
contended with being in a similar position. Many, like them, will have to make peace with the
fact that there is nothing wrong with working for somebody else for the rest of your life.
Many will not be in a position to own their own business or be able to reach the highest levels

of management. As I have already explained, many will have to be satisfied with doing their
best while working for another person or company. They will have learn to get along with
what they earn, save as much as they can and be satisfied to make the best of the talents that
they have received.
We must be ambitious and use our God given talents to the best of our ability, but we must
also be realistic enough to know what our limitations are.
21. DON’T PUT ALL YOUR EGGS IN ONE BASKET
“Give portions to seven, yes to eight, for you do not know what disaster may come upon the
land” (Ecclesiastes 11:2).
In ordinary English this verse means: “Don’t put all your eggs in one basket.” In the light of so
many uncertainties in the economic and political world today, it is safer not to have your
savings and investments in only one place. Financial institutions that do not have proven
track records that stretch over very long periods of time, should be avoided.
In order to spread the risk it would be wise to make treal estate part of your investment
portfolio.

Before any investments are made reliable, experienced professional investment advisors
should be consulted. But also their advice should prayerfully be tested by weighing it in the
light of many other counsellors.
22. THE WIFE FACTOR
“Husbands, in the same way be considerate as you live with your wives, and treat them
with respect as the weaker partner and as heirs with you of the gracious gift of life, so that
nothing will hinder your prayers” (1 Pet.3:7, my emphasis).
If you are a married Christian believer, it is very important that there should be a good
relationship between you and your marriage partner. According to Scripture, if it is not so, it
might be the reason why your prayers are not being answered (1 Pet.3:7).
At creation God ordained that husband and wife should compliment each other in the
marriage relationship. There should be agreement between them concerning all things,
especially in the area of financial matters. Women are usually very sensitive and men should
be careful to consider their opinion when decisions have to be made. Apart from their
opinion being valuable, close cooperation between husband and wife in financial matters
enriches their marriage relationship. It is important that married couples should agree about
the standard of living that they have chosen for themselves. Much unhappiness has been

caused in marriages by partners who have spent more money than can be afforded on
unnecessary items without consulting the other partner.
23. FAITHFULNESS IN SMALL MATTERS
“Whoever can be trusted with very little can also be trusted with much, and whoever is
dishonest with very little will also be dishonest with much (Luk.16:10).
The street sweeping principle
Is does not matter if you have to sweep the streets, just do it so well that they give you the
main street to sweep. Do that well and you might end up as the manager of the street
sweepers. If you stick to it, who knows where you may end up? Maybe a position in the
department of works!
Especially in the area of business, as result of widespread laziness and corruption, qualities
like honesty, faithfulness and willingness to work hard, are still appreciated and rewarded.
24. KNOW YOUR PLACE AND YOUR THEOLOGY

A business man once gave me his business card. Just under the logo the following words were
printed: “Jesus is my partner.” He explained to me that he had made Jesus the senior partner
in his business. What is questioned here is not our brother’s good intention or his motives; all
that we are questioning is his theology. According to Scripture Jesus does not want to be your
partner, He wants to be your Lord. In our relationship with God He is our Father, our King and
our Shepherd, but never our partner!
This type of concept of Jesus in the minds of some believers originates from the fact that they
do not realize that He is no longer the fleshly Jesus who once ministered on earth. He has
been glorified and is now sitting at the right hand of the Father “far above all rule and
authority, power and dominion…” (Eph.1:20-21).
We must be careful that we do not create a Jesus for ourselves who only exists in our
imaginations. As result of some modern books like The Shack for example that portray Jesus
as an earthly figure who still runs around on the water chasing fish and playing the fool with
the other members of the Trinity in the kitchen, some Christians think that they can draw up
a chair next to their bed and invite Jesus to come and sit on it. A young man once told me
how wonderful it was to “feel” Jesus walking down the street next to him. Especially business
and sportsmen should be careful of building up a concept of a Jesus that gets involved with
their lives by helping them to get the advantage in business deals and that helps them win
matches. Imagine if the Christian boxer believes that Jesus helped him to knock out his
unbelieving opponent! It would immediately be an unfair competition.

Here I am reminded of the story told about the old Boer who fought in the Anglo-Boer War.
As they were lying in the trenches at Magersfontein looking out over the flats at the
approaching English soldiers, he started praying: “Lord,” he said, “I know that here amongst
our men are some of your children, and Lord, I know that amongst those approaching English
there must also be some of you children. So Lord, I can’t pray and expect you to help us defeat
them, but Lord, neither can they pray and expect you to help them to defeat us, so Lord, all
I’m asking is, please just stay out of the fight!”
Of course we can ask God to help us in various ways, but our faith and expectancy must be
according to the revealed will of God as found in Scripture. We can thank our heavenly Father
for talents, for health and opportunities, but some things we have to do for ourselves.
25. ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR
“A greedy man brings trouble to his family, but he who hates bribes will live” (Prov.15:27).
“Differing weights and differing measures - the Lord detests them both” (Prov.20:10).
About ethical behaviour we do not have to say much as the Bible speaks for itself. Certain
popular trends and practices in some churches, though, does make one wonder about what is

right and what is wrong. What for example should our attitude be concerning a whole
industry that has arisen around the Christian faith? Here we think of things like Christian
stickers, Jesus T-shirts, Jesus pens, jewellery, crosses and many other items that can be
named? What about Christian bookshops indiscriminately selling religious books? We cannot
question the integrity nor the motives of those who buy these things for it may be done out
of a genuine sense of wonder and worship. But what is the motive behind the making of
these things? Is it not to make money? For what reason are some of these things sold in the
foyers and bookshops of churches? Is this not an example of exploiting the religious
sentiment of worshippers in order to make money? Is this not the same type of thing that
annoyed Jesus so much when He used a whip in the temple? It can be said that we are
splitting hair, but looking at Jesus’ reaction towards those who were trading in the temple,
this subject cannot be taken too lightly. The problem is that we tend to get desensitized by
things that we are often exposed to. Here we think of the example of the proverbial frog that
gets placed in cold water and gets used to warm water as it gradually gets heated up. We as
Christians have got used to the idea of the Christian faith becoming very superficial and
worldly as a result of the influence of commercialization.
We as Christians must take care that we base our faith on the principles of God’s Word and
that we do not adapt it to the standards of commercial religious entrepreneurs or to the
trends of a modern pop culture of entertainment.

26. FORGIVENESS AND RESTITUTION
There is no other area in life where people get more exploited, stolen from and lied to than in
the area of money matters. The Christian who is guilty of dishonesty and who is involved in
dubious financial dealings, needs to be convicted of his sin and needs to confess it before
God. If possible, restitution must also be made towards those who have been wronged.
A truth taught in the Word of God which often gets neglected in preaching is that there is
going to be a judgement day for Christian believers when we will have to give an account of
everything that we did here on earth, whether good or bad.
“For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, that each one may receive
what is due him for the things done while in the body, whether good or bad” (2 Cor.5:1,10).
“So then, each of us will give an account of himself to God” (Rom.14:12).
“For no one can lay any foundation other than the one already laid, which is Jesus Christ. If
any man builds on this foundation using gold, silver, costly stones, wood, hay or straw, his
work will be shown for what it is, because the Day will bring it to light. It will be revealed
with fire, and the fire will test the quality of each man's work. If what he has built survives,

he will receive his reward. If it is burned up, he will suffer loss; he himself will be saved, but
only as one escaping through the flames” (1 Cor.3:10-15).
CONCLUSION
God has given us gifts and talents. He has also given us His Word containing His instructions
and principles. He has also sent us His Spirit to guide us into all truth. Now He expects us to
take responsibility for the way we live. One day we will have to appear before Him to give an
account of our stewardship of all that God gave us here on earth (1 Cor.3:12-15, Matt.12:36).
Our goal in life should not be to get rich, but to obey our Heavenly Father. Peace, joy and the
development of a godly character is the result of faithfully obeying and applying the
principles of God’s Word.
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